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Choosi-ng a council 
VOT 
FREE 
On Tuesday, May 7, 
Portlanders will choose 
either John Harrigan, 
Robert "Danny" Lee, 
Richard W. Paulson or 
Carolyn Silvius (pictured, 
left to right) to fill an at-
large seat on the Portland 
City Council. 
For news of these 
and other races, 
seepageS. 
Living together 
Shacking up just isn't wha t 
it used to be. Today, cohabit-
ing couples run the gamut 
from students to senior 
citizens. 
See page 12 
Checking it out 
Here's a list of 25 things to 
look for when you're sizing 
up a prospective apartment. 
See page 14 
, " .' 
Green cities INSIDE GREATER 
Community gardens are a PORTLAND'S NEWS 
New England tradition. And & ARTS WEEKL V 
Portland is about to bloom 
again. Newsbriefs pages 2-7 
See page 16 VOTER'S GUIDE page 8 
Endorsements page 10 
Clean gardens Shacking up page 12 
Gardening without City gardening page 16 
chemicals can be cheaper and 10-day calendar page 20 
easier than the hazardous "Oscar" page 22 
practice of using chemical Fogg Brothers page 26 
fertilizers and bug killers. Anita Barlett page 28 
See page 18 Classifieds page 36 
Pook sonnet page 38 Ken Kuenster See page 20 
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AH. BENOIT & CO. 
188 Middle 51. . In the Old Port 
BATTER UP! TEE OFF! BATTER UP! TEE OFF! 
WESTERLY WINDS 
"Thefamily Fun Center" 
Open 9-9 Every Day 
DRIVING RANGE 
$250 For Large Bucket 0' Balls 
1000' s of New High Compression 
Balls' Mini Golf .. 
o 
Children $2, Adults $250. 
NOW OPEN! 
"New State of the Art" 
Pitching Machines 
Softball· Baseball 
18 to 28 Balls for $1. 
AFFORDABLE GOLF LESSONS 
~ OPENING SOON! 
PITCH N' PUTT GOLF COURSE! 
771 Cumberland St. (River Rd.) Westbrook· 854-9463 









easy to pull on 
even if you're 
little. Cushiony 
wool felt inner 
soles are built-in 
and add 20° extra 
warmth and 
comfort on damp 
days. Slip 
resistant treads 
for safety. U.S.A. 
K O'S"G EAR 
273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357. Mon-Sat. S am-5 pm, Thurs. 'tilS pm 
PurclUIse a 
3-Pack of Konica Film 
for only 
6.99 
Plus - Don't forget ... The Big Deal! 
Free Film and 
Free 2nd Set of 4" Prints 
Every Day of the Week! 
30 City Center. Ponland • 772·7296 
r-,/L" .... LlU ................... II.j .... U .................. 71 US Route I. Scarborough • 883-7363 
Saturday, May 4 10am-2pm 
• Free exam and consultation 
• Come hear about your health 
• Meet Dr. Carroll Ann Coyle & 
Dr. Meg Rushford 
Children welcome • Gifts for the young and old 
243 U.S. Route 1, Scarborou!1h • 883-5549 
Accross from the Scarborough Fke))~ment 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: April 23 through 30, 1991. 
Area plants to layoff more than 300 
Southern Maine's reeling economy suffered another blow 
when a Saco defense contractor said it was laying off 100 people 
and a Gorham manufacturing company announced it was 
closing a factory. 
Saco Defense is laying off 100 people to cut overhead costs, 
and AMF Reece Corp., the largest employer in Gorham, says it 
will dose its industrial sewing-machine plant within a year, 
eliminating 220 jobs. 
The Saco Defense layoffs reduce the company's work force to 
about 600 and include 60 blue-collar and 40 white-collar 
workers, a company official said on April 22. 
The company makes weapons for the U.S. military, but Bruce 
A. Makas, executive vice president and general manager of Saco 
Defense, said a change in direction in military spending is 
forcing it to diversify and try to attract international weapons 
contracts. The government plans to spend more money on high-
tech weapons and less on such mainstays as the M60 machine 
gun and the MKI0 grenade launcher, both made by Saco 
Defense. 
AMF Reece, meanwhile, said that in October it will begin to 
shift some manufacturing from Gorham to an existing sewing-
machine plant in Richmond, Va. Reece will close its plant in the 
Gorham Industrial Park by June 1992. 
All of the workers at the Gorham plant will be offered jobs at 
the Richmond, Va., plant, and relocation packages will be 
available for some employees. 
The company announced the closing after AMP Sewn 
Products Systems Inc., a multinational company based in 
England, completed its purchase of the financially troubled 
Reece Corp. for an estimated $13.7 million. The Reece Corp. 
announced in February that it had reached an agreement to 
merge with AMF. 
William Nugent, president of the Chamber of Commerce of 
the Greater Portland Region, called the closing announcement 
"a hell of a jolt." 
Casco Northern Bank posts loss 
Casco Northern Bank of Portland and its parent company, 
Bank of Boston Corp., have posted losses for the first three 
months of 1991. 
Casco Northern lost $4.3 million in the year's first quarter, 
following a $12 million loss in the fourth quarter of 1990, the 
company announced Thursday. Bank of Boston posted an $89 
million first quarter loss. 
Bank of Boston officials said the losses were caused by bad 
real estate loans, but that the number of problem assets is 
declining. Casco Northern's problem loans, however, are rising, 
said Bruce U. Munger, the bank's chairman. He said the 
problem loans total about $107 million, up from $102 million in 
1990. 
Children's Museum moving forward 
Officials from the Children's Museum of Maine announced 
on April 24 that they had made an offer to buy the Portland 
Chamber of Commerce building next door to the Portland 
Museum of Art on Free Street, and may move the museum into 
the building by late 1992. 
Museum officials said they needed to raise approximately $2 
million to buy and renovate the 160-ycar-old building. The 
museum has already raised $200,000, according to Frederic 
Thompson, who chairs the campaign and is president of Maine 
Broadcasting. The city of Portland pledged to buy a parking lot 
behind the building for $70,500. 
"I'm very optimistic that we can raise the money," said 
museum Director Anthony Mollica. "Right now, it's up to the 
chamber to make this possible." 
But Joe O'Donnell, treasurer of the chamber, said his organi-
zation hasn't found another location yet. 
"We are looking at various sights on the peninsula," 
O'Donnell said. "But it's not easy and it is going to take some 
time. We are a nonprofit organization just like the Children's 
Museum and we don't have a lot of money." 
• Continued on page 4 I 
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If you rent, you 
couldown~ 
The Home Ownership Program for 
Everybody means that you can finally 
move into your own home for the same 
money as, or less than what you cur-
rently pay for rent . . . guaranteed! 
Bring your rent receipt or your can-
celled rent check to Breakwater. We'll 
take it from there. We can help you find 
a home that suits you and a payment 
plan you can afford-it's that simple. 
~~ Mark~tin, Agent 
Developed by the McCourt Company, Inc. 
Finanemg available through the Boston Five Mortgage Corp. 
y , t. 
If yau've been thinking that yau 




Living at Breakwater is special. 
Located right on Casco Bay; these 
homes offer spectacular ocean views 
you can't find at other developments. 
And, it's all within minutes of down-
town Portland and convenient to just 
about everywhere. 
Breakwater 
at Spring Point 
South Portland, Maine 04106 
(207) 799-1899 
In South Portland, follow Broadway east 
to the ocean. 
Sales Information Center open every day 
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Don't let HOPE run 
out-visit soon. 
This offer and these homes won't last 
long, so you should visit Breakwater 
soon. There won't be many opportuni-
ties to live by the ocean - in your own 
home-at such low prices ... so take 
advantage now. 
'Financing plans may affect unit pricing and are subject to 
availability. Minimum rent mustbe $500 for purchase of 1-
bedroom unit, $650 for two-bedroom. Terms are 5% down 
with 9%% (fIxed) 3O-year fmancing. no points. After tax 
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MADE IN MAINE 
SugQested 
Retail SALE 
Twin $339 $299 
Full $449 $349 
Queen $489 $389 
King $589 $489 
301 Forest Avenue, Portland • 774-1906 




A NEW STORE 
AT A FAMILIAR 
LOCATION. 
Come in and choose from 
a wide selection of 
beautifully designed quolity 
fabrics for the !iome, all 
F ~ B R C 5 priced well below retail!!! 
VISIT OUR NEW STORE AT 
2 MILK STREET IN THE OLD PORT 
PORTLAND· 761·2711 
Open Monday· Saturday 10·5 
~. 






887 Brighton Ave., Portland 772-4431 
Mon-Fri 7:30-5:30, Sat 8-4 
Living in 
Cotnfo 
Discover how healthy 
and comfortable 
your feet can be in . , 
original Birkenstock '.. . 
footwear. And discover the fresh new look of Blrkenstock -
sandals and shoes in exciting new colors and styles. ] 
Bil'kensfoc:k" 
walkabout 
your Birkenstock store 
337 Forest Ave .• Portland, Maine • 207-773-6601 
"Sim I the best lace to bu Birlcinstock footwear" 
iii 
J2l. :Home Store 
In iJ'ime for Mottier s Vay 
Custom Made Dried & Silk Arrangements 
Fresh Arrangements by Advance Order 
20% OFF Natural Dried Flowers, more than 15,000 bunches availablel 
• MatMr's Dafj Gift CertifICates Available. 
• Decorative Gifts, AntitJ!les and Heirloom items. 
• Entertaining and Wedding Seroices Available. 
! .' ~'. ... . -- . ~~~ T,Ciza6etfi s f£ ~~ ~( 
~ ~~ Parror & Pantry 
'lTllifitiona!!Jfome J(cussorUs - 'Tor tIu 9{jUlits. 
."We are always home, 7 Days A Week." 
Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth • 767-5668 
{next to Jorden's Lawn & Garden} 
• SPAS 
• HOT TUBS 
• JETTED BATHS 
• SAUNAS 
127 Marginal Way 




15 Central Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
207-942-0323 @ 800-244-0323 
omplete 5 person 
with gazebo $4700. HotSpring 
nlf1olbl"5{\u Regularly $6000. 
~_al 
Phoenix Studio 
Restoration and Design 
of 
Fine Art Glass WIndows 










• Continued from page 2 
Squeeze continues 
on massage parlors 
A massage parlor owner 
accused of violating a new 
Portland ordinance banning 
sexual stimulation during 
massages has been sum-
moned to appear in District 
Court, where she faces a fine 
of up to $500 if convicted. 
Portland police charge that 
one of Xanh "Lill y" Pyle's 
employees sexually mas-
saged an undercover officer 
on April 5 - two days after 
the city enacted the new ban 
on such massages. 
The alleged offense 
occurred at The Tropical One 
massage parlor. Pyle has 
since closed that parlor and 
moved it to Saco, which 
doesn't have an ordinance 
prohibiting sexual massages. 
But Saco is now consider-
ing an ordinance banning 
sexual massages, as are 
Biddeford, Saco, and 
Scarborough. 
If convicted in District 
Court, Pyle faces a minimum 
fine of $250 and a maximum 
fine of $500. Pyle received the 
summons because the 
ordinance holds massage 
parlor operators responSible 
for their employees' actions. 
City cuts art 
museum donation 
The Portland Museum of 
Art had hoped to receive a 
$50,000 donation from the 
city of Portland to help bring 
the multimillion-dollar Joan 
Whitney Payson Collection 
from Westbrook College to 
the museum, but the Portland 
Finance Committee voted 
down the donation. 
'We weren't asking for 
anything that was out of 
line," said Barbara Nosanow, 
director of the museum. 
Nosanow said moving the 
Payson collection to the 
museum, a deal lawyers are 
putting the "finishing 
touches" on, will cost 
approximately $50,000 in 
additional insurance, staff, 
advertiSing and promotion. 
The addition of the collection 
- if properly promoted-
could boost the number of 
visitors to the museum from 
the present 140,000 to 
200,000, Nosanow said, 
adding that those visitors 
would support downtown 
businesses. 
"I recognize that art 
organizations are critical to 
the economic health of 
downtown," said Portland 
City Councilor Thomas Allen, 
a member of the three-
member Finance Committee 
which unanimously rejected 
the donation. "But when 
you're cutting police posi-
tions and fire posi tions and 
having all the financial 
problems that we do, it's just 
not the year." 
The proposed donation 
was part of Portland City 
Manager Robert Ganley's 
proposed $97 million non-
school budget for the upcom-
ing fiscal year, which begins 
July 1. The budget has been 
forwarded to the full council, 
which will have a public 
hearing on it May 6 and plans 
to vote on it May 20. 
Nosanow said she will ask 
the council to put the dona-
tion back. into the city budget. 
AIDS activists act 
up in court 
Before slapping nine AIDS 
activists with fines of $100 
each on April 24 for blocking 
traffic during a January 
demonstration in Monument 
Square, Judge Alexander 
MacNichol permitted the 
group to testify in their own 
behalf. 
The activists, all members 
of the AIDS Coalition To 
Unleash Power, or ACf UP, 
were prepared to gag 
themselves with fabric if the 
judge did not allow them to 
present their own defense. 
They said their day in rourt 
represented a victory, by 
prOviding them a forum to 
educate people about the 
disease and the need for an 
AIDS treatment center in 
southern Maine. 
Before appearing in court, 
approximately 20 ACf UP 
members waved banners and 
shouted slogans outside the 
Cumberland County Court-
house in support of the nine 
pro tes ters. 
"This was a poli tical trial 
that allowed us to air our 
grievances and educate the 
public to the government's 
non-response to the AIDS 
crisis," said Toby Simon, a 
protester who, along with 
Terry Dubois, acted as the 
group's attorney. Simon said 
she was "surprised and 
pleased" that the judge 
allowed her and Dubois to 
call witnesses. ACf UP will 
appeal the case, Simon 
added. 
The January demonstra-
tion was part of a nationwide 
protest that included demon-
strations outside the New 
York Stock. Exchange and the 




Maine labor leaders say 
some Maine businesses are 
breaking state anti-discrimi-
nation laws by buying lists to 
screen job applicants who 
have been hurt at work, a 
practice known as "blacklist-
ing." 
Maine law forbids em-
ployers from using lists to 
screen workers because they 
preViously filed a claim for 
work-related injuries. But 
some Maine companies are 
paying Avert Inc. of Colorado 
and DAC Services of Okla-
homa as li ttle as $5 per search 
for information on whether 
job applicants have filed 
workers' compensation 
claims. 
"The better you screen 
your applicants, the more 
problems you avoid," said 
Billie Meador, DAC vice 
preSident. 
DAC specializes in 
trucking companies, while 
Avert has a wide variety of 
corporate clients. Both 
companies provide informa-
tion to a number of employ-
ers in Maine, but declined to 
name those businesses. 
A 1987 amendment to the 
Maine Human Rights Act 
says businesses cannot deny 
people jobs because they 
have filed workers' compen-
sation claims. Maine law also 
forbids employers from 
asking if an applicant has 
been hurt on the job. 
Patricia Ryan, executive 
director of the Maine Human 
Rights Commission, said the 
sale of injury records to 
employers is a clear sign of 
discrimination. 
Carol Ford, a lobbyist for 
the Maine AFL-CIO, agreed. 
"What would people think if 
someone were circulating a 
list of blacks or Mexicans or 
any other minority?" she 
asked. ''The origins of a 
physical disability should be 
irrelevant to a person's job 
eligibility, as irrelevant as 
skin color." 
Ban withstands 
juice box blitz 
Maine's ban on juice boxes 
appears to have withstood an 
industry challenge, as the 
Legislature'S Energy and 
Natural Resources Commit-
tee has unanimously rejected 
a proposal to repeal the 
measure, all but dooming it. 
Panel members explained 
the April 25 vote by saying 
that industry representatives 
had failed to demonstrate 
that the so-called aseptic 
packages known as juice 
boxes could be effectively 
recycled. 
"It means they did an 
awful, awful job of saying the 
stuff's recyclable," said the 
House chairman of the 
energy panel, Democratic 
Rep. Paul F. Jacques of 
Waterville. 
"The industry perhaps did 
not make the most of its time 
before the committee," 
admitted Tony Payne, whose 
Portland marketing and 
public relations firm, Maine 
Media, lobbied on behalf the 
bill. "But the industry is 
going to rontinue to try to 
work with the Legislature 
despite the fact that it had a 
poor showing with the 
committee." 
The state ban on aseptic 
packages - the first such ban 
in the nation - took effect 
last year. In asking for a 
repeal this year, the industry 
had begun developing a pilot 
recycling program aimed at 
demonstrating that discarded 
juice boxes rould be economi-
cally collected and put to 
other uses. 
The committee's vote was 
lauded by the Natural 
Resources Council of Maine, 
which had opposed easing 
the fledgling prohibition. 
• Continued on page 6 
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Handcrafted for us in Vermont, our 
unfinished rock maple frame takes 
beautifully to your favorite stain or Watco 
oil. Or leave the kiln-dried maple 
unfinished - no need to seal! 
Simple, sturdy construction converts 
quickly from sofa to bed to recliner. . 
Available in twin, full and queen Slzes, 
all in stock. Workmanship guaranteed. 
Visit our new, expanded store at 343 
Forest Avenue. We carry New England's 
largest selection of futons, frames and 
covers in stock. 
Futons made 
specially for us by ~ 
rHC UtAfflt N,UU /If 1lU'~ 
We sell no wood products from rain forests. 
FurON FURNISIDNGS 
TIle Futon store 
343 FOl'estAvenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578 
Mon &: Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Fd 10-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5 
Visa, MasterCard, America" Express, DtsCOIJet' ad penrutal cbeclls welcome' Satis/acsion Guarameed 
Exit 6B RL 295 • Pferll, 0/ Free Par/da, 
6 GIsoo &y Weekly 
30 award winning 






47 middle sl. 
portand 774-9399 
reservations accepted 
Did you ever 
wonder who protects 
our water supply? 
Sebago Lake. Casco Bay. Water for drinking, 
for recreation, and for life. In the past we 
never had to think about it. 
Now we do. 
Vote for a new voice 
and a new outlook on 
the Portland Water District. 
Jeff CLEMENTS 









Celebrating the Life of the Spirit in 
Worship, the Arts & Community Service 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland, ME 04103 
(207) 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 




You bet! Bar-B-Que our 
Homemade Raviolis! 
Brush them with olive oil 
and cook on the grill. 
Ready in seconds -
and REALLY goodl 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30 
"Buy Moore Paints" 
Start your s rin 
om the experts. 
All your painting accessories available 
under one roof. 
• Interior & exterior paints 
• Stains 





Quallty and Service since 1969 
Monday-Friday 7:3()'5:30 • Saturday 8:00-4:00 
Yarmouth Portland 
70 Main Street 
846-1278 










PORTLAND (VERANDA STREET) 
Martin's Point Health Care 
Center is pleased to announce 
internal medicine physician 
Gary Green, M.D, has joined 
the medical still of its facility 
on Veranda Street in Portland. 
Dr. Green is a graduate of 
the Temple University 
Medical School. He received 
his internal medicine training 
at the Wilford Hall USAF 
Medical Center in San 
Antonio, Texas, and is 
certified by the American 
Board of Internal Medicine. 
Martin's Point Health Carc 
Center of Portland (Veranda 
Strcet) provides outpatient 
medical and diagnostic health 
care services for families in 
southern Maine. Martin's 
Point also opcrales a walk-in, 
urgent care health a;ntcr at 595 
Brighton Avenue in Portland. 
Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM-8:00 PM 
Appointments & Walk-Ins 
774-5801 • 1-800-322-0280 
331 Veranda Street Portland, Maine 04104 
• Continued from page 5 
Judge lifts small-
claims limit 
On AprilS a judge lifted 
an order that said businesses 
could file only one small-
claims case per month, which 
was hailed as good news for 
Maine's small businesses, 
many of which are trying to 
shake unpaid debts from 
customers. 
Chief District Judge Susan 
Calkins had imposed the 
limit on Jan. 1 because court 
clerks were being over-
whelmed by the growing 
number of small-claims cases 
being filed in M!line. 
But many businesses were 
angered by the move and 
complained to their local 
legislators because they use 
Small Claims Court as a 
vehicle to collect on bad 
debts. 
Calkins order to lift the 
restriction went into effect 
May 1, along with a new 
system designed to stream-
line the processing of small-
claims cases. 
Under the new system, the 
business or individual filing 
the claim will have to fill out 
the paperwork themselves for 
serving the complaint on the 
defendant by certified mail, 
said Dana Baggett, the state 
court administrator. 
An estimated 75 percent of 
the 29,740 small-claims cases 
filed in Maine in the 1990 
fiscal year involved busi-
nesses, most of them trying to 
collect bad debts, he said. 
Some businesses file a dozen 
or more claims a month and 
the new system is designed to 
make them take care of the 
paperwork, instead of 
burdening court clerks with 
it, he said. 
Blue Cross rate 
hike cleared 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Maine will be allowed to 
raise rates by 45 percent on 
policies for people uncovered 
by group health insurance 
plans, the sta te' s top insur-
ance regulator said . 
Insurance Bureau Superin-
tendent Joseph Edwards, in a 
written order April 24, gave 
Blue Cross until May 6 to file 
a revised rate request. 
Blue Cross had about 
22,100 customer contracts one 
year ago, down from about 
31,000 in 1986, and Edwards 
said the increase he is willing 
to approve would be too 
much for some subscribers. 
But he said a major rate hike 
is needed to keep the Blue 
Cross non-group line of 
business solvent beyond mid-
May. 
"The 45 percent increase 
that I am prepared to ap-
prove will be difficult, or 
even impossible, for many 
subscribers to afford, but 
insurance is useless if the 
insurer does not have the 
money to pay claims," the 
superintendent said. 
Edwards said average 
medical care costs have risen 
30 percent since 1988. 
In a prepared statement, 
Blue Cross said its need for 
higher rates stemmed 
partially from inadequate 
government funding of the 
Medicare and Medicaid 
programs and recent state 
mandates requiring 
mammography screening 
coverage and expedited 
coverage for new customers 
with health problems. 
Mural spruces up 
in-town storefront 
The boarded-up storefront 
at Owen Moore that had been 
a canvas for graffiti and flyers 
was spruced up April 27, 
when students from Portland 
School of Art's Saturday 
School painted a mural on it. 
Elspeth Brown, coordina-
tor of continuing studies at 
the art school, said the mural 
was painted by approxi-
mately 40 students from three 
painting and drawing classes 
in the Saturday program, 
which attracts high school 
and junior high school 
students from allover 
southern Maine. The mural is 
divided into 20 panels -like 
a qUilt-and features 
vignettes of Portland archi-
tecture and scenes. Brown 
said the idea for the mural 
came from David Robinson, 
who serves as a trustee of the 
school, and whose Dirigo 
Management manages the 
Owen Moore building. 
The mural cost approxi-
mately $500, of which Logan 
Paint and Decorating Center 
donated $150 worth of paints 
and brushes, Brown said. 
Eric Hannelius, Andy Newmtln 
and the Associated Press. 
weird news 
"A group of mentally ill, 
retarded and handicapped 
workers hired by the Maine 
Bureau of Taxation to retrieve 
overlooked income-tax 
payments recently returned 
$774,000 to the state's coffers. 
Most incoming mail at the 
Bureau of Taxation goes into 
an automated system that 
opens and empties envelopes. 
But the machines sometimes 
fail to retrieve the contents 
before discarding the enve-
lopes, so the discarded 
envelopes are shipped to 
Augusta Mental Health 
Institute's GROW workshop. 
Workers at AMHI scruti-
nized 29,000 pounds of tax 
bureau mail from March 1990 
through March 1991, at a cost 
of $6,500. In addition to 
recovering 518 checks, the 
workers retrieved 358 W-2 
forms and 678 "miscellaneous 
items" that the Bureau of 
Taxation's three mail-
handling machines opened 
but failed to empty. 
May 2, 1991 
1!l..4I '<IIIIIq ALL KINDS OF MUSIC FOR ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE ~ .. ~ 
Subscribe now to the 
Portland Symphony Orchestra! ~l 
FROM BEETHOVEN TO BERNSfEIN, YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS A NOTE. tigfish ... 
Po~Series 
8 PM Saturday, 3 PM Sunday, 
Portland City HaU 
f~LltThARD BERNSTEIN 
CCTOBER 19 (J 20 
ALL ABOARD 
THEDRIENT EXPRESS 
JANUARY II &11 
DOC SEVERINSEN 
FEBRUARY 29 (J MARCH I 
HAIL BRITANNIA 
APR/L4 fJ5 
ORDER TODAY FOR 
BESTSEATS AND 
BEST VALUE! 
Call tod~ for a free brochute 
or to Older your ti(:ket} , 
. POPs seasOn TicketS! 
$100,$85,$65,$50,$35 
ClaSsical Searon Tickets: . 
$175, $l50,$!2Q, $80,$55 ' 
,undtetjghc Season TicketS:. 
$65 .. . . ""'.. . 
PSO, 30 Myrtle St, 




7:30 PM Tuesdays, 
Ponland City HaU 
IANOS STARKER, cello 
CCTOBER I 
HAYDN coIlo Concerto in 0 
TCHAlKOVSKY S~y No. 4 
CHORAL ART SOClITY 
NOVEMBER 19 
STRAVINSKY S~ony in C 
MOZART Requitm (101Ois~ TBAl 
KURT NIKKANEN yiQUn 
JANUARY 7 
SCHMIDT Inlormozzo 'Notre Dom." 
BEETHOVEN Violin Concarlo 
ELGAR Enigma Variotionl 
Omdlelight 
A season oJMozart in a wswl 
atmosphere at the Sonestll 
HOIel, 2 & 6 PM Sundays 
MOZART'S SWAN SONGS 
NOVEMBER 3 
Patricia SJ.znds, PSO ,~intUs, 
MOZART & FRIENDS 
JANUARYl6 






PANAYIS LYRAS, piano THE 
FEBRUARY" INSPIRA TJON 
BRAHMS Piono Conceo1o No.2 OF MOZART 
STRAUSS Ein Hoidoniebon APRIL 12 
NI~OLAS OROVICH ~ PolJ!It, PSO 
tTO ne P""""'" 
MARCH /0 9t f(;,. 
ROSSINI Somiromide: Choerture ~ _t: 
GR0NDAHl Trcorrbone Concerto !:O. ~ 
SH05TAKOYICH S~ony No. 5 "'"~ ~~., 
ALL·ORCHESTRAL tIerifage 
MARCH 31 Bank 
HAYDN S)'!T'f'honyNo. 61'te Molin"1 ___ ,~ 
BARTOK Tho Miroculo", Mandarin 
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Ben of Harbor Fish 
"Look what I found 
at the Factory Store' 
Jim Hughes 
Freeport, Maine 
"I just bought a ski parka as a surprise 
for my wife. It's discounted quite a 
bit ... it's a good value at this point. I'm 
in here at least once a month. My 
wife is probably in more often." 
Visit our Freeport Factory Store for discounts from 25% to 60%. 
Every day, we add great new L.L.Bean products to our racks and bins. We're on Depot Rd., 
one block from our Main St. retail store and we're open 10 am to 9 pm daily. 
LLBean®Factory Stores 
A different store. EvelY day. 
7 
: . 
• Ozsco Bay Weekly 
Choosing a council 
on Tuesday, May 7, Portlanders will elect three city council-
ors as wel1 as representatives to the Portland Water District and 
the school committee. Portlanders wil1 also decide on three 
referendum questions. Cape Elizabeth and 23 other Maine 
municipalities will also hold local elections. 
In Portland, three of the nine seats on the city council are 
open. Only one of those seats, .the at-large seat, is contested. 
That four-way race is between former Councilor Robert 
"Danny" Lee, Richard W. Paulson, Carolyn Silvius and John 
Harrigan. Short biographies of each appear below. 
Water district races typical1y flow by with little notice, but 
newcomer Jeffrey Clements is making a splash with a very 
visible campaign in his first bid for public office. Clements is 
matching his environmental concerns against the experience of 
incumbent Vaughn Twaddel, who has served as a water district 
trustee for 22 years. 
In school committee races, Susan M. Clark and Harold 
Zagorin are vying for the at-large seat being vacated by Joyce 
Rogerson. Marianne J. Chapman is running unopposed for the 
school committee's District 1 seat. 
Portlanders will also decide on three referendum questions. 




509 Cumberland Ave. 
Republican 
This is Harrigan's first bid 
for political office. Harrigan 
gained notoriety in Portland 
politics in January when he 
and his father, William, 
confessed responSibility for 
the gay-bashing pamphlet 
directed at District 30 
candidate Robin Lambert in 
last June's primary. Three 
weeks later, John Harrigan 
recanted his confession, while 
father William stuck by his. 
H elected, Harrigan would 
make "Portland a nice 
place to visit" and bolster the 
local tourist industry. How? 
"Clean up the streets of 
uncouth, unladylike, and 
ungentlemanlike (sic) 
behavior in in-town Portland. 
Compiled by Andy Newman. 
Make in-town a nice place to 
walk around." 
Harrigan is the executive 
director of DADO (Dads 
Against Drug Dealers), a 
group he says "promotes 
public awareness, supports 
political candidates that are 
tough on drug laws, and 
supports local peer pressure 
groups." He is also a member 
of the Waterfront Alliance 
and has worked as a coun-
cilor at Portland Boys and 
Girls Club and in administra-
tion of the U.S. Marine Corps. 
Harrigan is 27, single, and 
has no children. 
Robert "Danny" Lee 
17 Hamblet Ave. 
774-4621 
Democrat 
The sharp-tongued Lee is 
no stranger to Portland 
politics. He served on the city 
council from 1985-1988 and 
has also served on the 
Portland Planning Board. He 
made three unsuccessful bids 
for a city council seat in 1982, 
1988 and 1989. 
Lee criticizes recent 
Portland city budget propos-
als that call for cutting police 
and firefighter staff and the 
fireboat to the islands. 'These 
are the first responsibility of 
city government," he says. 
About revitalizing 
Portland's downtown, Lee 
says: "Forget the studies. 
We've studied the hell out of 
this thing." Lee says the city's 
economic development crew 
woul'd do better to walk up 
and down Congress Street 
and listen to merchants. "Just 
because they run a small 
coffee shop or smal1 business 
doesn't mean they're dum-
mies about Congress Street," 
he says. The recent $150,000 
rent break that the city 
council voted to give the 
Nickelodeon movie theater 
downtown was "totally 
wrong," says Lee, who 
questions the economic 
benefit of the move because 
the theater doesn't employ 
many people. 
Lee, a co-founder of the 
Portland Taxpayers Associa-
tion, is also a member of the 
Knights of Columbus, Elks, 
the Irish American Club and 
is a Portland Boys and Girls 
Club alumnus. 
Lee, 48, has owned 
Terroni's Market on Park 
Avenue for 21 years. He is 
also a licensed real estate 
broker. His wife Margaret is 
an antique dealer and the 
couple have four grown 
children. 
Richard W. Paulson Jr. 
1366 Westbrook St. 
772-5023 
Democrat 
This is the first bid at 
political office for the mild-
mannered Paulson, who is 
running a visible and wel1-
organized campaign. 
Paulson cites as his biggest 
concern the "affordability" of 
Portland, particularly 
increasing property taxes that 
make owning a home more 
and more difficult for "the 
average person." 
Paulson also criticizes the 
city's deal with the Nickel-
odeon because he says it was 
more "reactive" than "pro-
active." To be pro-active, "the 
homework has to be done 
first," says Paulson, who 
complains that the city has 
yet to do the marketing 
analysis to target and recruit 
particular businesses to 
downtown Portland. Prom-
ises Paulson: "I will work 
closely with the Department 
of Economic Development to 
be sure Portland has the most 
receptive, profeSSional, 'take-
me-by-the-hand' approach to 
attracting new businesses." 
Paulson is a member of 
Uptown & Co., a trustee of 
Greater Portiand Landmarks 
and a former member of the 
Portland Rotary Club, the 
Woodfords Club and Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters. 
Paulson, 42, is a controller 
at MBI Security Services in 
Portland and has also worked 
as a controller for Harbor 
Supply Oil Co., a finance 
director for Portland City 
Hospital and an accountant 
for the model cities program. 
He has a wife, Carmelle, and 
a son, Aaron, who is 8. 
Carolyn Silvius 
39 Pine St. 
774-7509 
Democrat 
This is the fourth city 
council race for candidate 
Silvius, who says she "in-
tends to keep at it until I get it 
right." 
Sil vi us is a former secre-
tary of Portland's Democratic 
City Committee and worked 
on Tom Andrews congres-
sional campaign. To help 
keep property taxes down, 
Silvius suggests limiting 
spending on "non-essentials." 
Among the items she says 
should be "subject to surgery 
with the budget scalpel" on 
City Manager Robert 
Ganley's proposed budget for 
1992 are a $15,000 allocation 
for a new car for Ganley, and 
a $47,500 al1ocation for 200 
new parking meters. , 
Sil vius fa vors a local 
options tax on restaurants 
and hotels, since the bulk of it 
would be paid by visitors. 
She suggests an aggreSSive 
national advertising cam-
paign to lure new businesses 
downtown. Silvius also 
wants to replace parking 
meters with two-hour 
parking signs. 'There is 
nothing worse for business 
than the beauty shop patron 
who must run out in curlers 
every half-hour to feed the 
meter," she says. 
Silvius is involved with 
the West Side Neighborhood 
Center, the Democratic City 
Committee and is a volunteer 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs of 
Greater Portland. 
Silvius, 44, is the owner 
and operator of Carol Clean. 
She has four children. 
For Portland City 
Council District 1: 
Peter O'Donnell 
119 Morning St. 
774-0148 
Democrat 
O'Donnell, who has been a 
city councilor representing 
District 1 since 1988 and 
presently serves as Portland's 
mayor, is unopposed in the 
District 1 race. 
O'Donnell says he is 
concerned about revitalizing 
downtown, keeping property 
taxes down, having a "strong 
and vibrant" working 
waterfront, and maintaining 
and upgrading city services 
to neighborhoods and islands 
even though money is tight. 
'This task may be more 
challenging with the current 
fiscal downturn," O'Donnell 
says, "but in tough times 
government should be at its 
best." 
O'Donnell serves as 
president of Portland Fish 
Exchange, is on the board of 
directors of Regional Waste 
Systems and serves on 
advisory boards for both the 
Arnie Hanson Center and 
Evodia House (a treatment 
facility for chemically 
dependent people). 
O'Donnell is a psychiatric 
technician at Jackson Brook 
Institute. He is 29, single, and 
has no children. 
For Portland City 
Council District 2: 
Anne B. Pringle 
44 Neal St. 
774-0347 
Democrat 
Pringle had expected a 
challenge from David W. 
Bums, who submitted 
nomination papers and 
whose name appears on city 
ballots. But Bums told Casco 
Bay Weekly that because he 
will be moving to Saco, he is 
no longer running for 
Portland City Council. 
Pringle has been a city 
councilor serving District 2 
since May 1990, when she 
was elected to fill the 
unexpired term of Pamela 
Plumb, who reSigned. She 
lists among her priorities 
revitalizing downtown, 
property tax reform and a 
strong working waterfront. 
Pringle says she wants to 
see that local banks - which 
have acquired scores of 
apartment buildings on the 
peninsula - sell the build-
ings to "owners committed to 
responsible investment in our 
neighborhoods," rather than 
slumlords. To that end she 
says she is at work develop-
ing a partnership between the 
city, banks, the Maine State 
Housing Authority, the 
Parkside Neighborhood 
Association and tenants to 
ensure that 22 Parkside 
buildings recently seized by 
Fleet Bank and Peoples 
Heritage Bank are sold to 
responsible landlords. 
Pringle is a trustee of 
Maine Medical Center, 
Portland Stage Company, 
and the Davis Family Foun-
dation, a Falmouth charity. 
She also serves on the 
Housing Ad visory Commi t-
tee of the Portland West 
Neighborhood Planning 
Council, is a treasurer of 
Maine Maritime Museum, 
chairs the Affordable Advi-
sory Council of Federal 
Home Loan Bank of Boston, 




Corp. and is a member of the 
State of Maine Affordable 
Housing Alliance. 
Pringle is a former senior 
vice president of Maine 
Savings Bank, treasurer of 
Maine State Housing Author-
ity and assistant trader at 
Bank of Boston. She is 44, 
married to Harry R Pringle, a 
Portland attorney, and has a 
son, Alex, who is 6. 
For Portland 
Water District 
Board of Trustees: 
Jeffrey D. Clements 
21 Higgins St. 
772-0923 
Democrat 
Clements says he doesn't 
think the nine-member board 
of the water district "has seen 
itself in terms of managing 
with an environmental 
perspecti ve," a view 
Clements says he would 
bring to the board. 
The water district's pricing 
structure of charging users a 
progressively cheaper rate 
the more water they use 
discourages conservation, 
says Clements, who would 
like to re-examine the way 
• the water district bills to 
encourage conservation. He 
also says he would involve 
the public more in the 
decisions made by the water 
district board, whose meet-
ings Clements says are 
inadequately advertised and 
rarely attended by the public. 
Clements serves as a 
director and is on the execu-
tive committee of the envi-
ronmental group Friends of 
Casco Bay. Clements is also 
on the public outreach 
committee and the advisory 
committee of the Casco Bay 
Estuary Project. He serves on 
the legal panel of the Maine 
Civil liberties Union. 
Clements, 28, is a trial 
attorney with the Portland 
law firm of Jensen Baird 
Gardner &: Henry. He is 
married to Nancy Heselton 
and has a son, Will. 
Vaughn Twaddel 
1]0 Edgeworth Ave. 
772-6701 
Democrat 
''I'm into water - dean 
water, that's my issue," says 
Vaughn Twaddel, who has 
served on the Portland Water 
District board of directors 
since 1%9. 
Twaddel says that if he is 
re-elected, he will work 
toward a "comprehe~sive 
plan" to protect Sebago Lake, 
the source of Portland's water 
supply. Twaddel says the 
plan would '~safeguard 
against polluting" by getting 
all communities in the Sebago 
Lake watershed to take care 
not to pollute water. 
Water conservation is a 
low priority for Twaddel. 
"I'm not against conservation 
of water," he said. "But we 
have an abundant water 
supply. The problem isn't one 
of conservation but of getting 
the sewers under control." 
Twaddel is involved in the 
Maine Water Utilities 
Association, the New En-
gland Waterworks Associa-
tion, the American Water-
works Association and the 
Greater Portland Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Twaddel, 61, teaches 
business administration at 
Westbrook College. He has a 
wife Lucille, two sons, Kenny 





Susan M. Clark 
1242 Westbrook St. 
774-4651 
Clark is the co-founder of 
Portland Partnership, a 
program that aims to involve 
more parents, businesses and 
community resources in 
Portland schools. She is also 
the co-president of the 
lincoln Parent Teachers 
Association. She is employed 
as the executive director of 
The Maine Women's Fund. 
Harold Zagorln 
2 Cushing Court 
775-1749 
Zagorin is a member of the 
Portland Taxpayers Associa-
tion and a frequent attendee 
of Portland City Council 





Question 1: Bond Issue 
This bond issue allows the 
city to issue bonds for 
$400,000 "for construction 
and eqUipping of an 
Alzheimer's patient care 
facility at the Barron Center." 
While Portland voters 
approved a bond issue for the 
facility last year, it will 
actually cost an additional 
5400,000 to build it. 
A "YES" vote approves the 
bond issue for the facility. 
Question 2: Charter 
Amendment 
This amendment gives the 
City of Portland the authority 
to issue bonds for economic 
development projects. 
Presently, the city charter 
allows bonds to be issued 
only for typical infrastructure 
projects. But the charter 
change would accommodate 
one of the city's Downtown 
Portland Corporation 
funding mechanisms: private 
businesses may borrow up to 
$] million or more from the 
city, which the ci ty could 
raise through a municipal 
bond issue. 
A "YES" vote allows the 
city to issue bonds for 
economic development 
projects. 
Question 3: Charter 
Amendment 
The city charter once 
required the notice of a 
public hearing on proposed 
bonds to be advertised in at 
least two daily newspapers. 
But with the passing of the 
Evening Express, which 
printed its final edition on 
Feb. 1, there is only one daily 
newspaper in Portland. The 
amendment requires the 
notice to appear in one daily 
newspaper. 
A "YES" vote approves the 
change. 
The Initiative and 
Referendum Amendment: 
"Shall the proposed 
Amendment to Portland City 
Code Chapter 9, Article III 
(Elections) Re: Initiation and 
Referendum, as provided 
below, be adopted?" 
This referendum concerns 
citizen-initiated referendum 
questions that allow citizens 
to put issues before the 
voters. It allows petitions for 
getting questions on the 
Portland city ballot to be 
circulated throughout the 
city, changing the former rule 
that stationed the petition in 
the ci ty clerk's office and 
required Signers to tote their 
pens to City Hall. The 
proposal also increases the 
number of voter signatures 
required to get an item on the 
ballot from 750 to 1,500 
signatures, but allows 80 
calendar days rather than 45 
Mly 2,1991 9 
work days in which to do so. 
A similar referendum 
question on the November 
ballot - which required 
more citizen signatures and 
allowed the city council to 
write a summary of the 
question appearing on the 
ballot - was rejected by 
citizens. But this question 
reduces the number of 
Signatures of the original 
proposal and doesn't allow 
the city council to get in-
volved in writing the sum-
mary. Karen Sanford, one of 
the local ci tizens who led 
opposition against the 
November proposal, says she 
is satisfied with the latest 
question and is voting "YES." 




Ready to vote? 
Just show up at your polling place between 7 a.m. and 8 p.m. 
on May 7. 
If you need a ride to the polls, call Richard Paulson's cam-
paign at 772-5023. 
If you need to register to vote, or if you don't know where 
your polling place is, read on. 
How to register to vote 
You can register to vote any day, including election day, 
Tuesday, May 7. Registering to vote is easy and takes only a few 
minutes. 
To register in person, just go to Portland City Hall, 389 
Congress St., during business hours. When you go in the front 
door, hang a right and go to Room 115 at the end of the hall. 
You'll need to bring one piece of identification. A driver's 
license, social security card, state 10, birth certificate or passport 
are all fine. H your ID doesn't show your current street address, 
you'll need something bearing your current street address as 
well - a lease, a bill or any letter that has been delivered (and 
canceled) by the post office will work. 
H you're a naturalized citizen, you'll need to know the date, 
the city and the court where you were naturalized. 
The people who register you will tell you the polling place 
where you'll vote. 
Still have questions? Call the Portland voter registration 
office at 874-8484. 
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It's time for Portlanders to vote 
May 7 is election day in the city of Portland. If you are con-
cerned about what is happening downtown, if you pay rent or 
property taxes, or even if you just take a shower or flush a toilet 
in the city of Portland, there are good reasons for you to vote. 
Our choices are explained below. But we urge each and 
every Portlander to read the biographies that appear on the 
preceding pages, to contact the candidates with more questions 
- and to vote on Tuesday, May 7. 
FOR PORTLAND CITY COUNCIL AT-LARGE: 
Richard Paulson 
In this year's only contested City Council race, 
we're endorsing Richard Paulson (who is not related 
to CBWEditor and Publisher Monte Paulsen). 
Neither John Harrigan nor Carolyn Silvius has 
demonstrated the cultural sensitivity necessary for 
public service. Harrigan confessed (and later 
recanted) responSibility for the distribution of gay-
bashing pamphlets last year. Silvius used Similarly 
insensitive tactics two years ago when she was 
fighting against a West End AIDS hospice. Conse-
quently, we consider neither of these candidates 
worthy of the Portland City Council. 
Robert "Danny" Lee is worthy. He worked hard 
for Portland during the go-go years-of the 1980s, 
first on the planning board and later on the council. 
Lee is a shirtsleeves businessman who told CB W 
that, faced with declining revenues, Portland should 
lose "the survey-takers and the middle managers" 
and focus on the basics: fire protection, police 
protection, public works and attracting new busi-
nesses to the area. Lee's headstrong style has won 
him more than a few enemies over the years - but 
he's earned the righ t to be judged for his vision. 
Richard Paulson's vision is what Portland needs 
for the 1990s. While Lee proposes reacting to the 
present economic downturn by reining the city back 
to the bare-bones basics, Paulson wants to take 
advantage of this slowdown to study and plan for 
the Portland of 10 or 20 years from now. 
Paulson, a mild-mannered accountant, will bring 
to the council the right balance of fiscal conservatism 
and long-range thinking. He Jives in the suburbs, 
but is concerned about the future of downtown. He 
acts with caution, but is not afraid to tackle big 
issues. 
Richard Paulson is the candidate who will best 
serve Portland in the '90s. Therefore we endorse 
Richard Paulson for the Portland City Council. 
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE PORTLAND WATER DISTRICT: 
Jeff Clements 
The Portland Water District (PWD) is the sleeping 
giant of regional policy. It's little-known board of 
trustees holds the ability to protect or pollute both 
the Sebago Lake watershed and much of Casco Bay. 
Vaughn Twaddel joined the water district board 
back in 1969. At that time, Portland still pumped its 
raw sewerage into the bay. Twaddel helped the 
district build its first sewerage treatment plants, and 
is justifiably proud of the accomplishment. 
But Twaddel's vision of the PWD's role is already 
well represented among the other trustees. The 
issues facing the PWD today are different than those 
facing the district 22 years ago. During the coming 
decade, the PWD needs to take a much more 
aggreSSive role in protecting the upstream water-
shed, in cleaning up Casco Bay and in conserving 
the rate at which water flows through the system 
from one to the other. 
Jeff Clements has a forward-looking vision. His 
involvement with the Casco Bay National Estuary 
Project and with Friends of Casco Bay has given him 
a broader perspective on the environmental factors 
inextricably related to the PWD. 
Jeff Clements will bring vision and sorely needed 
public attention to this sleeping giant - much as 
Twaddel did 22 years ago. Therefore we endorse Jeff 
Clements for Trustee of the Portland Water District. 
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letters 
Disregard for art 
Margot McWilliams' 
article about the Payson 
paintings at Westbrook 
College (CBW 4/4/91) 
seemed to me to be the best 
summary of the events and 
their meaning that I've seen 
so far. 
I was particularly de-
lighted to see extensive 
coverage of the dangers the 
other fine collections at 
Westbrook face. No one else 
has so well recognized the 
potential damage the current 
administration and trustees 
may cause as they continue 
with their flagrant disregard 
for the art on campus. 
Margot is to be congratu-
lated and thanked by every-
one for her concise yet 
dramatic story. 
, V . 
( J / ...AJ tr ;},(/ { ,j ,(' 
A~tte Elowitch 
Westbrook College 
Class of 1963 
Silencing voices 
I find the McWilliams' 
article about Westbrook 
College's treatment of 
Dorothy Healy (CBW 4/4/91) 
deeply disturbing. 
Dorothy was a very 
special person - a real 
Maine treasure. She made a 
major contribution to the 
future of Maine literary 
scholarship when she created 
the Maine Women Writers 
Collection. 
What a dreadful irony -
that Dorothy should have 
faced the same "subtle" 
tactics that had silenced the 
many creative voices Dorothy 
was helping us rediscover. 
Maybe it's time that the 
Maine Women Writers 
Collection found a new 
home. The collection needs to 
be with people who know 
how to recognize and care for 
treas res. 
"For surely it is time that 
the effect of discouragement 
upon the mind of the artist 
should be measured ... " 
(Virginia Woolf) 
~~>d~ 




It should come as no 
surprise that Margot 
McWilliams' recent article on 
Westbrook College devoted 
scant attention to the school's 
students or its academic 
programs. She, after all, is an 
arts columnist and her 
interests lie elsewhere. 
Westbrook College's interests 
begin with its students, and 
we make no apologies for 
allocating resources in ways 
that best suit their education, 
their growth, and their 
future .... 
Of course, Westbrook 
College has a public responsi-
bility as well. That's precisely 
why when John Payson 
approached the College last 
spring about relocating the 
Payson Collection that we 
have proudly housed for 14 
years (the first 10 years of 
which the College absorbed 
all of the substantial costs in 
running the Gallery), we 
made clear that any proposal 
would have to keep the 
collection in Maine or a 
location that provided wide 
public access. That's also why 
the College reaffirmed its 
commitment to the Maine 
Women Writers Collection 
after the death of Dorothy 
Healy last fall. Today that 
Collection continues to 
flourish under the watchful 
eyes of our special collec-
tions' librarian and the first 
Dorothy Healy Professor of 
Literature who works directly 
out of the Collection. The 
Collection's hours have been 
expanded, classes are taught 
right in the Collection, and 
special public conferences 
like the upcoming May 
Sarton Celebration are being 
planned. 
We take our public 
responsibility seriously, but 
the bottom line is that the 
interests of our current and 
future students come first. 
The positive changes at 
Westbrook ColTege that have 
been made in their behalf 
may upset a few people, and 
we are sensitive to that. 
Remember though, that we 
are a college and not an art 
museum, and the decisions 
we make are and will be 
based on that simple fact. 
Sometimes those decisions 
are difficult ones and choices 
have to be made. Do we hire 
a curator for a certain 
collection of artifacts or do 
we use the resources required 
to do that to increase the 
number of books in our 
library, to hire an addi tional 
professor, or to offer a new 
scholarship to a student in 
financial need? Do we need 
gallery space in our Student 
Union or do we use that 
space to provide a needed 
area for our students to meet 
and relax - relying on the 
Payson Gallery to exhibit our 
special collections as was 
done last year with a six-
week shOwing of our photo-
graphiC collection. 
Westbrook College does 
not claim to be perfect, but 
we do remain vigilant in 
serving our students' best 
interests. Frankly, they 







Where's the IPE? 
I read with interest your 
article of 4/4/91 regarding 
the proposal of a merchants 
association which the Intown 
Portland Exchange regards as 
some sort of threat to them, 
and it should. 
Where was the IPE when 
the city wanted to jack up 
restaurant and tavern license 
fees by 40 percent? 
Where was the IPE while 
the ci ty was strangling the 
already ridiculous parking 
problem? 
Where was the IPE when 
our illustrious police chief 
and mayor were 
bad mouthing the Old Port by 
calling it a "combat zone," 
thereby hurting our business 
so they could weasel through 
a larger police budget? 
Come to think of it, where 
is the IPE ever? 
They sure were not 
stopping Blue Cross moving 
out of town ... 
I'll tell you where they 
were ... they were planning 
the location of the next park 
bench, planning for a Japa-
nese flower park on Ex-
change Street (another 39 
parking places lost), or 
cutting the Old Port Festival 
from two days to one. 
Giving the devil its due, 
the IPE has pushed for 
discount parking stamps ... 
but it's interesting to note 
that you have to pay them a 
fee of $150.00 upfront to 
qualify. 
Let's let the IPE plant 
flowers, put in park benches, 
and clean the streets ... but at 
the same time, let's get a 
business-orien ted group 
together to deal with some 
real problems ... like sur-
viva~ 
R. Steve Harris 
Falmouth 
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Homefront war 
I am writing to respond to 
your recent letter "Desert 
Ghosts" (CBW3/7 /91). The 
United States can spend 
billions on Desert Storm, give 
other countries food, aid, 
weapons, and yet we have 
people in our own backyard 
starVing to death. There are 
so many homeless people 
that we can't count them. 
Now that the war is over, 
why don't we worry about 
our own country for a 
change? Let's see if we can 
spend a little money to make 





Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes- your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Not all vets 
panhandlers 
As I was scanning through 
your "Best of Portland" (CB W 
3/28/91), I couldn't help but 
notice and take exception to 
your "Best panhandler: 
Vietnam Vet." 
I served in 'Nam as an 
infantryman. Why is it that 
every other title, "Best 
Dressed", etc., had a specific 
name - but when it comes to 
"Vietnam Vet," we're all 
panhandlers. Did this vet 
have a name? Perhaps he 
might not even be a vet. 
There are plenty of 
"wannabees" out there. 
Oh well, nothing new ... 
Don't mean a f-in' thing, 
man! 
~f?j)~ 
Carl P. Davis 




I have been sickened by 
the carnival atmosphere 
created by our decisive 
victory in the desert. We as a 
nation seem to be feeling a 
sense of euphoria, waving 
flags and cheering the 
returning troops who 
successfully protected 
corporate oil profits. At the 
same time the country and its 
commander in chief were 
shocked to see a video of a 
man being beaten by the L.A. 
Police. 
This to me, shows a 
country that is either morally 
ill or completely duped by 
government and corporate 
media censorship. We cannot 
stomach one man being 
beaten in L.A. but we feel 
great about the massacre of 
over 100,000 human beings in 
Iraq, many of them women 
and children. 
The truth is, we saw the 
carnage on prime time during 
Vietnam and we said, "No 
more!" The government 
learned from that experience 
and hence we have seen very 
little of our atrocities commit-
ted in Nicaragua, Panama, El 
Salvador and Iraq, to mention 
a few. I hope that if videos of 
mutilated Iraqis were 
MAy 2,1991 11 
released from government 
and corporate censors and 
shown alongSide the police 
beatings, Americans would 
not be celebrating, but would 






From the cascade of 
accolades for the film, 
"Dances with Wolves," I 
suspect Hollywood and the 
critical claque has sold itself 
on itself... I am concerned 
with the values (or lack of 
values) suggested by the film 
and its critical (or un-critical) 
.reception. 
Consider the affectionate 
detail the director lavishes on 
the fate of an uncouth 
wagoneer, slowly dying of 
multiple arrow wounds and 
scalped while still alive. Since 
arrows kill by cutting, more 
knives than bullets, the 
prolonged death scene gets 
points for realism. But in the 
buffalo hunt, buffalo crash 
instantly to the ground when 
struck by a single arrow. We 
are spared the realism of 
watching the beasts, fes-
tooned with feathered shafts, 
run, stand, stagger, and 
finally fall as a result of 
internal hemorrhage. What 
does this say about the 
director's perception of the 
public's atti tude toward 
violence? .. . 
And what of the much 
praised "new vision" of the 
Native American culture? 
True, the Sioux in council are 
shown as rational, humorous 
and human and, in battle, 
killing only in self-defense 
(but without mercy) ... When 
the Pawnee show up, "the 
real Indians" we learned to 
hate in those B movies for 
which Dances with Wolves is 
a supposed antithesis -
when the Pawnee show up 
you better hold on to your 
hair! I wonder how the 
present-day Pawnee will rate 
Costner's revisionary look at 
the Native American stereo-
type?(j . ~ 
/1,/ ,., f 
\ - . 
Robert M. Chute 
Poland Spring 
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Shacking 
With acceptance of cohabitation at an all-time high, 
everyone from students to seniors is moving in together 
"Traditionally, 
there were great 
costs to women to' 
being single. Now, 
it may be more 
costly to them 
to be married." 
Kay Tlbler 
• By Heather Mackey 
Of the many mini-scandals that surrounded the beleaguered 
1990 census, the one with the most revolutionary implications 
appeared on the form itself - right in the section where you 
identified the people who were sharing your pad_ Tucked away 
unobtrusively among options like "Roomer," "Boarder;' or 
"Foster child" was the quietly subversive "Unmarried partner." 
Has the government decided to wake up and smell the 
coffee? Are the days of the nuclear family numbered? Is anyone 
besides Liz Taylor and Lisa Bonet getting married in Vegas 
these days? 
A good two decades after the sexual revolution, no one really 
knows. Due to the enormous amount of labor involved in 
processing the forms, the census data probably won't be 
available until next year. But by all accounts, the number of 
domestic partners, spousal equivalents (which sound more like 
recipe substitutions than actual people), live-in lovers, and 
cohabitants is on the rise. 
"More people are living together because it's easy and there's 
not so much stigma attached to the status as before," says Toni 
lhara, an attorney who literally helped write the book on living 
together. With longtime domestic partner (and recent husband) 
Ralph Warner, lhara co-authored "The Living Together Kit" 
(Nolo Press, 1990), a compendium of contracts, legal advice, 
and common sense for couples that covers everything from 
signing a lease together to buying a car to having children. 
lhara and Warner wrote the first edition of "The Living 
Together Kit" back in 1974 under the title "Sex, Living Together 
and the Law," at a time when many states still had laws against 
fornication and allowed landlords to discriminate against 
unmarried couples. Explains lhara, "As living together became 
more common, the scope of the book became broader to include 
things like property righ ts and kids." 
Kay Tiblier, a San Francisco State University sociologist and 
private psychotherapist, calls living together "probably the 
most important change in intimate relations of the century." 
American Demographics, a magazine devoted to trend-watching, 
made a prediction in its December 1990 issue that '1n the 21st 
Century, alternatives to marriage will be sought not just by 
young singles, but also by older people. Households that the 
Census Bureau now defines as "nonfamilies" - including 
unmarried heterosexual couples, homosexual couples, and 
friends who live together - eventually will receive legal 
recognition as families in all 52 states." 
What's clearly at issue today when people, governments, and 
demographics magazines look at living-together arrangements 
is a changing definition of "family." "The truth is," says Tiblier, 
"people who feel bonded to each other and care for each other 
are already a sociological 'family.'" 
From students to senior citizens 
In the past, living together may have been part experiment, 
part rebellion, and part sexual revolution: "Forty years ago, the 
stereotype was that couples who lived together were either 
trashy people who 'shacked up,' or avant-garde artists," says 
Tiblier. 
Today, cohabiting couples run the gamut from students to 
senior citizens. The decision to move in together may have more 
to do with economics than with convenient sex, and more to do 
with companionship than with straight-out rebellion. 
Young people in their 20s, in school or just starting their 
~ar~rs: are among the most common cohabitants. At this stage 
m hfe, It makes economic sense to share living expenses with 
someone -:- but not to get married. As Warner puts it, "People 
are marrymg later and having children later, but they're having 
sex earlier." With divorce rates rising, people tend to try out a 
relationship first by living together to see if they're compatible. 
A young couple may decide to move in together for companion-
ship and economic reasons and then decide whether they're 
going to get married. 
Of course, another large number of people live together 
precisely because they want to avoid marriage. "A lot of people 
who live together for a long time have been in marriages before 
and found that extricating themselves was so horrifying that 
they don't want to get married again - or at least (not) for a 
long time," says Ihara. 
Then again, some people see subverting marriage as part of 
any good agenda for social change. In some areas of the coun-
try, it was almost unfashionable to be married at the beginning of 
the '70s. 
But not everyone who lives together is a starving student or 
~ ~vo~uti~nary determined to smash patriarchy. That person 
hvmg m sm could be your otherwise conservative grandmother_ 
"Senior citizens were one of the first major groups in the 
country that started living together," says Warner. "A lot of 
senior citizens simply moved in with one another instead of 
getting married, so that they could preserve their social security 
~enefits (which would have been lost under the old regula-
tions). In a way, these people were reluctant pioneers." In a 
number of states, some agencies like Medicare still discriminate 
against married people. "Getting married makes the other 
person vulnerable to an extent," explains Warner, because the 
other person becomes liable for hospital and care costs should 
the spouse become ill. 
. Another reason many senior citizens choose to live together 
IS to preserve the status of relationships from a previous 
marriage. 
"Y.ou get people in their 50s and 60s who already have 
famlhes or have their own children," says Warner. "A second 
marriage may jeopardize that. My mother, for example, is living 
"':Ith .someone. Th~y were worried about what would happen to 
hiS kIds and her kids and about inheritance." 
Of course, one of the most appealing - and controversial-
aspects of cohabitation has to do with the changing role of 
women in society_ "Traditionally, there were great costs to 
women to being single," says Tiblier. "Now, it may be more 
costly to them to be married." 
''The past couple generations of women have struggled to 
get out of stereotypes," says Joyce Nelson, a relationships 
counselor. ''There's something about being a wife that makes 
you feel like someone owns you on a deep psychological level. 
A woman can feel trapped psychologically in a marriage, 
whereas living together still gives her a freedom." 
Of course, that freedom may be threatening to men - as 
well as to institutions that have an interest in the nuclear family 
and its regular production of children. Couples who live 
together may have a hard time getting married if they want to 
have a ceremony in a Catholic church, for example, which still 
has very strong strictures against cohabitation. 
Contracts and commitments 
In a legal sense, living together arrangements underwent a 
dramatic change in 1976 at the time of the famous Marvin 
palimony suit. Michelle Triola Marvin sued actor Lee Marvin, 
saying that she had given up her career to be a full-time home-
maker and companion to him. In exchange, she charged, he had 
promised to support her for the rest of her life. At first, the trial 
court ruled that contracts between people who live together are 
illegal and unenforceable. When Michelle went to the California 
Supreme Court, however, the court made a landmark decision 
in her favor, ruling that although divorce laws about alimony 
could not be applied to couples who live together, contracts 
between such couples are indeed legal (unless the terms are 
based upon one partner performing sexual favors in return for 
economic support). 
Since the Marvins had made only an oral agreement, how-
ever, the court had to extrapolate intent from ~he circumstances. 
It worked for Michelle, but, the authors warn, oral contracts are 
extremely difficult to prove - get the terms down in writing, 
and don't wait until the bloom is off the relationship to do so. 
While sitting down to draw up a contract together may not 
seem like the most romantic thing to do, it's good self-protec-
tion. U your relationship ends after you've made any Significant 
purchases together (like a car or a house), had children, or 
helped put someone through school, defining responsibilities 
and ownership could be just as messy and painful as a divorce. 
In a n:'arriage, the terms of the contract (unless altered by a 
prenuptial ~g:eement) are already provided by the state. "When 
people are h vmg together," Ihara says, "it's a chance for them to 
,set up an alternative contract on their terms." Of course, the 
contract should reflect your situation and expectations. "Many 
of the people who first move in together are young, in college or 
~aduate school,".lhara says. "Anything too formal at that point 
~s probably overkill and lawyer silliness. You don't really get 
mto th.e need fo~ a lot of contracts until you're in a longer-term, 
comml~ relation.ship. Then, contracts inevitably have 
~methmg to do With houses or children, and things about 
mcome. When they're younger, people typically don't have a 
whole l?t of i~come_ But as they get older - especially if one 
person IS earnmg a lot more than the other - these issues get to 
be very, very real." . 
Tha~ couples who live together do consider having children 
~r buymg a house tog~ther i~ in itself a reflection of changing 
times. In the past, haVing children was one of the main reasons 
why couples married.lhara and Warner, who had a child while 
they were living together, recommend that couples with a child 
have at least a Signed statement of paternity and a contract 
stating intent to support the child. 
While the contracts in a ~)Ook like ''The Living Together Kit" 
can help you ~rt ~hrough your relationship when you're on 
your way out, It'S Important to look at your commitment to the 
relatio~ship while you're still in it. Couples who live together 
are b~gmnmg to approach the legal legitimacy enjoyed by 
mamed couples, but in many ways they're still in social and 
emotional limbo. "Two decades ago, living together could have 
been an experimental lark," says Nelson_ "Now I think it means 
mote." 
. But Ti~lier cautions: "Two people will often have very 
dIfferent Ideas about the symbol of their living together. A lot of 
women tend to perceive it as a step towards marriage and 
commitm~nt, while men are more likely to see it as a thing that 
they're domg now, and not necessarily (as) a progressive 
relationship." 
How do you make sure that you are both roughly on the 
same ~avele~gth .abo~t what living together means? Talking 
about Iss.ues hke fidelIty, commitment and long-term plans can 
help c~anfy matt~r~. Many people find it helpful to appropriate 
behavlOrs of tradItionally married couples. "Celebrating 
anniversaries is really important," says Nelson. "A lot of people 
try to remember the day they met. I've also done commitment 
ceremonies for people. I have them write down their own vows 
an.d then we have a ceremony of commitment - we do every-
thmg except go to the city courthouse." 
Matrimony not at risk 
. Still, at a .time when the social acceptability of living together 
IS at an all~time hIgh, many couples are choosing to get married. 
In fact, a hIgher proportion of U.S. citizens marry and remarry 
than any other nationality on Earth. 
Nelson ~mments: "I don't have any statistics, but my gut-
level sense IS that more people are getting married now. The 
pendulum has swung back a bit." And while Tiblier warns that 
it's "erroneous" to assume that Ii ving together leads to mar-
riage, the fact is that for many couples it does. 
"After years of thinking that it was more romantic to live 
together, once we got into the idea of marriage, suddenl y that 
seemed more romantic," says Warner, explaining why, after 
roughly two decades of living together, he and lhara decided to 
get married. 
'.~ost people do want to get married," says Tiblier; "It's 
deflrutely ~ot going ~ut of style. But they're postponing it and 
they're taking more time searching for a partner. The average 
age that people marry now is somewhere around 26 for men 
and 24 for women." 
Still unclear, however, is the effect that having lived together 
previously has on couples who do eventually marry. A study 
done three years ago using data collected in Sweden found that 
c~uples who had lived together and then married had a higher 
dIvorce rate than couples who hadn't lived together before 
marriage. . 
.While some.a.>nservatives have pointed to these findings as 
eVidence that liVing together is indeed breaking up traditional 
val ues and endangering the famil y, Tiblier, for one, disagrees. 
"We forget that an intact marriage is not necessarily a 
measure of a successful marriage," she says. "More traditional 
couples are more likely to stay together and not get divorced -
they'r~ also less likely to live together before marriage." 
An mformal survey of friends and co-workers revealed that 
nearly ~ve~yone thought that living together before marriage 
was a fme Idea (of course, I work for an alternative 
newsweekly). 
The relationships counselors with whom I spoke believe that 
living together first is a good way to assess compatibility. "If he 
snores," says Nelson, "it's good to find that out first. There's a 
certain value in seeing the dirty underwear on the floor." 
Heather Mackey is a staff writer for the San Francisco Bay Guardian . 
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• 40 watt dJscrete output 
• SoUd construction 
• 3 years parts & labor 
• "Best Buy" in its price class 
Now $199 
424 Payne ~d . , Scarborough.ME 04074' Telephone (207) 883-4173 
Just one extra mile south of the Maine Mall" 
For Mother's Day 
Jewelry 
by Michael Good 
18k gold figure "'9ht earrings 
I Bk gold ~ngle loop earrtngs 
abacus 
american crafts 
44 EXChange Street. Portland. ME 04101 (207) 772-4880 
/, 
1.. Gtsco Bay Weekly 
Spring Outdoor 
Furniture Sale 
Your Choice $34.50each. 
Get two single chair.;, two end tables, or any combination for $69. 
Other styles also availalile. 
CHILTON'S 
410 Payne Rd, 
Scarborough 
883-3366 
open Thurs 'til 8pm 
Both StaTe. 
CHILTON'S 
Lower Main St., 
Freeport 
865-4308 
open Fri 'til8pm 
ADailable 
High Rise SpedaUst' 












James G. Sanders, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7872 
Portland, ME 041 1 2 
ersonal Real Estate Sales Tool! 
?'". 
Personal Color 
Photos - Great for: 
• Open House Hand Outs 
• Deluxe Business cards 
• Renovators, landscapers, 
custom finishers 
• Make a lasting impression 
Ask us about volume pricing. 
/£ 
IJive your fwme ~ - ~~.~-.~""" 
tlie Sparkfe of Spring ~ 
aCc year Cong 
witli a custom-designed D5 Lakt 
siCtarrangement FANCY FLOWERS 
from rns. LiCut. 
Perfect for !7'vfotlier s 'DayJ 
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Whether you're out 
looking for your first apart-
ment or the 13th place since 
you moved to Portland, 
whether you're moving in 
with a friend, a lover or all by 
yourself - sizing up a 
prospective apartment can be 
a nervous-making experi-
ence. The landlord is stand-
ing there, keys jangling, 
telling you that the utilities 
rarely go higher than $50 a 
month (except for five 
months of every year). You're 
trying to figure out where 
your couch will go - and 
wondering whether or not 
you can really afford the 
place. 
Here's a hand y checklist of 
points to consider next time 
you find yourself nervously 
pacing about a prospecti ve 
a partmen t: 
Kitchen 
1. Run the water; check 
under the sink to see if pipes 
leak. It is your right to have 
plumbing that is in good 
condition. 
2. Tum on the stove and 
the oven if they are provided. 
3. Plug in any appliances 
to see that they work. 
Whoever supplies the 
cooking equipment is 
responsible for its mainte-
nance and safety. 
4. Count the cabinets. Is 
there enough counter space? 
You may want to build or 
buy more cabinets with 
counter space, if you have the 
room. If you do this, it would 
be to your advantage to 
purchase something movable, 
since improvements on a 
rented apartment would 
increase the landlord's assets, 
not yours, and you would 
most likely have to get 
permission to do it or pay to 
have the addition removed if 
the landlord disapproves. 
5. The cleanliness of the 
kitchen cabinets and drawers 
often reflects the cleanliness 
of the rest of the building. 
This is not always true, but 
keep it in mind. The landlord 
is responsible for keeping all 
of the public areas of the 
building clean and sanitary. 
This means you are respon-
sible for cleaning your own 
apartment. But if a landlord 
doesn't care enough to clean 
an apartment after a tenant 
moves out, he may be 
irresponsible in other areas as 
well. 
Bathroom 
6. Run the water in the 
sink and the tub; check the 
shower; flush the toilet and 
check for leaks and water 
pressure. All bathroom 
equipment should be kept in 
good condition. In Maine, 
there is no law requiring the 
landlord to provide running 
water and hot water facilities, 
but Portland, and most 
towns, reqUire both. 
7. Check to make sure no 
tiles are loose or missing. The 
bathroom floor should be 
easy to clean and substan-
tially waterproof. Boors and 
walls must be safe. 
8. Make sure the window, 
fan or skylight works. Every 
bathroom should have a 
working window or other 
approved ventilating system 
such as a fan or skyligh t. 
Every room 
9. Check corners, closets 
and cabinets for mousetraps 
and rodent poisons. Insects, 
rodents and pests should be 
exterminated by the landlord. 
(If only one apartment is 
infested, however, the tenant 
in that unit is responsible for 
extermination using over-the-
counter remedies. If the 
tenant's attempts at extermi-
nation fail, Portland's 
housing code places responsi-
bility for commercial extermi-
nation on the landlord.) 
10. Count outlets and test 
with a night light. There 
should be at least two 
electrical outlets in each 
room, one of which may be a 
ceiling fixture. Will the 
minimum suit you or will 
you need more outlets? Are 
they placed in convenient 
locations for your use? 
11. Try the wall switches. 
If there are no ceiling fixtures, 
do you have or can you 
afford to buy enough lamps 
to light your apartment? 
12. Check floors for loose, 
broken or splintered boards. 
13. Check wallpaper and 
paint for peeling; check 
plaster to see if it is in good 
condition. 
14. Check windows for 
cracks; make sure the win-
dows work and lock. Walls, 
floors, windows and doors 
should be safe and weather-
tight. 
15. Check window screens 
for holes. 
Miscellaneous 
16. Check ceilings for signs 
of leaks (stains or cracks). 
Ceilings must be weather-
tight. 
17. Look out each window 
and door. You may not want 
to rent a unit where the 
neighborhood kids hang 
around outside at night or 
where a burglar would have 
easy access. It is a good idea 
to look at your apartment 
during the day and at night 
before you decide to rent. 
18. Is the layout conve-
nient for you? For example: if 
you have a baby, you may 
not want a bedroom next to 
the room where you will be 
entertaining often. 
19. Are there a washer and 
dryer in the building? These 
do not have to be provided, 
but a building with them 
would be more convenient 
than lugging everything to a 
laundermat. 
20. If utilities are included, 
are you permitted to have an 
air conditioner? If you want 
air conditioning and it is not 
provided, you may have to 
pay for the electricity it uses 
even if electricity is included 
in the rent. Find out. 
21. How long is the lease? 
You may want to negotiate 
this. Most leases are for one 
year. 
22. How old is the build-
ing? Older buildings are 
more likely to have structural 
problems and more substan-
tial repairs may have to be 
made by the landlord. 
23. What kind of heat is 
there? If heat is included, this 
may not be a problem, but if 
you have to pay the electric 
bill, electric heat is an 
expense to consider in your 
budget. Although the price of 
oil fluctuates more than that 
of electricity, electricity is 
almost always a more 
expensive way to heat. There 
are currently two bills before 
the Legislature relating to 
electric heat in housing: the 
first would require landlords 
to disclose a unit's heating 
costs for thE' previous year to 
prospecti ve tenan ts; the 
second would prohibit the 
installation of electric heat in 
subsidized hOUSing, unless 
that housing were insulated to 
certain standards. 
24. Ask about the other 
tenants and try to talk to 
some of them. The law 
prohibits overcrowding and 
discriminating against people 
because of their race, age, 
sexual preference, famil y 
status or anything else. You 
may, however, feel more 
comfortable in a building 
with other families or other 
single people, depending on 
your situation. 
25. How much is the 
security deposit? Will the 
landlord put the money in an 
interest-bearing account? You 
are entitled to the money plus 
interest from this account 
when your lease expires, 
provided you don't owe 
anything for damages. 
Jo Melinson 
NOW OPEN! 
True 1 Stop 
Shopping 
• Environmentally safe products to keep 
your pool clean, clear & healthy 
• We carry an extensive selection of 
pool parts & accesssories 
at Portland's Newest 
pool & spa center 
• We carry the full line of Morgan Spas -
14 on display!! 
MJC 
• Pump and filter repair: ALL makes 
and models, 24 hour service 
• Expert advice that's 
right the first time! 
POOL&SPA 
C-E-N-T-E-R IiI~POOL&sPA ~ C-E-N-T-E-R 
fiR 
NATIONAL 
SPA & POOL 
INSTITUTE 
TOLL FREE 1-800-244-0858 ~ __ ~~~~~g~~;:~~1 480 RIVERSIDE ST. 1975 LISBON RD. PORTLAND LEWISTON 
878-3000 783-0858 
M-F 10-5, Sat. 1 (}.3 M-F 9-5, Sat. 94 




Ona Day Only 
Saturday, May 4th 
9:00 am - 4:30 pm 
lillGE SAVINGS! 
• Floor Samples • Overstock [terns 
• Buying Errors • Damaged items 
CHOOSE FROM: 
• Tables • baskets • Rugs • Lights • Furniture • Rattan 
• Floor Screens • Wicker • Pillows • Mirrors & More! 
The good things in life 
for less. 
W elcome to the wonderful world of Mikasa . Where the good things in life cost less. Fine 
porcelain and bone china dinnerware, ceramic vases, 
colorful mugs, mixing bowls, beautiful stoneware, 
flatware, giftware and candlesticks. Always in stock, 
always for less. 
MIKASA 
FACTORY STORE 
31 Main Street, Freeport 207-865-9441 
The Maine Outlet. U.S. Route I, Kittery 207-439-6550 
MasterCard & Visa accepted . 
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
~ftft - Free Balloons 
\\\\\\\ ~,,\\\ - Free Terriyaki 
\~e Kabobs 
Shop Early For Best Selection. 
Cash & Carry. 
Sorry, No Returns or Layaways. 




34 Forest Ave. (Exit 6B off Rte. 295) 
Portland • 773-3356 • Open 7 Days 
Announces 
A Monday Evening Auction 
May 6, 1991 at 6:00 PM 
At Our Auction Gallery, Route One Plaza One. Kennebunk, Maine 
Preview Saturday, May 4, 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
Preview Monday, May 6, 9:00 AM to Auction Tune 
This is a very nice sale and will include country and victorian furniture, • VfZY fmc 
selection of quality office furniture. nice decorative 100001ODca. JEWELRY, glu •• 
china. paintings, prin15. pottery and Oriental items. 
FURNITURE: Wlmut S roll top desk -;5 pc. VlCIorWt.parlor ... - Gothic Rev!val 
annchair - Walnut SIdeboard wi1h applied ftuit docorabon - Rolled ami .of. With 
winged c1lwf ... - Empire chuc Lounge - Doco "yle china clOI" -Oak doaI: - Oak 
stands - Gate Leg Tlble - Comer whl! not ohel .... - Ladderback rock ... - Com .. 
chair - Small pine _tie table - Hitchcock lIyle bench - and other fumilUre. 
OFACE FURNITURE: Fmc quality Qccutivc office piccca including; Dalc:. - ChaiD: 
- Conference table - Credcnzu - A twuuome leather IOfa and matching chain -
Bookcase - and File cabin .... 
JEWELRY: 18K gold univ...aJ Gcneve walch - 14K yellow gold dWnond bracelc:'-
Plalinum and diammd etemi1.Y band - Gold triple .ttand necklace - Gold nuuct lUlg 
set with jade stone - Gold, guncta and diammd ring - pendant ICt with aquamarine 
diammds - Diamood dinner ring - 14K band with diamonds and rubiea - Strand of 
cultured pcaru -14K antique engraved ring Wlth oval amethyst - 14K pendot nng 
with diamood - 14K white gold chain with 14K diamond and pearl pendant - Shell 
cameo - Amber pin, bracelet and necl.laoe. 
ITEMS OF INfEREST: Clifton Indian wan: vase - Bn:lby vase - 3 piece girandole 
set - MUD FlGURE COu.EcnON - MATCH SAFE COu.ECfION - MusLIm 
yellow au chCSl - Nice CCI1tmial G:UpPCIldale mirror - Oil lamps - Very nice 3' I. ~' 
gold leaf beveled glass mirror - Majolica type umbrella holder - Panellampo - Sl.,glt 
bells - Wamut towel bu - Well .. planter-Barunetcr with clock - Nice pamted .wire 
fernery - Candlestick telephone - Oak Will phone - Seven! COUDUY crock, and JUgs. 
including E. Swasey &.: George C. Shaw - Paper covered hat boxes - Icc cream scoops 
- Childs scootcr- Strauen Broo. bra .. boond level - gn:en .llg glus panel lamp -
QUILTS - Nice lllIge red iron coffee milI - and 1llOn:. 
GLASS AND CJUNA: 18 piece set ruby .t.ained Kinp crown .ternWI'" - etched 
cocktail shaker - Royal Blyrouth Sun Bonnet plate - Royal Blyrouth black cat 
crume:- - Hying Phoen.i.x chin. - D.tultat mug - bone china cup. and uucas - and 
other glass and chinl. 
PAINTING AND PRlNfS 
NOW ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS FOR OUR NEXT 
MONDAY EVENING AUCTION. CALL PEGGY MERRIIT 
AT 207-985-3600 
We Accept Absentee Bidding With A 20% Deposit 
Visa And Mastercard Accepted 
CATERED 
All descriptions subject to enot A pn:mium of 10'JI. will be Ipplied to all property sold 
to be paid by the buyer" pan of the puchue price. Terms ot Sale: Cult. Travdcn 
Checks. Clocks only if credit hu been esLlbfuhcd prior to .ale. 
. All. LOTS SOlD AS IS - WHERE IS. ME Li .00281 Oliver', Ctr 
PO Bo. 337 (2(11) 985 3600 
Kennebunk, ME FAX (207) 985 7734 
PLEASE CLIP ANI> BRI"'IG TillS AI> WITII YOl' TO BE 
ELIGIBLE FOI{ ,\ 'Swn.nn ('.\.SII DRAWIM; DlIRI"'IG 
(" .. s", B..L) \ \cckh 5 {"I 
'1 liE AlJCTlO"l 
--------~ 
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Monica Delehanty tums up soil In her garden to prepare for planting. CBW(Tonee Harbert 
The greening of Greater' Portland 
New community gardens sprout up in Portland, South Portland 
• By Paul lVlrr 
On the only sunny day during a week of April showers, 
Elliot Blatt is up on a third floor roof swinging a hammer. He is 
building a budget greenhouse, into which he will place hun-
dreds of seedlings that have been sprouting in his West End 
apartment. 
But Blatt is building more than a greenhouse. He's trying to 
build a revolution in the way Portland thinks about its food, its 
relationship to land, and the importance of productive green 
spaces to its vitality. 
And he is not alone. A team of local urban gardeners who 
call themselves PLANT - Portland League of Agricultural 
Neighborhood Transformation - are working together to build 
a web of community gardens in which anyone can sign up for a 
garden plot in the spring, grow his or her own food during the 
summer, and harvest it in the fall. 
PLANT formed last winter, after the interests of several 
groups converged. The Center for Vision and Policy, a progres-
Stevenson Munroe and Elliott Blatt construct a rooftop gr<eelr1house. 
sive planning group, had advocated community gardens for 
several years; the Augusta-based Maine OrganiC Farmers and 
Growers Association (MOFGA) was preparing to promote a 
statewide Grow Your Own program aimed at fostering local, 
organically grown food supplies; the Cumberland County 
extension office was concerned about the nutrition of low-
income families' meals; and several Portland neighborhood 
associations were casting about for a project that would build 
stronger neighborhood communities. It all came together one 
winter night at the People's Building on Brackett Street in 
Portland. 
''We called the initial meeting because we were concerned 
about many things," says Elly Haney, program coordinator for 
the Center for Vision and Policy. "Three-quarters of the apples 
grown in Maine get shipped out of state, but most apples you 
buy in supermarkets are from Washington state or somewhere. 
It's absurd! Think of the gas, the roads, the pollution, the 
resources used up in that process." 
(Indeed, one study by the U.S. Department of Defense 
discovered that the average plate of food in America travels 
1,240 miles from field to table.) 
"Gardening is a way of getting back to a dear set of values, a 
dear expression of life," says Blatt, who works as an organizer 
for VISTA. "People in this culture are brought up to compete 
against one another. They don't see other human beings as 
people to cooperate with. Gardening is something that people 
can share, can develop together." 
Public land, public planting 
PLANT has already secured land for about two dozen plots: 
South Portland sprung for about half an acre in Hinckley Park 
on Highland Avenue, and a Portland citizen donated a quarter-
acre lot on Taft Avenue (just off Brighton Avenue). 
But the group is already searching for more land. PLANT is 
also negotiating with the city of Portland for land. "The city has 
been encouraging us," says Monica Delehanty, a founding 
member of PLANT, "but there are a lot of issues there. It may 
have to wait awhile." She does say that "South Portland was 
ready for this because they had built community gardens into 
the plan for the park when they created it." 
"My long-term hope," says PLANT member Debbie 
Lippoldt, "is that the community will become invested in it, that 
the same land is used year after year. City governments can 
help by making it possible rather than making it difficult." 
PLANT members point to successful programs in Boston, 
" 
Burlington, Augusta, and Camden as proof that public-private 
cooperation can work. 
"Ideally, every neighborhood would have its own plots," 
says Blatt. '''That could be the breeding ground for community-
wide solutions to other problems like energy production and 
use." 
Toward this end, PLANT intends to work to make sure its 
gardens both benefit individual gardeners and serve a broader 
social agenda. One way it will do this is by strongly encourag-
ing organic practices in each community garden (see related 
story on page 18). 
Another is to make the project affordable for everyone. Blatt 
says that PLANT's small plot fee may be waived for low-
income gardeners. "One of our primary purposes is that this be 
completely accessible," says Blatt. ''We'll provide everything; 
we're committed to that." 
Sowing seeds 
On May 4, PLANT will sow its first seeds - and hold a city-
wide Sign-up day. South Portland's gardens will be rototilled 
and supplied with compost by that city's Parks and Recreation 
Department under the direction of PLANT ally Dana Anderson. 
Blatt will oversee the Portland plot, rototilling it, testing the soil, 
and trucking in topsoil and fertilizer if needed. 
PLANT will provide seeds, seedlings, tools, mulch, manure, 
a compost heap and other supplies for each site. For those with 
little gardening experience or aptitude, "master gardeners" 
trained by the University of Maine's Cooperative Extension 
(UMCE) office will be available on May 4 and throughout the 
summer to give lessons, answer questions, and demonstrate 
techniques. 
Lippoldt of UMCE and PLANT, who also coordinates 
Cumberland County's EFNP (low-income family) gardens, 
expresses the hope that families will get involved in producing 
their own food. 
Blatt and Delehanty admit that PLANT still does not have all 
the supplies it needs, but are confident that the project will 
grow. Off the top of her head, Delehanty recites a wish list: 
pumps, hoses, fencing, compost, and mulch hay. '''There's 
plenty of room for expansion," she points out. "Every year, you 
could carve out a little more garden space." 
''We need to connect people who farm with people who 
consume," says Haney. "In Portland, that means turning 
consumers into farmers." 
PaullVlrr is an environmental writer from Portland. 
To donate materials or sign up for a plot on May 4, 
contact PLANT at 155 Brackett St., Portland, tel. 
nS-Ol0S. 
Elliott Blatt waters the seedlings he planted In his shed. 
Falmouth and Gorham 
gardeners reap 
community fruits 
While PLANT is still 
sowing its first seeds, com-
munity gardens have been 
growing in Falmouth and 
Gorham for several years. 
At Maine Audubon 
Society's Gilsland Farm 
Sanctuary in Falmouth, 
gardening has been growing 
strong for 12 years. "After 
several years of working 
together, this has truly 
become a close-knit little 
community," says artist and 
garden coordinator Suzanne 
McLeod. 'We even have a 
three-generation garden 
planted by a grandmother, 
mother and daughter. That's 
really great to see." 
The Falmouth garden 
group charges gardeners a 
nominal fee and provides 
tools, seeds, a rototiller and 
compost heaps. McLeod says 
most of the Falmouth 
gardeners actually come from 
Portland. "Some bike here," 
she says, "since everything 
they need is right on the 
premises." 
McLeod sees a link 
between the group's organic 
gardening methods and its 
members' commitments to 
give to the larger community. 
'''The whole emphasis in 
organic gardening is to 
nourish the soil, not just the 
plant," points out McLeod. 
'1t's the whole fabric that has 
to be nourished or nothing 
grows; the whole thing has to 
be tended. You can make an 
analogy there with society." 
In Gorham, Stacy Sendzik 
and about 25 other 4-H 
members are taking that 
analogy one step further: all 
the food they grow goes to 
needy families and senior 
citizens. These gardeners, 
with a little help from adults, 
range in age from 7 to 19. 
Sendzik, a senior at 
Gorham High School, came 
up with the idea three years 
ago while researching a class 
project on third .world 
hunger. In the two and one-
half seasons since, Sendzik's 
group has delivered more 
than a ton of fresh produce to 
Gorham's welfare office and 
Portland soup kitchens. 
'''There are teachers and 
learners." says Sendzik. 
"Younger kids or inexperi-
enced ones learn from the 
older ones. And all of us take 
away some kind of knowl-
edge we can use later in life: 
we can start our own family 
gardens. It's cheaper, and it's 
more fun." 
PaullVlrr 
Mtly 2, 1991 1 7 
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o 101 John Roberts Road, South Portland, ME· 773-0009 i 
Mon.-Fri. 1 ()'S:30 Sat. 1Q-4 ~ 
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HOMEOWNERS - We can show you how 
easy it is to replace your present lighting 
with conservatio~ lighting and start saving 
energy and money today! 
LONGER LIFE 
f'lourescent 
lamps last up to 
10,000 hours of 
life versus 
approximately 
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NTttE BEST or NEW TECHNOLOGIES-
I 1 Bishop Street 
Portland, Maine 04103 
Showroom hours: 3 - 5pm, Wed - Sat 
(207) 878·5534 




273 Congress St, Portland 772-5357 
Open Mon-Sat. 8 am-5 pm, Thurs. 'til 8 pm 
Ecological gardening 
Advice for the organic gardener 
It's always nice, if predict-
able, to make a pitch for 
ecologically responsible 
methods of living. But 
sometimes the argument can 
be made on self-serving, 
dollars-and-cents grounds as 
well. 
Such is the case with 
gardening. Compared with 
the standard but hazardous 
practice of using chemical 
fertilizers and weed and bug 
killers, a "politically correct" 
garden can be easier and 
cheaper. It should need less 
watering; keep your plants 
healthier; yield tastier fruits 
and vegetables; and, in the 
end, require less maintenance 
and less expensive (as well as 
less polluting) equipment. 
And all this - along with a 
worm-generating compost 
heap that makes a superb 
science project for kids - can 
be managed even in a tiny 
urban yard. 
Some ecological gardening 
practices will yield benefits 
immediately. For instance, if 
you pick a range of greenery 
rather than a spread of lawn, 
your labor-and water 
consumption - will be cut 
drastically from the begin-
ning. For those who want a 
large lawn, just a different 
choice of grass seed can make 
all the difference. Some 
people mistakenly plant 
bentgrass, which grows into 
an impenetrable thatch. This 
species needs to be virtually 
drowned regularly, almost 
daily in the summer, for the 
water to even begin penetrat-
ing to the roots. By contrast, a 
mix of other species - rye, 
bluegrass and fescue make 
one of the best - normally 
needs light watering only 
once a week (just enough to 
penetrate six inches into the 
soil). 
For the most part, how-
ever, ecologically sound 
gardening takes some extra 
effort at first, then less as time 
goes on. In fact, the great 
irony of gardening with 
chemicals and heavyequip-
ment is that it is much 
quicker in the beginning; 
then, as soil and plants 
weaken and grow sick from 
the chemicals, gardening 
takes increasingl y more time. 
The reverse is true for the 
"natural" garden: After 
needing seemingly constant 
work in the beginning, the 
garden gradually grows 
strong, needing increasingly 
less atten tion as it ages. 
Certainly there are dozens 
of garden chemicals that are 
safe. But no one knows with 
certainty which those are. 
Most of the pesticides and 
herbicides in use today have 
yet to be subjected to the 
federal government's full 
battery of health tests. Cerise 
Tompson, an organic land-
scaper, notes that every few 
years, a few more supposedly 
safe chemicals are recalled. 
Alisyn Kindle, another 
gardener, notes that all her 
years working with garden 
chemicals have made her so 
sensitive to them that she 
sometimes gets weak and 
dizzy just from shopping in 
garden supply stores. Amid 
such question marks, why 
expose children, household 
pets and, eventually, ground-
water supplies to more of 
them? 
A more tangible argument 
is that chemical treatments 
are largely a waste of money. 
Kindle says most pesticides 
never reach the bugs they're 
aimed at. Even when sprays 
hi t their targets, more and 
more are needed as time goes 
on because both insects and 
plants gradually develop 
immunities. According to a 
University of California 
study, a mere 150 insects and 
mites were immune to farm 
chemicals in 1960; today, the 
number of resistant species 
stands at about 500. 
Convinced? Great. Now, 
where to begin? 
The first step in an organic 
defense against bugs is to 
make plants strong; that 
reqUires good soil, which in 
tum requires the proper pH 
level, the balance between 
acidic and alkaline nutrients 
in the soil. 
"No matter how much 
fertilizer you give the plant, it 
will be unable to take the 
nutrients if the pH is off," 
says Charlie Mazza, a soil 
chemistry specialist at 
Cornell Cooperative Exten-
sion. 
The best pH range is 
generally six to seven. This 
can be measured in a matter 
of seconds with a meter or 
more definitively with a soil 
test. Professional gardeners 
can provide this service, or 
you can pick up a meter at a 
garden supply store for about 
$20. If the measure is low, 
you should generally add 
lime; if it's high, add pow-
dered sulfur. 
Healthy soil, however, will 
encourage both prized plants 
and weeds. 
Increasing numbers of 
organic weed killers are on 
the market; though some, but 
not all, are safer than chemi-
cal treatments, organiC 
herbicides aren't tremen-
dously effective. Those that 
are non-toxic usually kill only 
the tops of weeds, not the 
roots. (Actually, this is a 
weakness of some chemical 
herbicides as well.) 
The answer, says 
Tompson, is good, old-
fashioned elbow grease: Plow 
thoroughly before planting; 
fill the land with the plants 
you want; mulch areas to be 
kept empty; and, finally, face 
up to regular hours of 
weeding. Consistency at this 
game can get rid of most 
weeds. 
Once plants are sprouting, 
it will be time to fight various 
bugs and slugs. 
One popular weapon, 
used successfully by large 
commercial organic straw-
berry growers, is a vacuum 
cleaner. Be careful with this, 
however; it can suck up the 
good bugs as well as the bad. 
Slugs can be killed with beer. 
But this is expensive, and, 
according to Oregon State 
University, the tempting 
killer in the beer is simply the 
yeast. So put out dishes of a 
simple yeast solution instead. 
Another good practice is 
to clean plants regularly with 
a forceful spray from a hose, 
an effective solution to aphid 
problems. Pam Peirce of the 
San Francisco League of 
Urban Gardeners uses a 
drinking bath to attract 
beneficial insects, such as 
honeybees and wasps, that 
attack ca terpillars. (Fill a 
small dish with rocks and just 
enough water that the tips of 
the rocks create landing 
spots.) 
Once the garden's grow-
ing, the trick is to weed, clip 
and mow it without spewing 
a lot of polluting engine 
exhaust. Even those with tiny 
yards can easily compost 
most if not all of their own 
debris. 
First, if you can stand it, 
leave grass clippings on the 
lawn; it's good for the grass. 
Second, if you're only cutting 
small branches - less than 
an inch thick - a hand 
chipper with a crank arm will 
do the job without the noise, 
pollution and expense of a 
power chipper. (If you can't 
find one locally, Rotocrop 
USA of Wisconsin sells hand 
chippers. Call the company at 
(215) 345-8585 for details.) 
Now that everything's set, 
the soil needs to be fed with 
good compost about once a 
year to stay healthy and rich. 
If you lack yard space but 
still want to compost garden 
and kitchen scraps, consider 
building a "worm bin." A 
mere two-foot-square box of 
worms can handle four 
pounds of scraps a week 
(anything but meat or 
grease), turning it into rich 
fertilizer in about four 
months. 
The convenience of worm 
bins is that they can be small 
and need no earth; the 
convenience of standard 
compost heaps, dug into the 
ground, is that worms find 
their way to them naturally. 
If you've got even a tiny 
yard and some money, 
consider a $100 Canadian 
invention called the Green 
Cone. This airtight container, 
which sits over a wire basket 
buried in the ground, can 
decompose almost anything 
- even meat and bones-
through both summer and 
winter. A U.s. distributor has 
announced that the simple 
Green Cone will soon be 
available at all Shop 'n Save 
stores. 
(Standard compost heaps, 
unless they're quite large, get 
too cold to keep decomposing 
during winter. If this is your 
method, just keep layering 
the stuff on, cover it to keep 
rain off, and wait for spring.) 
Various books and 
pamphlets offer plenty more 
tips on composting. One free 
booklet is ''Recycle Your 
Garbage with Worms," from 
Cornell Cooperative Exten-
sion, 15 E. 26th St., Fifth Floor, 
New York, NY 10010. A 
recent, well-reviewed book 
on composting in general is 
"Let it Rot! The Home 
Gardener's Guide to 
Composting," by Stu 
Campbell, published by 
Storey Communications in 
Vermont for 57.95. Or just 
stop by a local garden store 
and ask a few questions. Then 
go home and get dirty. The 






.. . and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up 
for the cleaning person ... 
or worse, cleaned' up 
after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
RESIDENTlAL COMPULSIVE CLEANING 
WE DO 
WINDOWS!! 
CalJ for an appOintment 
and FREE estimate today. 
WIIITE WING SERVICES 
846-6358 
electrical 
PETER L. DORIA 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
24 Hour Service 




Serving Southern Maine with Pride. 
Design Buid/EJectrica/ Contractor 
878-2866 




"'lbe fencing specialist." 
• Genuine Cedar 
Stockade & PostoN-Rails 
• Chain Link 
• Vinyl Coated Wire 
• Custom Dog Kennels 
• Free Estimates 
SINCE 1982 
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commercial I residential 
Charles Berry 
727-3800 
West Buxton, ME 
~ 
landscaping 
TAKE IT EASY 
- Vacatbn Plant Can! 
• RX for plant ih3ss , 
• Repottng for busi1e86 or feSidence 
Delehanty Flowers - snce 1987 
772-4635 
LANDSCAPING 





Full property maintenance . 
Fully Insured - Fully equip~l' 
10 yeara experience 
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fumirure. walls, floors. etc. 
CHADBOURNE PAINTING 











15 Amherst St. 
Portland, ME 04103 
Don Levesque 773-9690 
Paul Aiken 





• WATER HEATERS 
• WATER PUMPS 
VISA MASTERCARD 
878-3211 
Serving Greater Portland 
remodeling 




COMPLETE BUILDING SERVICES 
Utilization of Bolar Co ..... pt. 





• New homes 
• Renovations and repairs 
to older homes 
• Historic preservation 
• Kitchen and bath cabinets 
• Closet and storage systems 
• Stock and custom doors 
• Pella® windows -
Sales and installations 
• Custom moulding 
• Design assistance 
• Master carpenter service 
for smaller jobs 
VISA MASTERCARO ACCEPTED 
Visit our cabinet shop at 
200 Anderson St., Portland 
774-2139 
SMALL AREA SPECIALIST 
Designs to make the most of your space. 
• WALL UNITS. BUILT-INS. 
CHARLES MELCHER, 
Rnish Carpenter 775-6301 
15 years experience 




12 YEAR'> EXPERIENCE 
MEMBllJ/ NAlIl 


















serving Portland since 1987 
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS 
inspections 
VEGA PROPERTY INSPECTIONS 
REAL ESTATE INSPECTIONS 
"feel confident about the major 
nvestment n your life ... 
your home" 
COMPETmVE RATES VERBAL & WRITTEN 
772-6005 REPORTS 
I , 









Casco Bay Weekly Is 
accepting original, 
unpublished short 
stories on topics 
relevant to modem 
life In the Casco Bay 
region. A panel of 
three Judges will 
choose the most 
compelling, well-
written and relevant 
short stories for 
I 
Inclusion In Casco Bay 
Weekly'J Relevant 
Fiction Issue, July 3, 
1991. 
We seek stories that raise 
questions about some facet of 
everyday liie here in the 
Casco Bay region, and we are 
looking for stories that 
demand to be told: fiction 
that is evocative and finely 
tuned to the author' 9 
intention. (Please do not 
submit stories in the "genre" 
traditions of erotica, fantasy, 
mystery, science fiction, 
supernatural, reminiscence or 
romance.) 
Double-spaced manll-
scripts of 3,000 words or less 
will be accepted until 5 p.m., 
Wednesday, May 29. (Longer 
stories will be disqualified.) 
The author's name, address 
and phone number must 
appear only on the first page 
of the manuscript. Subse-
quent pages should be 
identified by slory titles and 
page numbers only. Do not 
submit unfinished stories. 
Proofread your stories 
carefully. 
Send your manuscript 
by Wednesday, May 29 
to: Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101. 
• Addressing peace, 
democracy and develop-
ment in EI Salvador: U.s. 
Rep. Tom Andrews and 
Mario Davila of the Ameri-
can Friends Service Com-
mittee will speak tonight at 
7, in McArthur Library, 270 
Main St., Biddeford. Free 







• Addressing drug dealers, 
AIDS and the environment: 
Living Colour, selected by 
Rolling Stone magazine as 
"Best New American 
Band," is noted for its heavy 
rhythms, the guitar mastery 
of Vernon Reid, and the 
strong vocals of Corey 
Glover. The band's most 
recent release, "Time's Up," 
includes songs 
about the dying 
environment, AIDS 
,,,n,·u. and inner-city drug 
dealers. Says 
Glover: "This record 
is about living in a 
changing world." 
See the band tonight 




are $16 for the 
general public. For 
more information, 
call 725-3201. 
• Bird beat. Maine 
Audubon Society 
offers free Saturday 
morning bird walks 
throughout May 
and June. The walks 
will take place at 
Entrees Under $10 
Seven Nights A Week, 
Even Monday. 
You Can Afford To 
Dine Out In Style! 
Open Every Night. 
Also Breakfast, Lunch 
& Sunday Brunch. 
58 Pine Street 
773·8223 
various locations in Greater 
Portland and begin 
promptly at either 6:30 or 7 
a.m., rain or shine. The first 
bird walk will take place 
this morning at 7, on 
Mackworth Island. Meet at 
the gatehouse. For more 
information, call Maine 
Audubon Society at 
781-2330. 
• Street beat. the Ben Street 
Quartet - featuring Ben 
Street, Maine's premier jazz 
bassist; Chris Cheek on 
tenor saxophone; Curt 
Rosenwinkle, guitar sensa-
tion and member of Gary 
Burton's band; and George 
Schuller on drums - will 
play tonight, at 9 & 11, at 
Cafe No (20 Danforth St., 
Portland). George Schuller, 
in case you were wonder-
ing, is also director of the 
Boston-based big band 
Orange Then Blue, a band 
that features many of the 
compositions of his father, 
the accomplished American 
composer and musicologist 
Gunther Schuller. If you 
miss this show, you won't 
be out on the street, but 
you'll be out of luck. 






Hosted by the 
Japan American 
Society of Maine, this event 
will include exhibitions of 
Japanese kites, origami, 
Japanese calligraphy, and 
making traditional fish 
decorations. Japanese 
refreshments will also be 
served. Today, from 1-3 
p.m, at the Recreation 
Center, Westbrook College, 
716 Stevens A ve., Portland. 
For more information, call 
JASM at 774-4014, Tues-
days or Thursdays from 
12-5 p.m. 
• Cropping hunger: Last 
year, CROP Walks for 
Hunger in Maine raised 









555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND. 761·3930 
walking. Given the local 
economy and recent world 
events, the need for hunger 
relief is greater than ever. 
Walks will take place this 
year in eight communities, 
including Biddeford/Saco, 
Brunswick, Portland/ 
Westbrook and South 
Portland/Cape Elizabeth. 
You are invited to join the 
walk in your area and/or 
pledge generously. 
Portland's CROP Walk will 
take place today at 1 p.m., at 
Wood fords Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodford St., 
Portland. For information, 
call 772-1918. 
• Cropping images: Icon 
Contemporary Art gallery 
will hold an opening 
You walk, they fly. See 
Saturday, May 4. 
Meet the hottest new 
soukous band on 
Africa's music scene. 
See Monday, May 6. 
reception for Ken 
Kuenster's "The Icon 
Series," 18 painted photo 
assemblages consisting of 
large, dramatic photo-
graphic images that com-
bine traditional religious 
and mythical events with 
contemporary subjects and 
settings. Kuenster remarks 
about his own work: "I'm 
often asked what these 
images mean ... A great 
deal of the intensity in these 
Feathers 
Ruffled? 





Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
scenarios stems from them 
being distillations of general 
human experience ... a mix 
of the sacred, the profane, 
art and life ... the meaning 
they have for you will stem 
from the experiences you 
bring to them." Kuenster is 
on sabbatical from Portland 
School of art, and will be 
traveling somewhere in 
Italy during the reception, 
today from 3-5 p.m., but 
come anyway to view his 
beautifully disconcerting 
work, at Icon, 19 Mason St., 
Brunswick. (See Art listings 
for further details.) Call 
Duane Paluska at 725-8157 
for more information. 
• Meet the King of 
Soukous: Soukous is a 
combination of Congolese 
street music, rhumba beats 
and traditional rhythm. It is 
largely guitar and percus-
sion-based. Aurlus Mabele, 
the "King of Soukous," won 
the Maracas D'Or, France's 
equivalent of the Grammy, 
in 1987. Throughout Africa 
and Europe, Mabele is 
loved for his sweet voice 
and melodies, extravagant 
costumes and entrancing 
stage shows. Dance to this 
high energy music as 
Mabele's dancing and 
singing band, Loketo, 
performs tonight at 7:30, at 
Zootz,31 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Tickets are $7. 
For more information, call 
773-8187. 
• Reading your rights: In 
conjunction with the Union 
of Maine Visual Artists' 
exhibit "The Bill of Rights, 
1791-1991," Portland Public 
Library will hold a "rights 
court," three noon-time 
programs in which oppos-
ing attorneys present cases 
and you are a member of 





151 MAIN ST BRUNSWICK ME 
M.C.L.U. and the Intellec-
tual Freedom Committee of 
the Maine Library Associa-
tion, the first case presented 
will be hate speech, specifi-
cally case of the nine young 
white men who yelled racial 
slurs at two black UM 
Orono students last Febru-
ary. Bring your lunch. Free 
and open to the public. 
For more information, 
call 871-1700. 
• Are you afraid of reading 
Virginia Woolf? This lecture 
and discussion program 
will begin with ''To the 
Lighthouse," the story of a 
woman who goes to a 
lighthouse on a picnic with 
her family. The conven-
tional novelist confines the 
reader's view to events that 
can be observed from an 
eyewitness' point of view. 
While the plot line of 
"Lighthouse" is simple 
enough, Woolf presents her 
readers the challenge of 
traveling with her into the 
interior landscape of her 
characters' minds. Free. Led 
by Charlotte Renner, Ph.D. 
in English, independent 
scholar and writer, and 
MPBN contributor. Tonight 
at 7, in the community room 
of Thomas Memorial 
Library, 6 Dyer Scott Rd., 
Cape Elizabeth. Call 799-
1720 for details. 
• Balanc-






See these guys In Living 
Colour on Friday, May 3. 
Cheap thrill: a note of thanks 
Mark Twain once said, "1 can live for two months 
on one good compliment." Most teachers would 
echo that sentiment - but many of them don't 
often get the chance. They live for the flash of 
understanding that illumInates the face of a bored 
and fidgetIng kid, they spend their workIng lives 
forced to hear "wicked" used as all eIght parts of 
speech, several hundred times a day - and they 
live on shockingly meager salaries, considering the 
Importance of the mission entrusted them. 
May 5-11 Is NatIonal Teacher Appreciation Week. 
and you can give yourself and an old teacher a 
cheap thrill. Take a moment thIs week - possibly 
during your mid-day meal, when teachers with 
lunch duty the country over will be patrolling the 
nation's youth and debating whether to treat 
themselves to chop suey or cafeteria surprise - to 
consider the teacher who Illustrated gravity by 
forcing you to watch a snatrs slow plummet off a 
lab table to the floor below; who Just smiled myste-
riously when you asked for a closer reading of Walt 
Whitman's limpId Jets of love; who got you to reach 
way down Inside yourself, as Jesse Owens said, and 
find something In the way of effort you weren't 
sure was there. 
If your own teachers are out of range, encourage 
your kids to thank theirs. Let them know that the 
people who are teaching them how to go out In the 








Together on the same stage 
for a fun evening of Jazz. 
From Dixieland to Swing. 
Frl., May 17 - 7:30 pm 
Luther Bonnie Auditorium 
University of So. Maine 
Bedford Street. Portland 
$ 1 0 " door or 
$8 advance" Amadeus 
I n p <> r1: I a. n d 
- great music 
- great grub 
- great vvine 
20 danforah street 
772-8114 
Open Jan. Jam EWlry 
Sunday 4:30 - 8pm 
Wednesdays at 6 p.m., in 
the Yarmouth/Freeport 
area. Rides are a leisurely 
paced 15-20 miles in low 






























Point Health Care Center. 
The first program, "The 
Working Parent & Family 
Life," will address over-
coming guilt by accepting 
new models of parenting, 
developing discipline 
structures that work for 
you, turning your family 
time into quality time, and 
how parent support groups 
can help you. All programs 
are open to the public and 
free of charge. Call the 
library at 871-1700 for more 
information. 
• Sneak preview: you can 
check out the new Hoyts 
Clark's Pond Cinema while 
helping to raise money for 
Maine kids with cancer, 
tonight at 7. A $10 ticket 
entitles you to see one of 
the following: "Dr. 
Zhivago," ''Pretty Woman," 
''The Maltese Falcon," ''The 
Sound of Music," ''Raiders 
0513 & 4 Bell Su-eet 'Jiolo 
0519 GarrUoD Fewel 'Jiolo 
05/10 YODr NelgbJoorhood 
SaxaphoDe qDartetfrom Bolto .. 
o SIll/rom Bo",01l WoU Soup 
05116 The 'IOby Scluaeloler ... 
Jbnmy ~01_ DDO 
05117 Beu SDoeet quartet 
'eaturlal :ao.toD trampe' 
player Scott (;0,.,_ 
05llS/rom IIw. FRINCE, ci ............ r 
Bob Gallottl and J.u Trio 
05122 K. Barry Sau.oI ..... 
quiD"" /_turil¥! Alan N_ 
05l23BATA, Lot;..)"" E ... embl.. 
05/24 & 25 (rom Bo.ton Charlie 
Kolh_ qul.te, 
05128 PoetrylPer.orm __ jlaulil' 
Carl Dim.ot.J & poe' Ma.rlin Sc.in&ener 
05131 & 611 The Gary Wittner 
quartet/_cur"",," M .. II ~Iey 011'''''' 
of the Lost Ark," "Ghost," 
"2001: A Space Odyssey" or 
''The Rescuers Down 
Under." It also includes free 
popcorn and soda, plus two 
additional free admissions 
to Hoyts Cinemas in 
Portland or South Portland. 
For additional information, 
call 781-4352 or the Maine 
Children's Cancer Program 
at 775-5481. 
• Meeting a long-lost 
friend: The City Theater 
Associates would like to 
reacquaint you with 
Pan, the Captain of 
Boys, as he leads WF'nl1 '01!!.l 
John and Michael to 
Neverland, where they 
meet Tiger Lily and her 
band of Eurythmics, as well 
as Captain Hook. The show 
will run through May 19; 
Friday curtain is at 8 
p.m., Saturday & 
Sunday's at 2 
p.m. Tickets 
are $12 for 
adults, $10 
for kids 12 
and under 
and seniors 
60 and over. 
The theater 
is located at 




• Portland's first annual 
Old Time Family Fair will 
offer over 35 booths with 
low-cost games and chal-
lenging events, clowns, a 
big tent, balloons, face 
painting, bubble-blowing, a 
spook room and craft-
making. Children of all ages 
can test their skills at a slow 
bike race, the dunking 
booth, bean bag throwing, a 
ring toss, "fishing" with 






We're not rearranging numbers 
JUST CLAY 
Pottery classes begin 
May6at 
STUDIO 132 
Grealer Portland's most 
comforl4ble cerllmk strulio 
772-4334 
some foods from traditional 
carnival fare to vegetarian 
delights. Today from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., at the Allen 
Avenue Unitarian Univer-
salist Church on Allen 
Avenue Extension, half a 
mile north of Northgate 
Shopping Center. For more 
information, call 772-3245 . 
• A Mother's Day Four-
Mile Road Race to benefit 
the Family Crisis Shelter 
will begin today at 9 a.m., at 
the intersection of Baxter 
Does this man seem 
familiar? See him and 
others, Sunday, May 5. 
Blvd. and Preble Street, 
with registration from 7:30-
8:45 a.m. The course is four 
wheel-measured miles, flat 
and traffic-controlled. The 
first 100 pre-registered 
runners will receive a free 
T-shirt. A wards will be 
given in a number of 
different categories. The 
cost is $7 pre-registered, $8 
the day of the race. To 
register, contact Monique 
Isherwood at 871-1861. 
10 PIECE CONGOLESE SOUKOUS 
~@~~1f~ 




MOB & DAS DAMEN 
IlAY 10TH $1 ADY. $9 @ IOOR 
PIRf L~Z~9~ 
RECKONING FORCE 
SAT lAY 4TH AT WHEREHOUSE 
'I 
22 CAsal Bay Wukly 
Your Savings Store For 
FISHING TA_ ... ~ ...... 
• RODS 
• REELS 
• TACKLE BOXES 
• HIP BOOTS 
• CHFST WADERS 
• UFE PRESERVERS 
• RAINWE:AR 
60 DIFFERENT 
REELS ON DISPLAY 
Save More at the 
Surplus Store 
28 Monument Square, Portland 
Hours: 9 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sat_ 
Free Parking With Park & Shop Stamps 
We '[[ Ma/(g, Mom s 
1Jay SpeciaL 
We're serving a lavish buffet, .. 
featuring Carved Steamship of Beef, Pork Loin 
Calvados, Omelets to order, Seafood Fettucini, 
a wide variety of Salads and Seasonal 
Vegetables ... and our bountiful Dessert table! 
Reservations recommended with seatings at 
11:30 AM and 1:30 PM 
Sheraton ~ Tara Hotel 
Senior $13.95; 
Adults $15.95; 
Children $ 7.95; 
(Free for children under 2). 
363 Maine MaU Road 
South Portland, Maine 
04106 
(207) 775·616J 
For Mother's Day 
Chocolate 
That Dreams 
Are Made Of 
A riclmess so seldom found, a velvety smootlmess 
never equaled. What is this secret of chocolate so 
divine you could only wish for it? Haven's 
knows" Luscious little masterpieces-- r-"'._ 
made by hand in the old-fashioned // ---~.J 
tradition-bring exquisite flavors arJI II ~~ . 
into perfect harmony. Delicate, ' -i ~~'?Ii\ 
Havenly treasures for a special ,.!! i tl7 
Mom. From Haven's. She'll ~ !!, .J 
remember how much you cared. 
Come in today. 
Haven's Candy Kitchen 
542 Forest Avenue 
Portland' 772-0761 
Yarmouth Sweet Shop 
75 Main Street 
Yarmouth • 846-1144 
Entertainment 




Temple and Middle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
No first showing 
weekdays 
All shows Sat & Sun 
Defending Your Life (PG) 
2,4:20, 7:20,9 :40 
Silence of the Lambs (R) 
1 :30,4, 7,9:30 
Dances with Wolves 
(PG 13) 
4:40,8 
Mortal Thoughts (R) 
2:10,4:50,7:40,10 
Toy Soldiers (R) 
1 :50,4:30, 7:30,9:55 
Oscar (PG) 
1 :40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, South 
Portland 
774-1022 
The Marrying Man (R) 
4,9:30 
A Kiss Before Dying (R) 
12:50,2:55,5:05, 
7:15,9:15 
Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles II (PG) 
12:30,2:45,5,7:05,9:05 
Hard Way (R) 
1 :30,7 
Home Alone (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10 
Out for Justice (R) 
1 :10, 3:10, 5:15 , 7:35, 9:45 
One Good Cop (R) 
1 :40,4:10,6:50,9:20 
Rich Girl (R) 
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 9:50 
The Movies 









Mon-Tues 7, 9:15 
The Grifters 
May 8-12 
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15 
Sat-Sun 1, 7 
Sylvester Stallone doffs his porkpie hat to play "Snaps" 
Provolone in "Oscar." 
Grouching about "Oscar" 
• "Oscar," directed by John landis 
With Sylvester Stallone, Peter Riegert and Vincent Spano 
At the Nickelodeon, Temple &: Middle streets, Portland 
Talk about chutzpah. Sylvester Stallone, who made his nut 
playing a mumble-mouthed boxer and a body-oiled Commie-
killer, makes another stab at light comedy (anyone remember 
"Rhinestone"?) in a vehicle named for Hollywood's most sacred 
icon. 
So how bad is uOscar," anyway? 
Well, it's not terrible but it's not that good either. The problem 
is due less to Stallone's acting ability than to John Landis' lead-
footed directing o( what is supposed to be a nimble farce. Landis' 
earliest movies were the rambunctious. comedies "Kentucky Fried 
Movie" and" Animal House." He peaked in 1981 with "An 
American Werewolf in London," a bizarre Blend of horror and 
hilarity, but the laughter stopped two years later when he was 
blamed for the helicopter crash that killed three people during the 
filming of "[he Twilight Zone." After that, the best he could do 
was 1985's "Into the Night." 
In "Oscar," Landis turns his heavy hand to classic farce. The 
confusing plot is full of mistaken identities, switched suitcases and 
characters galloping from room to room. The year is 1931 and 
we're inside the sumptuous mansion of reformed gangster 
screen 
"Snaps" Provolone (Stallone, 
natch). Will Snaps stay on the 
straight and narrow? Will his 
spoiled daughter trick him 
into arranging a marriage with his accountant (Vincent Spano)? 
Who's got the alligator bag with the diamonds in it? Those are but 
a few of the questions contrived here. Small wonder that when 
one of Snaps' hoods is ordered to leave the room he pleads, "Can't 
I stay, boss? Every time lleave I fall behind." 
Wearing a tight vest and spats, Stallone seems diminished but 
dapper, a bit like the little groom on a wedding cake. His character 
has been taking elocution lessons, and it sounds like Stallone has, 
too - this was the first movie in which I could understand every 
word he spoke (although he consistently mispronounces his 
character's name "Pre-volone"). It looks like Sly's been studying 
Kirk Douglas for this part: he reacts to each new plot twist with a 
clenched jaw. (Kirk himself does a cameo as Snaps' father.) 
The ultimate salvation of "Oscar" is its supporting cast. My 
favorites include Tim Curry ("Rocky Horror") as a prissy profes-
sor, and the truly funny team of Martin Ferrero and Harry Shearer 
as the Finucci brothers, unctuous immigrant tailors mistaken for 
ruthless hitmen. Peter Riegert ("Local Hero") and Chazz 
Palminteri play Snaps' Runyonesque sidekicks. One of the 
movie's best moments comes when Palminteri is forced to disarm, 
revealing every lethal weapon known to man. Riegert actually 
gets to utter those classic words, "Why you, I oughtta ... " 
Orella Muti plays Snaps' wife in a Sophia Loren manner, and 
veteran Yvonne De Carlo turns up briefly, but Snaps' mansion is 
ultimately a man's world, where wives and daughters exist only 
to cause aggravation, their ways as mysterious to these befuddled 
gangsters as particle phYSics. Yet for all its mal~enteredness, this 
is a surprisingly gentle movie, suitable for children (who may 
enjoy it more than their parents). 
"Oscar" isn't a disaster for Stallone, like "Rhinestone" or 
"F.I.S.T.," but it won't launch a brilliant new comedic course for 
him either. Its laughs are too few, its pacing too slow and its title is 
just wishful thinking. 
If you're looking for a genUinely fresh and funny comedy, head 
for the video store and pick up "The Tall Guy" (RCA/Columbia). 
This was one of the best movies of 1990, but never made it to a 
Portland screen. 
Loopily serious Jeff Goldblum plays Dexter, a second-rate actor 
adrift in London who falls for a no-nonsense nurse (Emma 
Thompson). Their courtship, and Dexter's eventual part in an 
Andrew Lloyd-Webber style version of ''The Elephant Man," are 
just plain hilarious. 
Newcomer Mel Smith directed this delightful flick with a 
cheeky wit reminiscent of Richard Lester's early Beatles movies. 
This is one of those rare gems that will actually have you guffaw-




Dances With Wolves Kevin Costner's 
epic revives the Western from a Native 
American perspective. BeautifuHyfilmed, 
with astirring narrative, even if the Issues 
are somewhat oversimplified. With 
Costner and a strong supporting cast. 
Defending Your Life 
terlife comedy is sweet and smart, but 
only occasionally lunny. The premise-
"Judgment City: where Brooks finds 
himself reviewing his past life - wears 
thin, and the acting, by Brooks. Meryl 
Streep and Rip Tom, oould have been 
phoned in. 
The Grifters At the center of this hard-
boiled, 4Os-sty1e film noire is a tough 
racetrack scam artist, who trayels the 
circuit working lor the mob and skimming 
a little for herself. In L.A., she looks up 
her estranged son who's in something 01 
the same line of work on a smal scale, 
and meets his girlfriend who hustles her 
creditors but has more ambitious plans. 
As lustful as she is material, the mother 
asserts her territorial rights and tries to 
save her boy from the dutches of the 
other woman. With John Cusack, An-
gelica Huston and Annene Bening. 
Hard Way Michael J. Fox Is a successful 
movie star determined to change his 
image and land the role of a tough ho-
micide oop. His studio pulls strings and a 
N.Y.P.D. homicide detective, piayed by 
James Wood, finds himself babysitting 
while the actor does research in the 
midst of a string of grisly murders. 
Home Alone The sleeper hit of the sea-
son, full of cartoon violence set against a 
Christrnasbackdrop. With Joe Pesci and 
Daniel Stern. 
A Kiss Before DyIng Starring Man Dillon 
and Diane Ladd A young woman un-
knowingly marries the psychopathic killer 
01 her twin sister and then must fl!Jhtlor 
her lile when the truth beoomes known to 
her. 
Marrying Man Comedy about a man who, 
while en route to his wedding, sees the 
woman of his dreams - who happens to 
be a rnobster'sgirlfriend - and decides 
to pursue her. With Kim Basinger and 
Alec Baldwin. 
Metropolitan Agroupofyoung New York 
socialites gather in formal dress at the 
apartment 0/ one of the girl's parents. It 
is their season - it's party after party-
but mainly, they talk: about literature and 
morals, and of their own demise. With its 
overtones of Jane Austen and soon 
Fitzgerald, "Metropolitan" is a fond por-
trayal of a world that has all but vanished. 
Mortal Thoughts Director Alan Rudolph 
departs from his quirky romantic style 
("Choose Me") in this dark, blue-collar 
thriller about two Bayonne, N.J., beauti-
cians who conspire to cover up a mur-
der. Not much suspense here, but exce~ 
lent acting from Demi Moore, Glenne 
Headly and Harvey Keitel. (Bruce Willis 
didn't have to stretch to playa loutish 
meatball.) 
Once Around A spirited young woman 
dares to say it: what she wants more 
than anything else is to get married. An 
almost immediately, she meets him. He 
is crude, obnoxious, and old enough to 
be her father. Her family is understand-
ably repelled. But he is a super salesman 
and he wins her. It may not be irrelevant 
that he's rich. Starring Richard Dreyfuss, 
Holly Hunler, Danny Aiello,GenaRowlins 
and Laura San Giacomo. 
One Good Cop Stars Michael Keaton as 
an N.Y.P.D.detective who is given tem-
porary custody of three young girls when 
his long-time partner is killed in the line of 
duty. They give his childless marriage 
the boost it needs and become a family, 
until he's forced to compromise his eth-
ics so that he and his wife can adopt the 
children. 
Oscar Rambonehead Sylvester Stallone 
plays it for laughs in this Runyonesque 
farce, directed by John Landis. Unfortu-
nately, the laughs are few and far be-
tween. "Oscar's" only saving grace is its 
strOll9 supporting casL which indudes 
Peter Riegert, Chazz PalminteriandTim 
Curry, with cameos from Kirk Douglas, 
Don Ameche and Yvonne De Carlo. 
Out for Justice The story of two men who 
grow up together then find themselves 
on different sides of the law in N.Y.C. 
Steven Segal plays a police detective 
who uses martial arts. 
Rich Girl A spoiled girl strives to anain 
independence from the dictatorial 
clutches of her father and overly ambi-
tious fiance. She find a job in an L.A. rock 
club, where she falls in love with the lead 
vocalist of a struggling Hollywood band. 
Starring Jill Schoelan, Don Michael Paul 
and Sean Kanan . 
Sllenc:e of the Lambs With outstanding 
performances from Jodie Foster as an 
FBI agent and Anthony Hopkins as a 
criminally insane psychiatrist, director 
Jonathan Demme ("Something Wild") 
creates a darkly disturbing movie about 
serial killers. Demme gives the audience 
a clear, objective view of events while 
sirrullaneously plunging us deep inside 
them, and the overall effect may be more 
than some moviegoers can handle. 
Nevertheless, it's a brilliant, scary piece 
0/ entertainment. 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtl.s II: Se-
cret of the Ooze Martial arts puddle 
puppies fight evil, eat pizza, play rock 
music, listen to rap. Hold me down, 
someone. I jUst got to see this flick. 
Toy Soldiers With their finely tuned 
troublemaklng abilities, fIVe delinquents 
at a school for boys save the school and 
its students from terrorists. 
• Omtinued on page 24 








183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 
TEL (207) 781·3207 
berry Street 
Lot's Of New Ideas 
For Home And Garden 




An Old Port Tradition 
Mother's Day Special Dinners 
$10.95 
Sirloin Petite Fresh Swordfish 
Roast Turkey Dinner Baked Stuffed Haddock 
Served with 
Tossed Salad. Mashed Potato 
Butternut Squash. Green Beans 
Rolls & Butter 
IGds Meal Deals and Our Regular Menu Available 
Mother's D"y Spec;,,/s senul Noon -llpm 
" 83 EXCHANGE ST, • PORTIAND, ME • 773-4731 ~ 
fotoshops "We're the 35mm experts" 
COMPLETE DARKROOM SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
OOU~~! 
p,",O'\O ~SO~'l &. 
'IJ~O~U~O~'l 




• insla!lt passports THE ULTIMATE 
• repalfS In Quality Color Prints 
517 Coogrm It. Portland. MC, VilA I Amallccaplad 







receive a free 
haircut with 
the purchase 















I< ESTATE JEWELRY 
11 - S, Tuca. - SaL 
16 MtLK STllEET 
POllT'.AND, MAINE 04101 
101·774-8994 
538 Congren Street 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Prints 
Bought & Sold 
Highest Prices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
SiClgle items or large collections wanted 
BROWSERS AJYIAVS waCOME 
10 om 105:30 pm Mon.·Sol. 
AntiQuarian 8cd:)elen AsIoclation ot AtMfteo 
1-800-228-1398 
161-2150 646-8785 




















---- MUSIC COMPANY ----
Union Station Plaza, 270 St. John St., Portland, ME (207) 774-2219 
Thursday, May 9 • 8 pm • All tickets $12 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
2SA Forest Ave. Portland 
Tickets available at PPAC Box Office from 
12 - 4 pm Tuesday ttvu Saturday. 
For more Info: call (207) 774-0465 
Presented by Dionysian Productions 
(.fJ-I(.1 :£\11 :elcome • ~~':~ ~::~:rg, I' , ~ Casco • Stephen Mackenzie, 
1 (:1:,] ~ 'j ~::k1Y. • ~~~c:n Designs, 
Portland 
Th~newandnmnnmg 
advertisers help support us m 
our endeavor to provide ~u 




• Jeff Clements, 
Portland 




• Queen of Hearts, 
Yarmouth 
• Performance Motors, 
Falmouth 
• Silver Yarn, 
Scarborough 
• Conceits, Portland 
• Breakwater at Spring 
Point, Portland 
• Acorn's furniture, 
Portland 
• Malnely Tubs, 
Portland" Bangor 
• The Surplus Store, 
Portland 
• Madd Apple Cafe, 
Portland 
• Reflections: Window 
Cleaning and 
Painting, Portland 
• Haven's Candles, Portland 
• Tommy's Marine 
Center, Portland 
• The Frame Center, 
Portland 
• Ryder Truck Rentals, 
Westbrook 
• Clark's Unfinished 
furniture, Scarborough 
• Modern Paint and 
Wallpaper, Portland 
• ABC Pool and Spa 
Center, Portland 
• Pam Leach Interlon, 
Gorham 
• Conservation Ughtlng, 
Portland 
• Maine Paint, Portland 
• Mlkasa, Freeport 
• Elements Gallery, 
Brunswick 
• XS, .Portland 
Entertainment 
·A v., u.u.ual W.,,. a mISIcaI dI-
Ver1Iion In two acts, fealUres Marie 
Pressman with Edward Reichart. Caba-
l' 'imA 
:~=h:~t!:l~~~~V; 
! Do Produclions at The Wherehouse, 29 • • Forest Ave, Portland. For information =;;:':~' caD nl-06341rom 11 
1.IQm"tiIautl- '-- AW .. bnd of Storytelling Worbhop. "v ... ptIgIl23 and Perform.nces:"Poetry: with Gary 
STAGE 
"CA ..... Andrew LIoyd-Webber'a Tony 
Award-wtlnIng Broadway musical wit 
retum 10 lie Cwnbertand County Civic 
Cenlllr for performances May H, at 8 
pm. Tlclwts _ $20-$32.50; lor _-
valions, call 775-3458. 
.... beth"wllbe~byThen.. 
BIer Project from through May 5. lhls 
produc1Ion Is _t altar a major wwln our 
tImes,ln which faw weapons remain and 
lighting has returned \0 ooncItions not 
cissimlar from medI9vaI times, thelMll-
ling for the original Macbef1. The show 
wit run lhtndays f1rough Soodays, 
with curtain al 7 pm Thutsday, 8 pm 
Fridays and SaIUldays, and 2 pm Sun-
deys. The theater Is located at 14 School 
51, Brunswick. TickelsIll1l $1 0 1IIlJIts, $8 
seniors and students, spacial deal 
Thursdays & Sundays: 2 lor $15. For 
Lawtess, May 11, 1-5 pm. al the Theater 
project. The emphasis of this workshop 
wll be on tailing your own sloriesthrough 
poetry. "Story Theater: with AI Miler 
and Brad Terry, May 11,1-5 pm. at the 
Theater Project. Brad Terry and AI Miler 
wll work with participants on turning a 
particular story tnt a theater piece. "Sud-
den Fiction," with Nicole d'Entremon~ 
May 11, 1-5 pm, at Maine Writars and 
Publishers Allance. SlUdents wi. write 
and share short stories. "storytelting," 
with Martin Steingesser, May 11, 1-3 pm 
Ol later, at \he Theater Project. Explore 
ways of storytelling, Including acting out 
making a "movie saoll: improving your 
Olal delvery or dramalizing the teUing of 
stories. AI workshops are $30 lor mem-
bers & friends, and are limited 10 15 
participants ages 14 and up. The The-
ater Project is located at 14 School St 
and MWPA is located al 19 Mason St 
both In Brunswick. Class performances 
and readings will follow worllshops. For 
information, cal 72!H>333 or 729-8584. 
further Information, cal 729-8584. AUD 
"Man of La Manch."lhe Portland Lyric ITIONS 
Thealre presenls Ihis musical comedy 
adaptalioo of "Oon Quixote: a work 
dealing whh a crucialfaw hours In the life 
of \he playwright and pool Miguef de 
Cervantes. The play merges his spir~ 
and identity wi1l1 1I1at of his fictional cre-
ation, Don Quixote, and In so doing, 
asserts the value 01 truth ewer facts and 
the absIKd queslfOl value over thelogi-
cal acceptance of absurdity. Show dates 
are Friday _ at 8 pm. May 3-4. The 
theatre Is located al 178 Sawyer 51, S. 
Portand. For IcIwIa, cal 799-1421 or 
799-8509. 
Mpter, ear. SoMt "MUlder at the Cafe 
NoIr" OWIfa gourmatclnner at Portland's 
only dinner theater, Saturday nights at 
The Bakar's Table, 434 Fore St, Port-
land. For mora Information, call 883-
1035. 
"Pet« Pan" The CltyTMater As!Iociates 
present the Cap1ain of the Lost Boya as 
he leads W.-Dy, John and Mlc:hael 10 
Never1and, whale they meat TIger Lily 
and her band of eurythmics, as wall as 
captain Hook. Show runs May 2-18; 
Friday curISIn Is at 8 pm, Saturday & 
Sunday'saI2pm. lhethaatarlslocalad 
at 205 Main 51, Biddeford. Tickets are 
$12 lor 1IIlJIIII, $1 o for kids 12and under 
and seniors eo and over. For ~. 
lions, call 282-0&49. 
Prokofiev'. 0Jt.t.,. and the Wolf," 
narrated by Tony Randal, wiI be pre-
sented by Portland BaI1eI CofT1lany May 
4, at 2 and 8 pm, In Portland City Hall 
Audilorium, 30 Myrtte St, Portland. TIdI-
ets are $8-$20. Gala tickets Include ce-
lebrity reception in the Slate of Maine 
room after fie 8 pm performance, and 
cost $50. For reservations, call 7;r.2-
9871. 
The Choral Ar1 Society has engaged 
Robert Shaw, conduclor emeritus oflhe 
Allanta Symphony, to conduct a perfor-
mance of the Brahms Requiem in Oclo-
ber 011991 . Singers who wish 10 audi-
tion for lhe 150-voJce chorus should call 
\he Choral Art Society at 828-0043. hJ-
ditlon appointments wiN be scheduled 
during the lalter part 01 May. 
CLUBS Randr Judd .. & Silent Imp,...1ons 
wli perform In a functaislng went lor the 
Governor Baxter School lor the Deaf, 
May5,at2pm,inthegymnaslumofthe THURSD~~ 5 2 
Baxter School on Mackworth Island, 
Falmouth. All shows are designed for alt • 
audiences (hearing and deal). lhese 
performers Incorporate e1abo<ate visual 
effects Inlo \heir performance 10 capture 
lhe awe of an who attend. TICkets are $2 
at the door; no advance tickets will be 
sold. For information. call J~elin. at 
781·3165. 
Urban Blah Wornen: nol simply dance 
but a rich blend of spoken text, song and 
movement. The performance al 8 pm, 
May 4, wiD open with "Medila~ on 
Angels: a piece drawn from a longer 
work entlUed "Praise House." LIIe rroch 
of lie group'S work, this piece explores 
Intanglblea such as Inner Ife, aristic 
"callings; and spIrilJai irf1IUIses; which 
Sco" Oakley Quartet, fe.turlng L_ 
Arbuckle on reeds Oazz) Cafe No, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Curt a. ... tte (acoustic) Horsefealhers, 
193 Middle SI, Portland. 773-3501 . 
Northem T1er (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moullon St Portland. 774-0444. 
Mell_ Fellows (blUeS) Raoul 's, 885 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Annl Clark (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 77S-
6161 . 
Marvin Boone (rock) Spring Poinl Cafe, 
175 Pickett S~ S. Portland. 781-4827. 
IsnotlDsaylhalplaJnerreaJllIes,suchas FRID~~ 5.3 theoomplex, often harshsoc:lal hlslDryof 
the Afro-Amerfcan women are not also 
expIonId and celebrated. PIIffoI mad at 
LewisIOn Junior HIgh School. TIckets 
are $13, $11 lor students and pel1lOllS 
85 n older. Call 762-7228 lor ~­
lions. 
Ben Street Trio, with Chris Cheek (jazz) 
Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 7;r.2-
8114. 
The Automatics (rock) Horsefeathers, 
193 Middle 51, Portland. 773-3501. 
Broken Men (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5248. 
Northern TIer (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moullon 51, Portland. 774-0444. 
Blue Roots (blues) Raoul's, 865 Foresl 
Ave, Portland. 773-6888. 
MarwIn Boone (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 787-4827. 
Pet.,.OIHMn (acousk) Tlpperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 77S-
8161 . 
T.lk Ie Cheap (blues, rock, jazz) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 77S-1944. 
SATURDAY 5.4 
The .en Street Trio, with Curt 
R~nwlnlde(jazz)CafeNo,2ODanlorth 
St , . 7;r.2.a114. 
Tall RIchard & the Nlllht Owl. (blues) 
GrItty McOutrs, 398 Fore St, Portland. 
772-2739. 
The AIItotMtIc:s (rock) Horsefeathers, 
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501 . 
Broken Men (rock) Moose Alley, 48 Mar-
-kat St, Portland. 774-5248. 
Northem TIer (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moullon St Portland. 774-0444. 
BllirChlnnackand Rockln' Band (rock) 
Raoul·s, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6888. 
Voyer (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, s. Portland. 787-4627. 
straight Lace (rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Holef, S. Portland. 77S-
6161. 
Scott Fol.om (acoustic) The Wrong 
Brothers Pub at Port Biliards, 39 FOles! 
Ave, Portland. 77S-1944. 
SUNDAY 5.5 
Open Jazz Jam every Sundar (b.y.o. 
jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 
772-8114. 
KJncora (Irish folk & blues) Gritty McDuff's, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 7;r.2-2739. 
Magpie. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton S~ Portland. 774..()444. 
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (das-
sical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, 
Portland. 774-4200. 
Who Knows? (acouslic) Wharf·s End, 52 
Wharf St, PorUand. 773·0093. 
MONDAY 5.B 
Monday Night at the Movl_ (TBA) 
Moose Alley, 48 Market S~ Portland. 
774-5248. 
Mallple. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moullon St. Portland. 7744444. 
Open Mic with Ranctr Morabito (b.y.o. 
jam) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-6888. 
OpenMlcwlthKenGrtmsl.,(b.y.o.jam) 
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-
0093. 
TUESDAY 5.7 
Desprtt Avlkadoz (blues) Gritty's. 398 
FOle S~ Portland. 7;r.2-2739. 
Boneheada (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moullon S~ Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc Nlllht with Pet.,. Gleaaon 
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
51, S. Porhnd. 767-4627. 
Solstice (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St,PorUand. 773~. 
WEDNESDAY 5.8 
~t\c Cla •• lc, no cover. Tonight: 
Dana Deschenes, Curt Bessette, Viny 
Dermody. Horsefeathers, 193 Middle SI, 
Portland. 773-3501. 
Bachelora' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5248. 
Boneheada (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton S~ Portland. 774..()444. 
Zane Mlch.el Raven (acouSllc) Wharfs 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
The M-n, 425 Fote St, Portland. Open 
nighUy, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. 87H)683. 
Salut ... 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nighlly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T "Bird'., 126 N. Boyd S~ Portland. Fri--
Sat, DancIng '50s & '60s; Wed, Contam-
poraries. 773-8040. 
\YherehouM Chern Free Dance Club, 29 
Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive mu-
sic. Thu: Clean & Sober Dance Night, 8-
12 pm. Fri--Sat, 9 pm-l am. 874-9770. 
Zoot%, 31 FortlSt SI, Portland. Wed: 
Progressives. lhu: JU"1l. Frf: Deejayl 
Live Music; Sat: Cutting Edge Dance; 
Sun: ReqJest Night. 773-8187. 
• Cortlimad "" pttJl.~ 26 
. ;:. .', 
865 Forest Avenue 
TIcket Info. m -6886 
Hotline n5-2494 MAY 
5 RAOurs 
e~ FOR 1 ~ 
I~INNER If 
SPECIAL! 
~ . ~ '" ~ lIl: 
FUN ITALIAN SPORTSWEAR 
FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN 
.. UNITED COLORS OF BENETTON. 





88 main st. freeport, me 
865-1215 
MOTHER'S DAY 




- Maine Sunday Telegram 
The 
osprey 
Wed. to Sun. 
5:30109:00 
10 minutes from Bath at 
Robinhood Marine Center. 
Just off Route 127 South, 
~obinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reservations appreciated. 
'!"C"'f'oI ,~~CN:r----------------,C) ... ·.yc ...... . .. .... J r~ 
. Short's ~. 
weather has 
arrived at ... 
Mon-Sat 9-5, Thurs 9-8 
191 Main st. , Saco 
283-1400 
"Traditwnal outfitters 
for men and women. " 




TlX$IS"7& 10 PM 
O'DONAl'S 
NURSERIES 
Bring Home the Beauty of Spring ... 
Select from 50 acres of 
quality trees, shrubs and 
flowering plants for the 
northern landscape. Custom 
design services. Lawn and 
garden supplies. 
Explore 
()pen Mon. through Sal. 8-5:30, Sun 9·5, 
Thus. tillS 
AI the ~ 01 Rts. 22 and 114 five 
mitrtes &om the Maile MaD Gaham, 
0'D0naI' Maine 04038 Pbooe: 
N . S 207-8394262 and ursenes 839-5533 
our special 
gift collection 
for Mother's Day! 
Mon.-&t. 10·5:30 
846-3607 








$2500 in FREE 
Accessories 





284 Main St, Saco 
283-BIKE 
Nishiki, Univega, Cannondale, MT Shasta, Sterling 
.. 
NEED A CAR? 
DO YOU HAVE PAST CREDIT 
PROBLEMS OR NO CREDIT? 
NEED AN ALTERNATIVE? 
Because of tight credit policies by banks and other 
lending institutions, you may not be able to purchase 
the vehicle you need. Lee Dodge can help. We have 
new credit sources not available to anyone else. 
* YOUR JOB IS YOUR CREDITI * LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTSl * REESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT! 
LEE DODGE I HYUNDAI 
200 Main Street, Westbrook 





IIHlIUXPIIIE lAY 31, 1111 
Portland A Regency 
HWTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST .• OLD PORT 871-7054 
Entertainment 




living CoIoW' (rock) 8 pm, In Morrell 
Gymnasium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. TIckets: $16 public, $11 with 
a Bowdoin 10. 725-3201 . 
The Portland StrIng Quwtet (chamber) 
8 pm, at Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 
High 51, Portland. The program will in-
clude Quartel In A Major, Op. 18 by 
Beethoven, Quartel In E Major, Op. 12 
by Mendelssohn, and Quartet No. 2, Op. 
38 by MikJos Rozsa. Tlckels:$12general 
admission, $6 lor those under 12 and 
over 65. AvaMable in advance and at 
door. 761 -1522. 
SUNDAY 5.5 
Knob " Cros_, Blood Ol'llng .. " 
Mercy Wheel (iolk rock) 8 pm, ZoolZ, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. Admission: $5. 
773-8187. 
Portland Community Chorus (choraQ 4 
pm, at IIMI Woodford's Church, 202 
Woodfofd SI, Portland, G.F. Handel's 
Oralorb Judas Maccabaaus, with guest 
soIoIsll8nOt Jan BerUn and accompani-
menl by Ray ComUs althe organ. Tick-
ets: $9, or IWO lot $15; $5 lot seniora and 
skJdents. 892-9437. 
Portbnd Ranlnl Club (classical) 3 pm, 
Trinity Episcopal Church, 113 Coyle S~ 
PofIIand. MuslcbyBach, Handel, Mozart, Puree" Areill, Britten, Poulenc " Ives. 
Open 10 IIMI public. Admission $3. 767-
2351 . 
&ISM ChIIchn'a Ct.n. (high-pitched 
choral) 3 pm, In CorIhall Hal, USM 
Gotham c:ampus. Tlckets: $3 general 
pubic, $1 seniors, slldenlll, USM faculty 
" SIaIf. 780-5555. 
MONDAY 5.B 
Aurtua M .... wIth LoUto(CongoIese 
9Oukous:~.-rgydancemuslc)7 :'JIJ 
pm, al Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
AdrnssIon: $7. 773-8187. 
Gr •• t.r Portland Youth Choral. 
(choral) 7:30 pm, WlllslOn-WestChurch, 
32 Thomas SI. Portland. Spring Concert: 
worIIs by Dowland, Dooby Bros., Gilday, 
Andrew L.Joyd-Webber, others. Donallon: 
$3. 
UPCOMING 
Down.at." B8rtJerahop Chorua " 
Ouartab5l11191 (barbershop) 7:30 pm, 
Portland City Hall Audilorlum, 'JIJ Myrtle 
51, Portland. Ticke1S:$7-$1 O. 772-5839. 
ART 
OPENING 
Enna a.n.ty, 7 Pleasant ~ Pont.K1 
OpenIng ~ May II, from 5-7 pm, 
for ·MOYIng Pictures; an exhlbil 0' 
CbachrornepholOgraphs by Bernard C. 
Meyers. Writing about his -iii. Meytn 
wrIt8s, "ThenI1s lin ucIIemen1ln mak-
Ing It-. photographs aJdn 10 dance. 
Stepping through a scen., choreo-
graphing ilia 8CCft of elements, then 
nIOOI'ded by IIMI notion 0' the 6 x II 
carnerathrough lie extended moment 
ofa~ Thecrafto'lranspOSinglle 
peaern. of light and ilia geslUre 0' color 
.e cllmalcally p8ffor mad In IIMI da/t(-
room on Cibachl orne paper In IIMI tInaI 
movement.· Exhibit runa May 7-June 8. 
GaIIIwy hours: Tues-Frt, 10 arn-e pm, 
Sa~ 11 1Wn-4 pm, or by appointmenl 
879-0042. 
j; 
The Fogg Brothers: • '.mO, that plays together. 
The Fogg Brothers 
• Bar Milk Crange House 
April 15 
Family bands are the backbone of the bluegrass tradition. If you 
attend any of the bluegrass festivals this summer - and you'd 
bloody well better - you will hear any number of bands with 
names like 'The Kczycefszkys" or "The Hitler Sisters." It's just part 
of the genre's mystique. 
You wi\l probably be greatly distressed, then, to learn that the 
Fogg Brothers - Phil Swegart on bass, Marc Kam on guitar, Peter 
Twitchell on banjo and Chris Moore on mandolin - are not really 
brothers. I can prove it without referring to the obvious dissimilar-
ity of surnames. (Not even once will I refer to the obvious dissimi-
larity of surnames.) 
In the first place, they sang some fine harmony in this show. 
Certain tunes stood out for that reason, particularly Bob Dylan's 
music 
"Gospel Plow'" and Kam's 
"Neon and the Shame." Kam is 
an excellent bluegrass tenor 
and Twitchell (though he 
doesn't always sing from the diaphragm), does a fine job of filling 
in behind him. Harmony is definitely the Fogg Bros.' strong suit. 
And everybody knows that Sibling harmony is oxymoronical. 
Ergo, ipse dixit, not brothers. See? 
Second, the Fogg Brothers are unevenly developed in a way that 
precludes mere differences in age, Swegart has only been playing 
bass for a year, whereas Moore was born with a mandolin in his 
hands. This suggests that Ma and/or Pa loved Chris best, which is 
impossible. If you knew either of these guys, you'd know this for a 
fact. 
In a more serious vein, it should be noted that this musical 
disparity is the only real weakness the Fogg Brothers have. They 
pump out the sad and the sweet with joy and preciSion, but when it 
comes to playing breaks, Twitchell stays largely inside his forward 
finger rolls, Kam plays a very traditional, unornamented bluegrass 
guitar (with the exception of a little "Sunshine Of Your Love" break 
on "Freeborn Man"), and Swegart just plays yer basic >1, 2-5 bass, 
Against this background, Moore's souped-up spacegrass arpeg~ 
giation stands out like a third head. 
There are many good, natural, understandable reasons for this 
disparity, and it certainly didn't hurt their program any. Anybody 
who says this band doesn't play good bluegrass is a liar. But I 
walked away with a strong desire to hear a Lester FIatt guitar run 
or a simple slide up to a note by some instrument other than a 
mandolin or banjo. 
Even the earliest recorded bluegrass bands added little flurries 
and flashes to round out low end and therefore drive the band. 
And even in the most traditional string bands, rhythm sections are 
not always limited to just counting off the beats. People want a little 
shuffle to help them move their feet. 
Be that as it may: the Fogg Brothers are one hell of a fine group, I 
hope they play Portland - the city, as opposed to "Greater 
Portland" - one day real soon. 
Hob. Sound G .. I.ri .. North, 58 Maine 
51, Brunswick. Opening May 2, lrom 5-7 
pm, lor ·Anila Bartlett - New WOIII." 
Abslracl expressionism in which Ihe 
excitement 0' chaos and the restoration 
01 order are primary elements. Showing 
Ihrough May 25. Gallery hours are Thurs-
Sat, 10 arn-5 pm. 725-4191. 
Icon Cont.mpol'llry Art, 19 Mason 51, 
Brunswick. "The Icon SerIes, ·,8 painted 
pholO assemblages by Ken Kuensl8r 
cons/sting 01 large, dramatic photo-
graphic Images thaI combine traditional 
religious and mytIlcal events witl con-
temporary subjects and sellings. These 
surprising and often ctsooncer1lng 1m-
Bges challenge the viewer to rethinkand 
re .. valuale lie meaning ollhe dramas 
10 which they reler. M88I the artist, who 
Is on sabbatical In Italy from Portland 
School 01 Art,through his paintings, al a 
reception May 5, lrom 3-5 pm. Showing 
IhroughJune7.Galeryhours:weekdays 
!rom 1-5 pm. weekends by chance or 
appl. Open most Saturdays, bul call 
ahead 10 be safe: 725-8157 or 442-8128 
evenings. 
The Pine Tree Shop and BayvIew 
Gall.", 75 Marlwt 51, Portland. Mixed 
media coIIagea by MIllY Brosnan and 
watercolors and oils by Besia Sochor. 
Meelthe arlsts on May 4, from 3-5 pm. 




Th. Art Gall.ry at Sill Deering St, 
Portland. Jonathan HolZ' new oil palnl-
Ings. May3-May 25. Gallery hours:Tues-
Sat, 11 arn-5 pm; firsllwo weeks 01 the 
month, thereafter by chance or appoinl-
ment 772-9605. 
Baxter Gall.ry, Portland School 01 ArI, 
619CongressSI, Portland. The Simpson 
Collection, an exhibit 0' the latest award-
winning design pieces In the country will 
be on view May 2, lrom 4-7 pm. 775-
5152. 
TM C8Id_d Building. Portiand 
School 01 Art. 81 Pleasanl 51, Portland. 
Open house tor·Continuing StuciesAdul 
Sludenl Show" May II, from 5-7 pm, 
Free admission. 775-3052. 
The Congo R.n ..... nee Gllllery, 578 
Congress 51, Portand. Group show' with 
Johanna Moore, Bonny Nason, Adam 
Clam, Ellene Elowitch, Laurie Austill, 
Sara Cox, Jennller Wagnls, Josh 
OUlefbridge, Elizabeth Jaber, Samm 
Hawley, Marc Pellegler , Michael 
Holhelmer, Jamie Salomon, Chris 
Heilman, Belh Zebol and Michael 
WoIsIattandMargoKeIIar.Galeryhours: 
TUft-Sat, 11 :'JIJarn-5:30 pm. 773-1964. 
Cong,... Squ_ G."ary, 42 Ex-
change 51, PorUand. Group show with 
Pamela Moont, Margaret GaRIng, PhIlip 
Barter, Donald Duncan and oIhergallery 
artists, llrough May 18. GaIkKy hours: 
MOII-FrI, 10:30 am-5 pm; Sa~ noon-5 
pm, 774-3369. 
Dean Valentgn Gall.", eo Ha/!1l8I*8 
S~ Portand. "New WOIII on Paper; an 
IIXhIbiI of MlIks by DozIer Bel, Fraderick 
Lynch and Dean Ninmar. BeI'. ph0-
tography and gouacheo'collage are a 
continuation of her exploration InIO the 
ancesIraIlandacape. Lynch's paintings 
_"*,lmaIs1rendaringsolbarsofcolor; 
hi. drawings are paslel g80melric 
shapes. NInmar'. mOlloprinlldrawlngs 
• e characteristic worIaI, with their dar1\. 
1I1)'SIcaI, broocIng appeww1CII. Through 
May 5. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8 pm, Fri 
" Sat 12-5 pm, SUn 12-4 pm, and by 
appoInhlenl 772-2042. 
Ev.w a.n.ty, 7 PIeasanI 51, Portland. 
Cart Hyal's platinum prill_of nudaa and 
landscapes. Hyatt'. nudes _uCJIIsHe 
AIdes of shapes and 1&xture,lIghtlW1d 
shadow. The Image of a plalnum prinl 
se.ns IIIriledded In the paper rather 
than on lOp 0' II, and has a wide range 01 
tones unlqua 10 Ihe plalnum process. 
Showing llrough May 4. Gallery hours: 
T~FrI, 10am-6 pm; Sat, 11 anH pm. 
879-0042. 
Froat Qui" Gallery, 411 Congress S~ 
Portland. A~groupexhllllon IealJring 
Ihe MlIks 01 al gallery 1II1isIs, Inctudng 
oils, wal8rco1or, pastels, and sculpture 
In a wide range 01 styles and subjects. 
Gallery hours: MOII-FrI, 12-6 pm, or by 
appolntmenl. 773-2555. 
The Good EIIII cara, 705 Congress St, 
Portland. Michael WolsIal displays his 
reoonlwork, through MaylS. 775-1514. 
The LewIa Gallery, Por_and Public Li-
brary, Five Monument Square, Portland. 
"The SIIofRlghlS, 179,.,991;slatewlda 
traveling exhibition Hlustrating or repre-
senting Ihe first 10 amendments 10 lie 
ConstiaJlIon. Creallld by the Union 0' 
Maine VIsual Artists, IIMI exhibit will In-
elude worIIs by UMVA members Alan 
CrichlOn, Jane GIlbert, Nataslla Mayers, 
CaJto PIt10re and Robert Shetter1ey. 
Through May 30. The Bbrary's hours are 
Mon, Wed " FrI, II am.e pm; Tues & 
Thurs, noon-9 pm; Sa~ 9 am-5 pm, 871-
1710. 
TMMIII.,. Emporium, 85 YOlllS~ Port-
land. ·In Tranquility and Harmony WIth 
Nature; an exhibit of ArnerIca1 rustic 
twig furniture and lawn SQllpIInS by 
Michael Porter 0' Portland. May 5-June 
9. Hotn: FrI, Sa~ Man 11 anHI pm; Sun, 
noon-5 pm, 871'()112. 
MIll.,. NIItIonaIIISank. 400 Congress S~ 
Portand. Worka Of Mamie Souza In lie 
main olfica lobby, through May 31 . 
Banking hours _ Mon-FrI, 9 anH pm, 
MIll.,. Potter. MarUI, 376 Fore S~ 
Portand. N_worIaI by April Adams and 
Alan BumhamolColumbia Falls PotIBJy, 
Hours: 10 ..... 6 pm, 7 days a week. 774-
1633. 
Portland MIaeum of Art, Sawn Con-
gr.a~, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat. 
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu II 
9 pm. Admission: adults $3.50, senior 
ciUzens and students will 10 $2.50, 
children under 18$1, group rale$3. Free 
ednlsalon Thu from 5-11 pm. 773-2787. 
"WIIWIow Homer Watan:oIora Twelve 
watercolorsandlhree 011 palntingsglven 
to IIMI museum by Charles Shipman 
Payson wil be joined by 1WO 018, 40 
wood engravings, lour skelches, and a 
watercolor lent by prlval8 donors. The 
works represenl Homer's lalenl 'or 
capturing the greal outdoors. Through 
July 14. 
..... pec:tlvn: Paul HeroUll brings 10-
gether recenl etching. and ceramic 
pottery 10 creala a comparison 01 
Heroux's style and artstlc proc8III. His 
etchings demonstrale IIMI same paIn!-
ertyapproachlhat~Heroux's 
pots, which feature brighlly colored, 
decoralive designs applied will layers of 
glaze and linear drawings. On view 
through June 'JIJ. 
"VIncent Canada Pastel sill ales, land-
scapes, and an 01 pcrtal! by this artisI 
cI8covered n 11M11113Osby Joeeph Stella. 
Canada's paintings are marked by 
c:on.-Cl, massive COf11IOIIItIona painlBd 
In a wann, muted palellll. He pre'8Ifed 10 
worIIln pastel, and this exhibition InclJdes 
a group 01 sensuously rendered ....... 
~s In thaI mecIum. Through 
May 12. 
"The Art of ConHrYllllon Art exhibition 
0' paintings and SQllptul1l from the 
mu88I/ITI'S parmanenl colectlon - In-
clueing a paW 0' palnllngl by Charles 
CocnIan, several bronzes by FIankIn 
Simmons, a painting by Mary Cassatt, 
andprilltsbyWhlsller andChide Haasam 
- that have undergone conservation 
reaft1en1. Belora-anckflerphotographs 
and detaled explanations 01 IIMI C9"-
981Vallonworll i'M?MId accoIl1*1Yeach 
piece. Through June II. 
RafII .. Cafe Boob'-, 555 Congress 
St, Portland. Arta R. KIst, nWxed media 
daallng with war Iseues, palrlollsm and 
violen<le, through May. 761-3930. 
Splrttad Gourmet, 142 51. John 51, Port-
land. C~s by, Lee ThoI11JSO!l, 
through May 26. 773-2919. 
The St.ln Gallery, 20 Milk 51, Portland. 
Peter Andres' sensual, sculptural blown 
and cast glass vessel 'orm constructions 
In bright primary colors. Interesting use 
01 blown bowl-shaped pieces suspended 
in various angles on construcled .Iegs .• 
T1vough May 31. Gallery Hours: Man-
Sal, 11 am-6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-
9072. 
OUT OF TOWN 
TM Art Gall." at the C~ate 
Church, 804 WashlnglOn St, Balh. 
Palnlings by Charles Goodhue and 
SQlIpture and rrixed meda worIIs by 
Ann Weber. Goodhue wi. exhibit oils, 
waten:olonl and pastels 01 the Maine 
coast Feal.lled In IIMI show wil be his 
"Yitreous nux· paintings IIMII are water· 
ooIors on a prepared acrylic panel. 
Through June 1. GaIIefy hours: Tues-
FrI, 10 arn-4 pm; Sat, noon-4 pm. 443-
4090. 
BowdoIn Col .... MuMUIII of Art, 
Walker Art Bulking, Bowdoin CoIege, 
Brunwlck. "Katherine Porter. Paintings, 
DrawIngs.. Stacey Moaa, lie exhbllion 
catalogue author, describes Porter as 
havlng"l1lpealedymelharselHmpo98d 
challenge 10 expand IIMI accepted Units 
01 ..... act painting. To this quest aha 
brings sensual lushness, maslerful 
CQI11lO8IlIonal skiDs, In:! a strong _ 
01 morality: ShowIng through July 14. 
Also: ·Mannerlsm: 161h-Cen1Ury IIaIan 
WOfks on Paper.· Italy In tie rrWdtIe and 
late 18th O8f1aJry proclIced an eIegan~ 
COfl1lIex art thaI lonnerty was cIsparag-
IngIyrelarred to as mannerism. Thestyle, 
which has regained IaYor among histo-
riana and crllIca, Is 'MIH represenlBd In 
Ihe museum's graphics ooIlecllons. 
ShowIngTlvough June 18. The museum 
Is open 10 the public free 01 charge. 
Hours: Tuesday-SallM'day, 10arn-5 pm; 
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10lb.bag 
2.00 
-2.00 MaJI.ln ~ 
FREE! 
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Interior Design for 
the Discrtminating Client 
Route 202, 847 Gray Rd 
Gorhan, ME 
(207) 892-7044 
Unique art & jewelry from 
III/IISlIal places 
Tao 
372 Fore St., Old Port 
Portland, ME, 773-6884 
Opcn every d,u} 
Cherish the moment forever wrapped in pewter. 
d. cole jeweleps 
10 Exchange 51. Portland 772-5119 
£~~,Hoors: Sun. 12-51V\oo.-SoI. 106, Thurs. li1l8~§::~~ 
Who needs a 







These days the gifts moms appreciate the most 
Q are the ones they can really use. Valid at dozens of downtown businesses, Downtown GIft Certificates 
~ are custom-llt &: guaranteed to satisfy even the most 
tIetifage particular moms on their special day. 
Bank • Speak to your friends at any downtown People's 
-- I -, Heritage Bank about this perfect gift Idea - or call 
. lPE at 772-6828. 
WE PROPOSE this toaster to lucky col-
lectors. Mitllature (3") of famous break-
fast stalwart actually "pops-up" a .. It and 
pepper shaker! Chrome finish metal. plas-
tic base, sbakers removable for filling. 
£ ill'ITlI 1:r £ ~ 'IT ~ 
<1>®2'; ~@m~1?<2-~t:I 9(50 
antique •. collectable., print., framing 
Special Maine-Made Gifts 
for Your Home 
Crafts~ specialty Food.s~ Music & Vuioos 
1?fuebWlieJ.{-GJt~ 
422 Fore Street, Old Port, 761-5690 ... Maine Mall, n5-4268 
Entertainment 
ART 
Cr7 of the Loon GIII*y, Route 302, 
Soulh Casco. l.es F\eurs: works by 11 
Maine artists: Chris Nkllsen, Sherry 
Miller, Wendy Newcomb, Lois Leonard 
Stock. Joan Wood, DIana Hertz, Maddkl 
Chaplin, Alioe WIckson, Joe Farigno, 
Terre Lef1er1s and David Cedrone (with 
his "Las Fleurs a Ia Cedrone1. Through 
June 2. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun, 9:30 
am-5:30 pm. 655-5060. 
Elements aalle.", 56 Maine St, 
Bru~. "Watarslled Filth ArrtWetSaI'j 
Show: with a group show and gallery 
talks by invi1ed laculty from fle Wal&t'-
shed Cenl&t' for Ceramic Arts. Through 
July 6. Galery hours: Tues-Sat, lOam-
5 pm. 729-1108. 
MaIne Audubon SocIety, GIIsiand Farm, 
116 Route 1, Falmouth. Harriet Gallant 
01 Kennebunk will exhibit her watercolor 
paintings, of flowers, landscapes and 
marsh scenes. Through May 15. Hours: 
Mon-Sat, 9 am-5 pm; Sun, noon-5 pm. 
781-2330. 
Thorn_ Memorial Ubrary Gallery, 6 
Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. Jane 
Page-Conway's hand-tinted, black and 
white photographs. The primary focus of 
Page-Conway's work are stillliles (int&-
riorsIexteriors) and landscapes. Hercolor 
reality transforms her black and while 
Images, giving Ihem a romantic or mys-
tifying quaJiIy reminiscent of anolherlimll. 
Showing Ihrough June 1. Gallery hours: 
Mon. Wed, Fri, Sal: 9 arn-5 pm; Tues, 
Thurs: 9 arn-9 pm. 799-1720. 
Joan WhItney Papon QaI*Y of Art, 
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. CarIay Warren, wh068 large 
wood SQllptures use Imagery to evoke 
memories of familiar places; and Noriko 
Sakanishl, wh068 work evidences her 
Interest in structure and surface. Show-
ing through June 9. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 
am-4 prn (Thu un 9 pm); Sat-Sun, 1-5 
pm. 797-9546. 
The York lnatltvte MlDeum of Maine, 
371 Main St, Saco. ·My Best Wearing 
Apparel: Maine Women and Fashion, 
1800-1840: will be on exhibit from May 
7-Sept 6. The show highlights Ihe ex-
quisite but little-known coll&clions of Ihe 
Maine Historical Society. Assembly 
dresses, silk ban gowns, traveling garb, 
wedding dresses and mourning clothing 
are featured. Made, owned and wom by 
Maine women, Ih&s& garments reflecl 
the sIyI& 01 downeasl ladies cklrIng Ihe 
years between the Revolutionary and 
Civil wars. Museomhours:Tues-Fri, 1-4 




The Maine Organic Fanners and Gar-
deners Association seeks ar1 for use on 
th&ir 1992 posler. T -shir1 and promo-
1Ionallllllrature. Each artist may submit 
two entries. All entries nwst be received 
by July 1. The selecled artist will receive 
$500, and wrilll-Ups in the 1992 Fairbook. 
MOFGA NewsieHer and press releases. 
All Interested artists should contact 
MOFGA,P.O,Box2176,Augusta04338, 
for the COO1'lete list of criterta. 
Pre-SUmmer Workahop for Artists at 
HaystackTheMaIn&CraftsAs9ociation, 
in cooperation wilh the Haystack Moun-
tain School o. Crafts, is sponsoring an 
intensive program of workshops at 
Haystack. May 18-19. Participants win 
have Ihe oppor1Unlty to study wilh some 
of Ihe country's finest craft artists as well 
as to inlllract wllh Ih&ir peers in an ex-
tremely stimulating environment Space 
Is limited and registration is lirst-eome, 
first-serve. For complete In'ormatlon and 
a brochure, contact Ihe association at 
P.O. Box 226, Deer Isle 04627, tel. 348-
9943. 
Anita Bartlett's HFllght, H acrylic on papar, )4" 1147". 
Anita Bartlett 
• Hobe Sound Galleries North 
58 Maine St., Brunswick 
Through May 25 
Anita Bartlett's work progresses along a path that seems to 
portray the evolution of a person getting in touch with her feeling. 
and searching for that fulcrum between order and chaos. Unable 
to look at her work currently hanging at Hobe Sound, 1 visited her 
studio here in Portland, and walked through approximately 15 
years of Bartlett's work. 
I looked first, just to be logical, at the earliest work there at the 
studio. "Negative Space III" is an exercise in tight control of 
geometric shapes, in black and white and, as the title suggests, in 
positive and negative space. It is a bisected painting and collage, 
the left half a black ground with three overlaying geometric 
shapes. The right half has a white ground with a series of three 
consecutive, geometric collage patches. The patches are comprised 
of paper, cloth, paint, more paint, and more paper. This is a study 
of contrasts, a sort of yin and yang in rectangles, which suggests 
the artist's effort to dominate chaos by constructing a tightly 
controlled universe in geometric forms. Although there is an 
elegance here, there is a rigidity and sense of excessive control 
that makes one realize that the world just can't be ordered and 
dominated - that chaos will have its way in the end. 
On the opposite wall is "Kyoto Red," which makes one think 
this artist is having an argument with herself, "Kyoto Red" is a 
big, splashy, abstract collage and acrylic on paper - big paper. 
It's actually a mixed media piece, for there are also blue pencil 
drawings in the acrylic. This work conveys a diametrically 
opposite message,lt says, "Life is fluidj it's form and linej it's 
crazy with colorj it's shape, and it's the interaction and movement 
of those shapes. Black and 
white squares be damned!" It 
also says, "Life is a scarlet 
kimono in a dizzying dance." 
It's a happy, jubilant piece that not only accepts, but celebrates, 
life's refusal to stay in little boxes. This seemingly abrupt change 
in expression does not, however, mean that Bartlett has aban-
doned control and wandered into chaos. Quite the contrary. For 
designing randomness, giving it balance and exquisite beauty, 
shape and form - is in itself an exercise in tremendous discipline 
and control, both of form and of medium. This is an extremely 
beautiful painting. 
But Bartlett's collages and mixed media pieces seem to be her 
bridge back to' painting. She started out as a painter, studying 
with Bernard LanglaiS, Leonard Craig and William Moise. Her 
return to pure painting is represented by five big acrylics on 
paper, which she completed between 1986 and 1990. These 
acrylics on paper she intends to be, in tum, her bridge onto 
canvas. 
The acrylics on canvas form a series, and they tell a story of 
inner struggle, the fifth being the resolution of the struggle. The 
first four, which I see as progression toward the resolution, have 
certain characteristics in cominon. These four, titled "Meadow," 
"Intrusion," ''Negative Space," and "Status Quo," show that 
Bartlett's earlier struggle between control and abandonment 
continues, For the image that comes to me from these four is of a 
person behind bars. There's a definite interior and exterior space, 
the two separated by bars and shapes that resemble enclosures, in 
one canvas by a predominant "X" shape that all but says "Stop!" 
But if the person (the painter) is enclosed in this interior space, 
who painted the exterior? The sense is that she who is enclosed 
painted it, There's the sense of an arm reaching through the 
enclosing geometric shapes - an arm reaching through with 
paint brush in hand, painting the blue of an open space that lies 
beyond two enclosing forms. 
In the fifth painting of this series, titled "Jazz," the windows are 
gone, the bars are gone, and the stop signs are gone. Bartlett has 
slipped through the blockades and is at one with the experience of 
life. This painting. though full of form, line, and integrated shape, 
is entirely unlike "Kyoto Red." This is a denser, more serious 
painting. both in a painterly way, and in the mood conveyed, It's 
unobstructed, and yet it's rontrolled. It is carefully structured and 
arranged. Bartlett appears to have attained a resolution to the 
previous internal argument. This is a stunning painting that 
"works" in any direction. There's a way into it and a way out. Its 
marriage of black with heat and fire colors suggest that this is the 
crucible, the experience of life. Yet the unperturbed presence of 
small, cool spots of blue, like the blue beyond the window and the 




ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is a civerse group 01 voIunlllers 
united In anger and conmItIed III non-
Violent. direct action to end the AI OS 
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday 
from 7-9 pm at the People's Bulding, 
155 Brackett St. Portland. New members 
are always welcome. For more infor-
mation, write to ACT UPJt.laine, P.O. 
Box 5287. Portland 04101 , tel. n4-7224 
or 774-5082. 
Art Therapy and Education Waynfl&te 
School presents author and artIst8ruc& 
51. Thomas, a psycholherapist special-
Izing In art therapy and education, 
speaking May 9, at7 pm, In Waynfl&le'S 
library, 64 Emery St, Portland. SI. Th0-
mas belklves that SlUely of the arts en-
hances understanding of many other 
subjects, Inclucing malh, sciGnce and 
technology. He says schools Ihat ac-
knowledge this relationship have seen 
positive changes in teaching styles, 
student motivation and performance. 
Free but seating is limited. To make a 
reservation, call Fran Kierslead at n4-
5721. 
Emergency SkIll. Portland Red Cross 
wli be offering Ihe following courses Ihis 
monlh: standard first aid, adult CPR, 
infant and child CPR, c:ornroonlly CPR, 
child care, standard first aid and 
babysitting, review challenge programs, 
and instructor candidate train ing course 
(a prerequisite for any of \he Red Cross 
instructor programs). For times and costs, 
contact Red Cross at 524 Forest Ave, 
Portland, leI. 874-1192. 
Enhance Your Parenting Skill. Learn 
about practical discipline and c:ornrooni-
calion strategies, ways to build your 
child's self-esteem, and rooch more. 
Early Childhood STEP-Systematic 
Training forelfecllve parenlilg of children 
under six Is offered at The Children's 
Discovery Center of Maine in Windham. 
Instructor: Lisa Freitas, M.S. in earty 
chiktlood development Fee: $65 (in-
cludes text). For information and regis--
tration, call 797-5791. 
Envlronmentaf Solution. for Small 
Portland Biz WasteCap Portland Is a 
c:ornroonity-based waste reduction and 
recycling program designed lor busi-
nesses with 50 employees or 'ewer. II 
you are Interested in participating in Ihis 
program, you can obtain a questionnaire 
from The Junior League of Portland, 618 
Congress St, Portland 04102, 1111. 772-
0624. 
The First Amendment on Trial In c0n-
junction w~h itsexhibit"The Bit o. Rights, 
1791-1991: Portland Public Library wlK 
hold a "rights COUr1; three noon-Ume 
programs in which opposing attorneys 
present cases and you are a member 01 
\he jury. Sponsored by Ihe M.C.L.U. and 
\he Intell&c'-!aI Freedom ConmiHee 01 
the Maine UbraryAssociation. Thethr&e 
casespresentedwlHbe halllspeech (IKI 
nine young white men who yelled racial 
slurs at two black UM Orono slUdents 
last February) May 7, freedomo'speech 
May 14, and relglous rights May 21 . 
Bring YO" lunch. Free and open to Ihe 
public. For more Information, call 871-
1700. 
F""M~M." .. ement lemlnarfor 
Women A.G. Edwards & Sons invites 
women to attend a two-part seninar 
designed to help Ihem overcome Ihe 
obstacles 01 Inflation, taxation and ~ 
crastination. Featured speaker Is Kerry 
Courtlce, who has 0>1&1 seven yeBlS of 
experience planning Investment strat&-
giGs. Part one will be held May 15. from 
5:30-7:30 pm. Par1lwowil be held atlhe 
same time May 22. Both will be held at 
the oIfices of AG. Edwards, 185 Middle 
St, Portland. Audence size Mmited. For 
Inlormation orregistration, caIIn4-5626. 
• ConlimW OtI1"'gl 30 
"Best Potter of Portland" * 
now showing in Brunswick. 
NANCY NEVERGOLE 
·CASCO BAY WEEKLY READERS POLL 
Jewelry, gifts,and furnishings 
.. with contemporary style and wit. 
G A L L E R y 
56 fv\aine SI., Brunswick· Tue--Sal. 10-5 
729-1108 




%£ of Jilnurica. is protU! of your accompCisliments 
and for wMt you aU to ennanc.e tfie worU. 
'We appreciate aU you have ac.c.om.pCisIid anti 
say We{[ cfotu. ,. 'WelCome fwme. ' 
If we can assist you in your transition 6ac( to 
tfi:e corporate worU, sliow us your military f.tD. 
Come in ana receive $25 off 
your first purcliase. 
{Q(]1. S/ilj91j 
JONES NEW YORK 
FACTORY STORE 
31 Main Street 
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7 Pleasant Street, Portland, ME 04101 207-879..Q042 
SUMMER OF 1991 
EXHIBITION CALENDAR 
~ 
APRIL 28-JUNE 2 "Les Fleurs" 
JUNE 21-JULY 8 Second Annual 
Critter Show 
JULY 14-AUGUST 11 Endangered Spaces 
Envrro~en~Show 
· Avey Claire' James Elliott 
· Charlene Engel· David Little 
· Margot Trout . Bill Irvine 
JULY 15 Casco Area House Tour 
In celebration of Casco's 
sesquincentennial 
AUGUST 18 - SEPT. 11 Women's Perspectives 
LOO~ 
ART GALLERY 
& GIFT SHOP 
Show 
· Cissy Buchanan . Mary Hart 
· Marguerite Lawler' Sherry Miller 
· Grace Porta· Kathleen Sweeney 
























add life to dull hair with 
semi permanent color or 
clear shine. 
rR£IIO IEl7"ERI 
rz:Z:sl TitalIMu,_ .f~~.f 
~ 781-5500 em:: 
Casco Bay Professional Park 









available for birthday 
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-SAT &"SUN-
lunch t 2.-3 pm 
-nIU-SUN-
dinner 6.a pm 
-THURSDAY-
CountTy Night 
food &.. drink specials 
-flIDAY-
Ladles NIght 
ages 18t, 1.0. 
ladles only until Spm 
top 40 dance music 
-SATUlDAY-
8-1 am Saturday nlght 
at the oldles 
-DIU. fRI L SAT-* with your host * * Frankie Pote * 
-SUNDAY-
7-t t:3O chern free 
16-23 dance party 
129 .. 1114 
available for functions &.. catering 
R rE 70 I • AUCUSIA RD 
TOPSHAM. ME 
UJNCH~ON 
ADVIcE FOil 'f1)DMS 
BUSINESS I.EAOER~! 
JHOIJU> JUNE 81/'f 
UfWo4AH UJIoICJI OHi 
~ TIJ4i ? \liE At 
AUlERf,4~ BEUEVE 
TAA(JIJNE SHOULD 
SA'1 • Wo!· AN~ ntaI 
IWVCTf' HElMAN Jl) 1\ 
DUroI-rI1E11f OATE 
AT ALGESlTI\~. HE'LL 
NEVER llli Ill< PI\~INli 
AGAIN! 17'i- OOlb 
f\¢-"\. 
Maine's /\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
O!f!Jtel' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere' of (1._.5 __ ...... 
S.Nortland PIer a 
,.. Super .. h,nw·d .. ...L...., 
.. Fresh seafood 
,.. Scrumptious desserts 
,.. Weekly beer special8 
,.. Wicked good 8taff! 
& MORE 
On the Waterfront In the Old Port 
84 Commercial SL Portland, Maine 
774-3550 
NESN aU Red Sos Comea!! 
Entertainment 
SENSE 
LIIng ..... Tab ... Sludenlsandconmu-
nlty members who want to practice 
speaking a foreign tongue are Invtted to 
participate In a ,.... __ 01 language 
tables at Portend .. USM. The WHkJy 
scherulll ill • 1oIIowII: French. 2:30-
3:30 pm WednIIedays; German, 11:30 
am-l pm Mondays; RUl8ian, 1 -2 pm 
Mondays; Spanish, 12-1 pm Wednes-
days. All "'e tables are held In the lan-
guage House. 55 Exeter S~ PorUand. 
For more Information, contact the USM 
Oeptof Foreign Languages and Clasaics 
at 780-<4290. 
SCORE (Service Corps 01 Retlred Execu-
lives) will offer workshops on "How to 
Really Start yOU( OWn Business: on 
May 8, from 1--4 pm. Score Is a na1lonal. 
nonprofitorganlzationptOYldlngbusiness 
counseling and guidance to smal busi-
ness owners. profit and non-proHl orga-
nizations, and future owners - at no cost. 
II Is the counseling arm of the SBA 
(Small Business Assoclalion). Score 
basically wOfks with two groups: people 
who want a business of their own, and 
people who are In business but have 
problems. Score holds 1-112 hour 8p-
poIntmenlsdaily. Man-FrI, and Is located 
at 68 Peart St. Room 210, Portland. For 
more Information, call 772-1147. 
Summer Institute for Ru,.1 Teacherw 
The Island Institute wi. sponsor a tlroe-
credIIgraduateCOUl'88 through USM thal 
wi look at how a ncttional Maine Island 
COIT1I'/U1lty eervllll. arnoda!for a multi-
~1Inary. mulli1lradad curriculum us-
Ing !he question. asked by the Maine 
Compre/1IIIIIIY Planning law. Basedon 
Swan's Island Irom June 24-JuIy 1, 1IIe 
COUrllll wi" leach content, methods and 
problamaoMng. Maine's Conmon Core 
01 Learning wiII_ 81 the loundation 
on which the _n schoiln teaching 
the COII_ wII build a thernII-based unit 
For registration information, contact 
George Lyons at USM's Professional 
0eYeI0p1Tlllfll Center, 780-5326; or Julie 
CaniIIat RodIIand'slslllnd Instltule, 236-
4535. 
TWo N_ England Glrlhooda Yarmouth 
Historical Society presents Joseph 
ConforU. dlreclor and professor 01 USM's 
New England Studies Program, who will 
explore two 19th-century autobiogra-
phles. toe IIrst. "ANew EngIandGIr1hood,' 
Lucy L8ICOITl'. memoir of her Ife work· 
Ing In a cotton mill. Discussion will covar 
LaR:om's late 19th-Century tendency to 
romanllclze the circumstances of her life 
and attitudes In her COI!1mJl1ities. "Our 
Nig" provides a striking contraslby HarrIet 
Wilson. who tells the story of her lie as 
an outcast The almoet total absence of 
a comrnJnlty or family context Is strlldng 
In iIllsslOryola black servant growing up 
in a New England household. Though 
LaR:om wrote proudy about toe clemo-
craIIc equality 01 N_ England towns. 
she nllYer considered those like Harriet 
WII9on. who Ivad outside toe (l()IT'f1M1lty. 
Free but pre-reglstration strongly en-
couraged. May 9, 7:30 pm. MIIfTiII Me-
morial Ublary. Main Street, Yarmouth. 
For Information, ca. 84&-6259. 
Women and Memoir: nme To Tell the 
Truth Writer and teacher Kate Kennedy 
wi. explore memolr-wr1tIng by women as 
reflected In such works as Jill Kerr 
Conway'. "The Road From Coorain" and 
Annie Dlllards"An AmerIcan ChIldhood." 
as weHas her own 1IctIon. May2. at7 pm. 
in toe comrnJnlty room 01 1IIe Thomas 
MemorIal Library, 6Scoa DyarRd, Cape 
Elizabeth. tel. 7~1720, 
World Pe.ce Libra" A group 01 
PorIIandars _III 10 8IIabI1sh a com-
munlty-based_centerlorpeople 
purwuing thegoa\lol WOIId~, IIOCIaI 
jusIIcII and ~ preeervatIon. 
The Ubrwy Is _iWlg donations of back 
lseuas and sublCllptiorw to progr8lllllYe 
periodicals, books and othIIr media, 01-
IioIIfumlture a equipment. etc. To help, 




BIg BrotheI'lllBIg SI.t_ of Portland 
introaJOIII chlJaen and aduill who are 
open to and seeking friendship. The 
edults are nol 10 be counselors. part-
lime parents. baby slners or lIOCial 
workers. They are expected to befrtend 
a child and to spend lime doing actJvities 
that are mutually satisfying. You rnustbe 
at least 18 years 01 age. out of high 
school and an area resident for at least 
abc mon1lls to ba a big brother or sister. 
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at 
874-1015 for more Inlormatlon. 
Donatio,. for Refug ... The Refugee 
Resettlement Program urgenlly needs 
donations for newly arrived refugees. 
Items needed are mattresses and 
boxsprings, towels, biankelB. sheets. 
cooking pots. silverware. tables and 
chairs. For more Informa~n. call 871-
7437. • 
Foster Horne-GIvers Casey Family Ser-
vices Is a private, nonprofit agency 
placing school-age chlJaen In "growing 
up" foster homes, The seMce Is Iooldng 
for people who are married or single, 
who have had some experience with 
kids and parenting. and who can make a 
long-term commitment to 8 troubled child. 
Irs a tough job, but the service will be 
wnh you. providing financial and emo-
tional support every step of the way. If 
you would like to leam more. calt Rana at 
n2-4110. 
Olve Blood The Portland Red Cross~ 
youl 524 Forest Ave. For more Informa-
tion, call nS-2387. 
Help People WIth AIDS All donations 01 
items big or smal wi~ be appreciated for 
men, women and ch Ildn!n who are living 
with AIOS In Greater Portland. All gifts 
can be received at 3n Cumberland Ave. 
Portland. 04102. For ITlOAI inlormation. 
call David at People with AIDS Coalition 
01 Maine. 773-8500. 
Host ChlldF811 From foreign Countrle. 
The Maine Irish Chlldren's Program 
needs a host farTlly for a child Irom 
Belfast. North Ireland. MuBl have one 
adun at home ckJrlng a six-week period 
from July I-August 10. There will be two 
orientations and Int8fVlews. This Is a 
chance to learn ITlOAI abOUt another 
country as well as make friends here and 
In Ireland. On a similar note. the Nacel 
Cultural Exchange would like host fami-
lies lor French students. egesl3-1B. lor 
fOU( weeks beginning July 5. Students 
corne with 1IIeIr own spending money 
and luI medcaI and accidentlnsuranco. 
Great opportunity to experience French 
culture. The Canlllr for Voluntary Action 
has ail the details at 874-1015. 
Marshal. Sought for Ulth Annual Old 
Port Fe.tlval Intown Portland Ex-
change. the downtown business orga-
nization that sponsors the Old Port 
Festival, is seeking wlunteers to serve 
as marshals lor the 1991 festival, 
scheruled for June 9. I.P.E. hopes to 
enlist 1IIe help of 80-70 volunteers lor a 
variety of jobs. incIudng managing the 
Information bootls. assisting the enter-
tainers, lace painting and general public 
assistance. VoIunleerS should be able to 
donate 4-8 hours ofillelr time. Hours are 
flexible. Anyone interested In volunteer-
Ing should contact Jennifer SlIUnk at 
I.P.E. at 772-6828, no iaterthan May I . 
Projects for Community Agencies The 
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of 
community projects available to busl-
ne9S8S, civic groups, churches and high 
schools. To receive the booklet, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015. 
aunt for Peace Collection Again Ihill 
spring Maine churches, synagogues and 
peace groups are collecllng humanltar· 
Ian aid for the needy poor 01 Nicaragua. 
School supplies are the highest priority 
this year, but clean spring and summer 
weight clothIng, sewing materials, bIan-
kats, hand tools, sports equipment. 
powdered mill and toys (no english word 
games) are requested. Medcahupplles 
are accepted only by special arrange-
ment Fundsarealso needed lor shipping 
- approximately $2 par box. Portland's 
collection point wit be in the Westgate 
Shopping Center lot next to SI. Patrlck·s 
Church on OUter Congress S.-eet. May 
11. at 12:45 pm. For Inlormation on 
assisting In .... col\eclon, contact Pax 
ChrisU Maine, 242 Ludlow St, Portland 
04102. l1li. n3-6562. 
----- , - .-- -. - ~. 
-t·o. 
HELP 
A.R. T oS. Anonyme" is a group 01 local 
arhts r8C0varlng through the 12 Steps. 
who h_ corne together to form a sup-
port group that nwelB !Nary Man at 7 pm 
al SI. Luke's C81hedral, Stete SI, Port· 
land. 
a.nered Women The Family Crisis 
Shelter, a banered women's adYocacy 
project, Is looking lor volunleers who 
really want to get Involved and work lor 
IIOCIaI change. Volunteer advocates 
provide peer support to women in 1IIe 
shelter. help women through the court 
system and play whh children. Are you 
ready to lose some sleep. lose your 
patience. lose your apathy? Voluntger 
training begins May 14. Contact Barbara 
Hesler at 874-1197 for more Informa-
tion. 
A Brain Tumor Support Group will n»et 
May 9, at1 pm, at New England Reha-
bilitation Hospital 01 Portland (NERH-
PorUand).13ChariesSt This new 9 roup 
has been designed by NERH-Portland 
and lIle American Cancer Society to 
nwet iIle special needs of edults with 
brain turrors and their families. The group 
n»ets the second and fourth Thursdays 
of the month. Interested participants 
should contact R!N. Wish prior 10 their 
first n»ellng for a brief preliminary In-
terview. People are encouraged to join 
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000, 
e~t. 542. 
Chronic Fstlgue Syndrome Support 
Group will n»et May 5, from 4-5 pm. in 
the MeroyHospitalbasementaudiloriurn 
The group n»ets the first and third Sun 
of !Nary month. Mercy Hospital is located 
at 144 State St. Portland. For more In-
formation. call 775-2219 or 625-8412. 
Connection. Wome,.pace Counsel-
Ing Center announces the beginning 01 
IlBfaciltated, peer-supportgroupfor adu" 
women survivors of chlkJIood eexual 
abusellncesl The group atmosphere Is 
structured around mulual confidentiality. 
salety. and the promotion 01 shared-
cating whlie IocusIng on group discussion 
about common survivor concerns. 
RegUlarly scheduled meellngs on 
Tuesdays, lrom 7~ :30 pm. Suggested 
slicing scale fee Is $7-$10 par meeting. 
For more Information. call Vivian Wadas, 
M.A., at 871-03n. 
Divorced Perspectives Is a weakly 
n»etlng held Wednesdays al 7 pm. at 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. For furtler In-
formation. call n4-HELP. 
Exp ..... 1ve The,.py Recovery Group 
A psychotherapy group with assistance 
of art. movement and drama 10 Increase 
self_teem and spontaneity and to de-
velop posiUve healthy relationships. Usa 
M. Sgamboli, M A. Expressive TherapIst, 
and Molly Hoadiey, M.A., Drama 
Therapist Ongoing group In Portland. 
Calf 879-1959 for more Information. 
F,.e Food for Low-Income "-
hold. PROP (PeopIe's Ragional 0p-
portunity program) wi. be dslribu.ng 
fnIe butter, Gour, cornmeal, pork. veg-
etarian beans and applesaUCe 10 nearly 
8,000 lamilles at the end 01 April. 
Households living within 150 parcent 01 
the federal poverty guideline, which Is 
$19,050 annually for a family 01 four. Is 
eligible 10 receive a food package at any 
01 twelve 111181 countywidll. Households 
currently l'IICIIivIng HEAP, AFDC, Med-
icaid, SSI, or tax and rent reballl program 
beneits are also eligible. May 2, lrom 9 
am-6 pm, PIUII X Parish Hal, Ocean 
Ave, Portand. Transpor18lon and lood 
bags wi. be provided. For Intormation, 
call 874-1140. 
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Man - Friday 
9-5pm 
• 36 Danforth Street· Portland, Maine 04101 • 772-861Jl " 
**** "A haven to head to 
when you need I 
prescription for 
pleasure." 
tQe 1£pitutean linn 
ME Sundoy 
T.logrom • Fine dining, unpretentious style 
• Outstanding wine selection 
• Wednesday - Sunday, 5-9pm 
• A short drive from Portland 
Route 302, Naples e 693-3839 
INDULGENCES ..... "" 
10 DAYS 'til MOTHER'S DAY! 
gift certificates available at special prices through May. 






Don 't Miss This 
Once A Year Sale! 
Women's Fitness Studio -
a complete health, 
fitness and 
aerobic facility. 
Step into the 90's with our 
all-new Reebok step 
aerobic programl 
Offer Ends 5111/91 
12 years of 
continuing fitness. 
781·4502 
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pm 
Super ShOll 'N Save Plaza 295 Forest Ave~ Portland IiiiiiiI 
"Together we can do it yourself. ~ 
AWNINGS 
Custom designed awningS -
tUlique alternative to signS. 
Leavitt & Parris Inc. 
free estimates, installation &. delivery 
883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd. Scarborough 
WO· ... in the NYNEX Yellow pag ... 
DR. HAUSCHKA 
SKIN CARE CENTER 
PORTLAND 
Experience a 





A Ritual That Refres~s 
• herbal steam 
• hot and cold 
compresses 
with essential oils 
• mask prepared 
specially 
for your skin type 
• lymphatic stimulation 
Gift Certificates Available 
for Mother's Day 
r - - - - :::Tr:- - - - -1-5-0t' -O-F-F-;~hih~O~~ : SpItl.l~U Gt 10 exp.5116191 I 
I l' ~ -1\ 1\11~ slip covers • curtains • bedspreads : 
ICJ...I.tJV... • other dry cleaning too! 
I • Free Pick-up & DelIv.ry • Same Day Service If dropped off II 
Alterations • Reweaving· Shirt ServIce ." Ih. 
I Discount prfcn do not apply to PIU & de/Ivery. \:ht i ~l,~ 
I ,(_ -. '~l , 
I (E'cmStreet 'Dry Cl-eaners ,~ l~! 
1.i2,!1,!!! !b",PirtJ!l~ !.1jl!ct'':2.m_L!!!T!.rt: ll!;.7!2_ ~ 
32 Oasao &y ~kly 




Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 041 D1 
772-4439 









151 Middle St. 
PorUand, Maine 773-1999 
OPEN EVERY DAY 10 TO 10 
Entertainment 
• Omtimu4 from P"ge 31 
8pecIaIInt"'AAMeetlngfor~ 
I..Mng With AIDS IM8ts weakly on 
Tuesdays at 8 pm aI the PWA Coa/IIIon. 
3n CumbarlandAve, PorCand. Meeting 
designed ID provide a sale space in 
whlch 10 clsaJss HIV Issues, while living 
positiVely sober. This IM8ting Is open 
only 10 those who have tested HIVI 
Positive or have baan diagnosed with 
AIDS. For more Inlonnation, can 871-
9211. 
mornings al 6:30 am. Weak I, May 5: 
The Dynamlcs and Retationship Patterns 
withBarbaraWiIson.lharaplstlcounsator 
& RussMoa~ therapist/counselor. Week 
2, May 12: The Recovery Process & 
Personal Petspactive. with Jane Gagnier, 
R.N., l.M.T. & anonymous mala and 
lamala. Weak 3, May 19: Medical and 
Prolessional Awareness, with Dr. 
Chrlstlane Northrup. For more Inlorma-
tlon, call Denise D'AmboIseat n4-8384 . 
HELP 
Support Group for c-r SWVIYo ... F .... ChoI .... rol and Blood ""'.ure 
Screening. on Mar 2, from 1-5 pm, at 
RIver10n Hea/lh Station, Riverton SchoOl, 
1800 Forest Ave. Sponsored by the city 
of Portland, open 10 the public. For in-
lormation, can 874-8300, eXl8784. 
QrtevIng IlUpport Group lor bereaved 
persons healing from fie death of a 
lo'Ied one: Meets In Pcdand Tueeday 
eves .. om 7-8:30 pm. Oona1ion. Cal 
Krisllne Watson, M.A., aI ns.ooee. 
H.O.P.E. seH support groups willi facilita-
tor IM8I weekly ID help heal the em0-
tional pain associated with chronic or 
serious diseases; Injury; Hfe, death and 
chikllood issues. Group IM8ts al Mercy 
Hospital on Tuesdays lrom 5:3(). 7:30 
pm, and althe lklily ChUldl, 16CoUmbia 
Rd, Portland, on ThunKlays from 1().12 
noon. There's also a support group IDr 
the lanily and i1ands of the IA thai ~ts 
wary other ThunKlay from 7-9 pm; and 
a Nexi Slap Group lor 12 Sleppers who 
wanl 10 go deeper inlo laeIings, thai 
1M8\s f1Yery Monday at Unity from 7-9 
pm. For more Informallon, can 1-800-
339-HOPE. 
IngrM.m VoIunt ..... Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. Cal n4-HElP. 
InJ~ed Work .... M .. tlng lor workers 
having diffICUlty with workers' comp sys-
tem. 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall 
nextlD Sanlord Unitarian Church. comer 
01 lebanon and Maine streats. Sanlord. 
The JawllIh Home for the Aged needs 
people to assisl residents who are visu-
ally handicapped and hearing impaired 
10 anend and play beano or pokeno. 
Whaalchair training Is prOYlded on the 
first day. This Is an opportunity to help 
the residents become Involved, make 
new IriIInds, and make a dillerenoe in 
the lives 01 the elderly. The time 00fTt0 
ni1men11s2-3:30 pm, threadaysawook. 
Call the Canter lor Voluntary Ac1ion lor 
details at 874-1015. 
Outright, the Portland Alliance 01 Gay 
and lesblan, Bisexual and Quesllonlng 
You", oilers support and Inlonnatlon lor 
young people 22 and under, in a sale 
environment. every Friday from 7:30-
9:30 pm al lIle Preble Straal Chapel. 
corner 01 Preble and Cumberland av-
enues. For information, write or call: 
Outrigh~ P.O. Box 5028, Station A, 
PorCand 04101, tet. n4-HElP. 
The Path of "-ry Portland Sufi Or-
der oilers a serles 01 smaI maatings 
Involving meditation based on the Sufi 
teachings of H8%ral !nayal Khan and 
sharing Iocusad on bringing spirituality 
InIO our lives. Meetings are modeled 
after 12-slllp groups and weJcorne any-
one wllh a desire 10 recover from ad-
cictionsor c:o-dapendency. Mealingsare 
Tuesdays. 7:»8:45 pm al Woodlords 
Congregallonal Church, 202WoodIords 
St, Portland. Open to the public. Dona-
tions are welcome. For more inlo, call 
Jan al 878-2263, EM aI n 4-1203. 
O.C.D.llUpport GrouP IM8I8 weekly on 
Fridays at 8:30 pin, Wlnlston Wasl 
Church. 32 Thomas St, Portland. Free. 
For more inlonnation, caR n)'oo76. 
SenIor ~ach Semc .. ln response 
to the needs of older people. Southern 
Maine Area /J.I;Jetrtcy on /J.I;Jing Is provid-
Ing Senior OUtreach SarvIces 10 the 101-
lowing locations: Agencls ofllces.at 237 
OXlord SI, Portland. every Friday from 
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congrega-
tional Church, 235 Pride S~ Westbrook, 
first Thursday 01 each month. lor resi-
dents of Westbrook and Gorham, from 
10 am-I; Ross Center, 38 Washington 
SI, Biddelord, second Tuesday 01 each 
month, lor residents 01 BIddeford, Saco 
& 008. from 10 am-l pm. An Elder 
Advocate will be available 10 assist 
residents will their aging-relallld Issues 
and OOllcems, such as Medcare, insur-
ance, housing, soc:laI security, etc. This 
service Is prOYlded Iraa of charge. n5-
8503 or 1-800-427-7411. 
Initial ge1-1ogether Is free 01 charge and 
wIIlncIude worldng out details lor MIKe 
IM8tings: lrequency, time, lee, formal 
A carlng place 10 share the nalural 
emotions resulting from lYing with can-
car. M accepting and non-judgmentaJ 
group 10 assIsl with raklasing past hurst 
and aeating new healings. With Jacob 
Watson, a spiritual teacher. Por1Iand 
psychotharaplsland stall mernberolthe 
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross Center. For fur-
ther Information. contact Jacob al 41 
Glenwood Ave, PorCand. tel. 870-8658. 
WINGS, a nort-prollt organization dedi-
cated to provkIng support lorlow-Income 
single parents announces The Kids' 
Place, providing day care lor children 
lrom Inlancy ID eight years In South 
Portland. Reasonable ralas and nurtur-
ing environment. For more Inlormation, 
caN 787-2010. Also, weekly support 
group helps set goals lIlat lead 10 sall-
sulflciency and 10 facilitate discussion of 
problems single parents encounter. 
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm al139 Ocean St. S. 
Portland and Thursdays. 7-9 pm at 11 
Day S~ Westbrook. Also: WINGS now 
sponsors an N;es chapter in Maine. lor 
single parents who aresaaking to gel the 
state to collect child support payments. 
WELL 
NESS 
Adult H •• lth SCI' .. nlng Community 
Health Services will sponsor saaanings 
lor dabatas. anemia, coloractal cancer, 
high blood pressure andchoklsterollevel. 
Two or more tasts per person are avail-
able. time permitUng. Donation. The 
saaanings will be given at the Iollowing 
times and places: May 6, 10 am-l pm. 
Chebeague Safety Building; May 8. 1-3 
pm, Cape E~zabelll Town HaU; May 13. 
10 am-I pm, Casco Town Hall; May 14. 
10:30 am-12 noon, Freeport Oak leal 
Terrace; May 15, 9:30-11 :30 am. 
Windham Community Buiking: May 29, 
9:30-11 :30 am. Gorham St. Anne's 
Church. For more infonnation, cal n5-
7231. ext 527; or (IOU free) 1-800-479-
4331 . 
Buddhlst-Orl.nted MeditatIon Group 
now meeting evary Sunday, from HH 1 
am. al1 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Smal 
donallon. For more Inlonnation.cal n4-
2174. 
Group Meditation with foals on Inner 
peace and personal transformation, 
Thursdays. May 9-30. at 7 pm. $40 Main 
St, Topsham. Fraa. For inlonnation, call 
the Sri Chlnmoy Cantre at 7~5825. 
Growing A Uslnll MedIcInal Herb. M 
hertlal workshop by Deb Soule, Maine 
hertlallsl. sponsored by The Good Day 
Market Workshopwillncorporatea slide 
presentation and a question and answer 
period. May 21, 8:30 pm, at Portland's 
USM ca~s, Room .1. Payson Smith 
Hall, 98 Falmouth St, Portland. $3 d0-
nation suggested lor nort-membars. 
HathaYog. for ,,"pte WIth AlDSatthe 
22 Monument Square, Portland. Eleva-
tor 10 filth floor. Every Wednesday from 
12:35-2 pm. until the end 01 June. The 
cost lor those who can alford it is $1 per 
clasS. Portland Yoga Studlo'sother spring 
ctasses 01 Iyengar Hatha Yoga are now 
in session until June 28 at 616 Congress 
St. Portland. Can 797-5684 lor more 
inlormatlon . 
Iyeng.r Yoga Ct ..... classes are cur-
rently in session at The Yoga Canter 
through June 7. The center oilers several 
lf1YeIs 01 yoga. meditation programs. T'ai 
Chi Chuan. prenatal and lherapautic yoga 
special workshops. Ten-week summar 
sessions begin June 17. Classes are 
held In Building lA. Sewall St. 
Thompson's Point, Portland. Call 799-
4449 or n5-0975 lor more inlormation. 
A Men' ..... Ith Dllywlth John HllVllcek 
Men In their 30s and o4Os lace unique 
health and fitness cIlallenges. Maine 
MedicaJ Center has responded with Real 
Health. a daytong seminar on May 4 
deYOIIId 10 the pursuhola healthy. active 
male lilestyle, with an emphasis on 
practical, usable inlormatlon. The Real 
Health team is composed of physicians 
and other healthcare professionals from 
MMC·sstall. and the team captain will be 
former Boston Celtic John Havi/cak. 
Covered in lIle day'seventsare exercise 
as part 01 a busy lile. how not 10 get hurt 
while getting in shape, nutrition lor per-
lormance and all-around health, how to 
monitor and change risk factors lor a 
host 01 ailments. and Inlormation about a 
lew uniquely male topics. Havtlcek's 
keynote address win pracade lunch. In-
cluded in the day's activities. This f1Yent 
will taka pJace at the Sonesla Hotel. 157 
High S~ Portland. Cosl 01 the day is$15, 
including lunch and cholesterol, blood 
pressure. and vital capacity tests. For 
morelnlormatlon, call 871-2198. 
N.turt.mIFr .. tntroductlon by Amr-
mattveArta,anopportunitylotalkabout 
body Iraadorn in a sale space. The talk 
wit louch upon naturism, commmity. 
Iraa body culture, positive body image. 
lo'Ie 01 nature. body and spirit, wholism, 
nudism and health. It will Include a 
showing 01 the video "leI YourseH Be 
Fraa: Information sharing about health 
and&lestyle and not about sexual actMty. 
May II, 9 am, second floor 01 People's 
Buiking. 155 Bracken St. Portland. For 
inlormatlon. call 878-5703. 
Dance for Heart Volunteers from all over 
Portland will participate in Ihis 3112 hour 
dance extravaganza, May 18.lrom8:15-
11 :15am.Sponsorad by the Inlernational 
Dance Exercise Association and the 
Woman'S Fitness Studio, the dance will 
raise funds lor the American Heart 
Association's cardiovascular research 
and adlcation programs. For infonnallon 
on how to sign up lor the dance, contact 
Woman's Fitnass Studio, 170U.S. Route 
I, Falmouth. tel. 781-<4502. 
N_ Parent. Support Croup DesIgned 
lor parent with babies in thair nrst year. 
with a focus on easing the transition to 
parenthood while sharing questions. ex-
periences. and insights with other par-
ents. Four-week session starting May 6. 
10 IM8t every otharweak, Monday eves. 
Cost Is $12. Babies are welcome. Be-
ginnings also offers prepared childbirth, 
breasllaading, and early pregnancy 
classes. For Inlormation. caR Mary Tay-
lor at 829-3362. 
A SlI.nt Pres.nce fOl' Pe.ce Int.,-
faith, non-poJitlcal silent observance of 
Inner peace 10 bring outer peace. Every 
Wednesday, 5:30 pm. al Unitarian UnI-
versalist Church, 15 Pleasant St, 
Brunswick. Open to al. For Inlormallon, 
call Sukanya Csenge al 72~5825. 
The Dynamlcs.nd Dewalatlon ofth. 
Sexually .nd Phy.lc.11y Abu.ed 
Paraon Rado Interviews hosted by 
joAnn CJaIk on W8LM 102.9. Sunday 
....... .nd T.nslon often occur In 
women's retationships with partners, 
children, parents and self. Group now 
lorming 10 help reduce stress and tension 
due 10 childhood issues. Call Donna 
Godfrey. M.S., at 848-1280, lor details. 
...... chlng the Spirit, a yoga class 01 
genlle breathing and stretciling ending 
in daap relaxation. All are welcome to 
thisaaativeapproach to body, mind and 
spiritual well-being. WeQ1esdays from 
5:3O~:30 pm, Saturdays lrom ~10 am 
at the Swadenborgian Church. 302 
Stf1Y8IlS Ave, Portland. $3 donation. For 
more inlormation. call 772-82n. 
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) 
oilers the loIlowlng events: May 5, ca-
noeing on the Penobscot River. call 238-
3516; May 12. day hlkelD Mt. CarrIgan, 
call 892-7250; May 18, day hike 10 Ml 
Adams In the While Mountains, raindate 
May 19, meet at Back Cove Shop 'n 
Save at 7 am. call 772-2311; evening 
walks around the Back Cove. meet at 
Payson Park Tuesdays at 8:30 pm and 
Thursdays at 8 pm. call 82!HI24; surf-
Ing at Higgins Beacll, call 871-1216. 
N.ture Volunt ..... The 1991 SERVE! 
WlaIM:r.ftITumworb Support Group 
This Is a team 01 motivated people who 
want to make things happen. By the 
giving 01 support. ideas, aocurate slapS 
and the laith In one anothers' ability to 
succeed, we won·tlel you quit For more 
inlormatlon. call Brian at nU226. 
Women A .... rt DIs ••• : A D.y for 
MaineWomenisaworkslloponMay4. 
Irom 9 am-3 pm. designed 10 raise 
aw~ss 01 women's risI<s lor devel-
oping heart disease. Held at Maine 
Medical Center's Dana Canler, the day-
long program includes lectures on ch0-
lesterol, stress. posI-menopausal risk 
lactors. smoking and heart disease. nu-
trition. exercise. children and cholesterol 
ooncarns, and more. The $5 registration 
lee includes all malllrials, programs. 
snacks and exhibits. As part 01 the ex-
hibits and demonstrations you can ride a 
IWe-cycIa. saathe latest in sportslashions 
and treat yourself to a three-minute 
massage. Maine Med is located in 
Portland on Bramhall Street. For more 
information, call the American Heart 
Association at 1-800-244-4202. 
Working WIth Emotions This introduo-
tory, lour-week course will explore lIle 
nature of meditation as taught by the 
Tibetan Buddhist master. the Venerable 
ChogyamTrungpaRinpoche. Each class 
wil consist 01 meditation, instruction. 
and group discussion. Open house May 
I, at7 pm: no charge. First class is May 
8, from 7-9 pm. Course lee: $20. Spon-
sored by Brunswick Dharma Study 
GrouP. 98 Maine SI (above Ben & 




BIke A Plzu AI .. Bike lor one to two 
hours along the beautilul coast and 
marshes 01 Cape Elizabeth and 
Scarborough with the Casco Bay Bicycle 
Club. May 2. at 6 pm. The club cydas 
every Thursday at this time. All abilities 
welcome. Just show up. Meat at Pat's 
Pizza, Route 1 (near Oak Hill), 
Scarborough. Park in rear of restauranl 
Allerwards. join the group lor pizza and 
sociaJizing. For more inlonnallon, call 
Keith at 799-1085. 
LL Be.n'. DI.covery Program offers 
the loIlowing: Intro<*Jclion to Bike Care 
and Maintenance. a thrlllHlvening, nine-
hour course that will introduce you to 
basic care and repairs for your multi-
spaad bike. including bearings, brakes. 
deraDleurs and emergency fixlts to get 
you horne after a breakdown. You'" /earn 
by doing. Covers how to fix nats. true 
your wheels. do the -quick cIleck· pre-
ride Inspection and much more. Fea: 
$40, equipment prOYIded. Tuesdays, May 
7, 14 & 21 . Hald althe l.l. Baan Conler-
ence Center. Route 1. Fraaport. light-
weight Backpacking Series: A Chacklisl 
lor Adventure, in which L.L. Bean trip 
leader Pam Jones will help you get orga-
nized with maps. guidebooks, transpor-
tation.travetplananda~ssionolon­
trail ethics and responsibiltlas. First in a 
series of lour programs lor beginners. 
day hkers and long distance trekkers. 
Frea. May 9, from 7:30-8:30 pm. at l.l. 
Bean Retail Store. Main Straa1. Fraaport. 
For further Inlonnallon, or 10 register lor 
bike rna/ntenanoa, can 885-4761. ext 
7800. 
MaIne Women outdoon wi. hold an in-
lormallon and planning lM81ing May 2. 
at 7 pm. at the l.l. Bean Conlerence 
Canter (in the Bean DIstribution Center), 
south 01 Freaport on Route 1. The 
meeting Is open 10 aI women who are 
Interested in participating In outdoor 
activities and would Ike 10 learn more 
about this nonprolil organization. Maine 
Women sponsors hiking. biking and 
~ trips for women 18y8B/Sof age 
and older. Their nexl activt1y Is an easy 
wIdfIower hike on May 5 along China 
Lake. near WaterviAe. For more Infor-
mallon. caR leann Diehl al547-3919. 
Maine Voluntary DlreclOry lisIS voIuntaar 
opportunitiasthroughoutMaine with state 
and federal natural resource and envi-
ronmental agencies. Opportunities In-
clude endangered spaciesalstate parks, 
back country rangers on public lands, 
DEP river quality monitors. interns at 
Land Usa Regulallon Conmission field 
oJfooes and conservation educators lor 
the Soli Conservation Service. The 
projects require YOluntears with skills 
and abilities ranging from enthuslasm 
and interest In nature to highly trained 
prolesslonals. For more Inlormallon or 
to obtain a copy 01 the clrectory. call or 
write to Libbey Salgars. SERVWaine. 
Maine Dep't 01 Conservallon, Station 22, 
Augusta 04333, tal. (207) 289-4945. 
Nor'.at.,. FlI.,.. Ctub Dedicated 10 the 
inlrinsicenjoymenlof ftying kites. Single. 
dual or quad line are all welcome, .. om 
beginner to expert. Possession 01 kite 
not necessary lor membership, which Is 
Irea. Monlhly lIy-in May 5, and the first 
Sunday 01 avery month, at a location to 
be determined that day depending on 
wealher direction. Monthly meetings first 
Tuesday 01 the month (May 7). Call the 
kite hodine at 871-0035 lor more inlor-
mation. 
Outdoor Hotll nil Call n 4-1118 for a 
listing of bicycling. hiking. cross country 
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor ac-
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle Club. 
Sprtng Cel.brlllion Tour WoIle's Neck 
Woods State Park isollerlng a tour of the 
park's woods and shores to celebrate 
the beginning 01 the season on May 5, at 
2 pm. It wil also be ollaring other nature 
programs lor Ihe general public on 
Sundays In May and June. All programs 
begin at 2 pm at the benches by the 
second parldng lot. No program lee Is 
charged. and no reservations are 
needed. The park's natural history pr0-
gram also provides free programs in the 
park for schools and other groups. For 
more inlonnation or group reservations. 
call the park at 865-4485 or the Bureau 
of Parks and Recreation at 289-3821. 
Walk-Jog-Crawl-A-Thon First Annual 
La leche league International, one..nle 
walk will be held May 5. atl1 am. starting 
in Payson ParkoffBaxterBivd. Portland. 
La Lache league is a nonprofit, world-
wide organization promoUng good health 
lor Inlants and mothers through 
braasllaading. Bring your cIllldren lor a 
fun day. Toslgn up as a watkerorsponsor. 
call nH.344. 
Whlt_.tar Instructtonal AMC's an-
nual canoe and kayak instructlonals will 
be held May 4, lrom 9 am-3 pm. Canoe 
Instruction is lor beginners, and AMC 
supplies the boats. Kayak instructional 
is lor lOW-level intermediate, and 
kayakers supply lIleir own kayaks. $25 
for AMC members. $30 non-rnambers. 
Canoers should call Betsey Fosler at 
n2-8821; kayakers should call Alice 
Douglas at 443-2949. 
FOR 
KIDS 
BIg SI ....... nd Brother.-To-Be A two-
ho~ activities session 10 help prepare 
children for the arrival 01 a new baby, 
designed for3t12 through 100yaar~1ds. 
Children are asked to bring a newborn T-
shirt so they can create a gilt for their 
baby. Activltlas Include movie, stories, 
coJomg boOks 10 kaapollicial big brotherl 
sister diploma, articles lor parents and a 
birthday cake lor the children. May 12, 
lrom 3-5 pm,ln the firsl floor conference 
room at the Brighton Medical Center. 
619 Brighton Ave. Portand. Class lea Is 
$10 per child. Cal 781-2694 10 register. 
MAR K E T 
Veggie Delights • 
Cheeseburgers· Italians 
• Pizza&: 
Pizza slices to go I 
• Party Platters Delivered 
tI.~ Broiled ·Chicken 
Sandwich 
Take-Out, call ahead 
772-2427 
Fun & Frivolity 
Come Experience 
Portland's Best Sports 
Participation Club 
PUT BILUARDS 
39 Fored Avt..lntown Portland 








May 6 -12 
Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall 




singe'- stylist playing 
a unique blend 
of music. from 
classical piano 
to the electronic 





FR. 9-mldnlght. Sot. 8-mldnlght '--ibP 
OF THE EAST 
Sonesta Hotel Portland _ 
775·5411 
Community 
K1~ Cable Network 
weak of 5/3/11 
living Tapestries; 
Quality of Life Issues (112 hr) 
High Tension on the 
Cutting Edge: 
Fabric Artist Cynthia Thompson 
(1/2 hrs) 
Power and Steele on Theater: 
Reviews on Local Theater 
productions (1/2 hr) 
Sebago Magazine: 
Recreational Use of Maine Waters. 
(1/2 hr) 
Health and Happiness: 
Balancing Mind, Body & Spirit. 
(112 hr) 
Programs premiere Frl. 7-1Opm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies In Goiham. 
Reach More Readers This Summer 
with 
NORTHERN EXPOSURE 
A journal for those who enjoy the outdoors. 
'I -
50,000 copies distributed 
Beginning May 23. 
(lfJ1(II:£\11 
11"'44 n ,IJ c.n 775-6601 for more Informatlon_ 
''-









No charge for initial 
consultations. 
Evening and weekend 
hours available. 
775-0028 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE EsQ. 
Attorney at Law 




To Pamper, Relax 
& 
Nurture 





CMT since 1977 





( 34 0IS<l0 Bay Wakly 
1987 MERCEDES-BENZ 
300 SDL DIESEL 
absolutely immaculate 
2 yr. limited warranty 
PERFORMANCE MOTORS 
MERCEDES-BENZ 
183 U.S. ROtrrE 1, FALMOtrrH, MAINEQ4105 
TEL (207) 781-3207 
Don't Go Kiteless This Spring ... 
The Winds Are Up! 
Take advantage of this low cost, environmefllally 
soundfuel source. 
%O£~ fOf5~P£s1lam 3 WharfSt Old Port 
871-0035 for oil yc mighty wind related nccda 
exit 8 • portland· 772-8033 
CANOES - KAYAKS 
SALES e 'RENTALS e INSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT e ACCESSORIES 
SACO RIVER O'jl'I~""'I'IUlS 
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS 











RJ!D UCHT REVUE ",turns to Raoul'. 
May 1st Every Wed Nit<. ~r:s Foce! 
Sting and Summer dales 
Ole going fast - book your 




• Continued from pAge J3 
FOR 
KIDS 
TIle Child,...... "-- c.ntw vI-
f_ Art Fun .... Iona on T~, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Sessions 
locus on a Cl&81iw actMty and <Xl81 $1 
perchild. Chikhn IftJSI belKlCOfT1Nll1led 
by an a&iJIt and _lions II1II 1180-
8SS111Y. Ac~ for &- to 12-)'IIar-olds 
are also scIlec*Jled. Cost varies ao. 
con:Ilng III acIIvI1y. Thon1peon's PoIn~ 
BulkIng 1A, 7041 S1ewnaAYe, Portend. 
Reglsl8l' lor at actMt/es by caIIrIg n3-
30045; lIISIIIVations are necessary. 
Exploring Clay The Portland Museum 01 
Art wUI hold a children's worbhop on 
May 04 or 5, from 1 :30-3:30 pm. In which 
children wHi produce pinch pots and 
deoorative tiles. The cost Is $8 for mu-
seum members and $10 for non-mem-
bars. The class is for children e1ghl 
through 12. For more in formation, call 
773-2787. 
F .... h I'IIlnt for KIds, an art care pr&-
school lor children 2-5,15 now acceplng 
applications for the9Chool)'llar Sepl '91-
June '92. The center encourages chil-
dren III remain Cl&8tive In a slimulating 
and nurturing environment Young ar1is1s 
wOltlwlthclayandwood. palnl, draw and 
do collage. Free play, as well as outside 
physical play, ant SIrongIy encouraglid. 
Morning, aftemoon and eX1llndad caro 
may be avaJable In this licensed day 
cant horne. Cal 725-04983 lor Iur1her 
Information. 
FrlcIQ Fne Movl .. offered by S. Pori-
land Public Ubrary from 3:30-4:30 pm. 
AI ages welcome. (No movies during 
school vacations or snow days.) 0482 
Broadway, S. Por1land. n~1835. 
lblne Student Film and VIdeo FestI-
val The Malne Alliance 01 Meda Arts 
anl10UllCllB tho May 15 deadllno lor fle 
fedval, open to Maine residents 1G or 
younger. Entries ani JUdged In three 
caIegorIes: pre-1een cIvIsion. grades K-
6; junior division, grades 7-9; and senior 
cIviaion. grades 1~ 12. For an enlryform, 
write MAMA, Box 04320, S1aIion A, Pori-
land 004101 , lei. n3-1130alter3:30pm. 
Mon, Wed. Frt,1ry8704-8175IJom 12-1 
pm. 
Th. Portland Public Llbrary'a 
ChlldNn'. Room Sc:McIuIe lor Ihe 
weekolMay2 Is as Iollowa: May3, 10:30 
am, Tales lor Twos; May 04, 10:30 am, 
Story Time; May6, 10:30 am, Preachool 
Story Time; May 8, G:30 am, Fingllf Fun 
lor Babies. Preachool Story TIme; May 
10, 10:30 am, Tales forT_; May 11, 
10:30 am, MeMes (chltdren 01 aJ ages). 
AI programs are Iroo and open III flo 
pubic. FIva Monument Square, Port-
land. For more Informe1lon, cal 871-
1700. 
RandyJudklnundSIlent Impn 111_ 
d perform In a fundralset for Ihe play-
ground building lund al Govemor Baxter 
School lor lie Deal. All performances 
are designed lor all auciences. hearing 
and deaf. and all ages. These perform-
ers incorporale elaborale visual effects 
inlo 1heir shows 10 caplure the awe 01 aD 
who a1l9nd. May 5, al 2 pm. in the 
schooI's gym"Iasium, Mackwor1h Island, 
Falmouth. TIckets are $2 al Ihe door. 
and no advance 1Ickats will be sold. 
Rhrarton Bnlnch Ubrary ollora lie IDI-
lowing programs tor children: Wednes-
day. - Taln for Twos, 10:30 am; 
Thul'llllaya - MorschooI Fltna, at ages, 
3:30 pm; Fridays- FInger Fun for Babies, 
G:3IH:045 am; Preschool Story Time (3-
1O~.oJds), 10:30am. l..Ibraryhours: 
'.vam-tays, G arrHI pm; ThunIdays, 
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600 
ForoII1 Avo. For Iur1her InlOfTl18llon, cal 
7117-21115. 
... Mammal FoocIinp Join Ihe anIrnaJa 
al Maine Aquarium for Ihelr dally 
I8ecIngs. PenguIns'leedIng 10am.1III8Ie' 
'-Ing 11 am. seaIs'traIning 1:30 pm, 
penguins reYisI1ed 2 pm. seals revisited 
3 pm. The IIIIarks dna on a less regular 
basbllO plan 10 join them on Tuo'll. Thu'. 
and Sarli around 04 pm. Crooked Jaw tho 
moray eel and fle CaIman allgator dno 
on an naguJar,calCft.lIlH:IIIl basis. Roulll 
1, Saco. AdmI8sIon: $6 a<lIlIs, $5 lit-
nkInI, $04 kidII ~12, $2 kid112-04, 1ree lor 
kidII under $2. For mora Inlonnalon, cal 
284-04512. 
Sunwner DIIy Camp The Jewish Com-
munily Cenlllf has begun registering 
children for lis non-profil. non-sec1arian 
day camp, which has served aI children 
01 Greater Portland for 43. The foDowing 
program options are available: New 
Horizens. a preschool ~ lor children 
3 112-klngergarten; Day Camp. for kids 
enlllring grades HI; Teen Camp. for 
kldsen1ering grades 7-9. Day camp runs 
8 weeks and Is dMded as follows: lui 
session from June 24-AugUSI 16, Irs! 
session from June 204-JuIy 1G. second 
session from July 22-AugusI18. Super-
vised before and afl8l' C&rI'9 care Is 
available lor campers al the Jewish 
ConYnunlly CenI8l', 57 Ashmonl 51. 
PorUand. For a brochureandappflC8ton. 
call m-1959. 
Young People'. Center for the Per-
forming Art. A unique ballel-plus-
theatre experience lor children. Ballet 
for ages 7-16. pre-ballel for ages 04-8. 
Second sameslllf worbhops: musical 
comedy. soenlcdeslgn.llghling. costume 
design and )au dance. For more infor-
mation or 10 reglsler. call Barbara 
GoeIman aI76&-2857. 
SPORT 
Adult Indoor Soccer PorUand Rect&-
atlon sponsors pickup games every 
Wednesday and Friday nlgh~ from 7:30-
9 pm, with skills ranging from rl1ermedate 
10 advanced. For those 18 and older. 
COllI: $1 .50 lor residents, $3 lor non-
residents. Reiche Cenler, althe ReIche 
School. 168 Brackett $1. For more in-
formation, cal 8704-8873. 
Hot Shot Mlnl-Qolf Tournament 
Tuesday nlghl golflllumarnenl wlCh tee-
oil al 6:30 pm. Prizes for low SCOI8S. 
Everyone welcome. Hoi Shol Minl-Golf 
Is located al87 Marginal Way. Portland. 
For more Information. call n3-104041 . 
Men'. Basketball Portand Reaeationls 
offering pickup b-ball games every Mon. 
from 6 :3~8:30 pm. and Wed. from 5:30-
7 pm. The games are held al Reiche 
Conmunily Cenler. 166 Brackett S~ 
Portland. There's a fee of $1.50 for 
residentsand$3lornolH'esidenls. Proof 
of residency Is requred. For more Inlor-
mation, call 8704-8873. 
Mother'. Dar Four-Mlle R08CI Raeelo 
benentlhe Family CrislsSheUef will begin 
May 11. al II am. al Ihe inlllrseclion 01 
Baxter Blvd and Preble Streel. wiCh 
registration from 7:30-8:045 am. The 
course Is four wheel-measurad miles. 
IIat and traffic.i:ontrolled. The flrsl 100 
prllfeglslllnld ruMers Wi! receive a free 
T-shi1. Awards wi. be given In a number 
01 dillllfenl categories. The <Xl81 Is $7 
prllfeglslllnld. $8 the day ollhe race. To 
reglslllr. contacl Monlquo Ishefwood. aI 
871-1861 . 
1"1 ISIcycle TrH Acros. Maine wlU 
accepIthe firsl700applcations for-From 
Sunday River 10 Ihe Sea, - the largest 
1hre&-day bicycle ride in Ihe Northeasl 
(lastyeartherlda ralsedover$200,OOO.) 
For Infonnation on Ihe trek, which wi. 
lake place June 104-111, can the AmerIcan 
Lung AssocIation 01 Malne al 1-800-
462-lUNG. 
Partland Rugby Club practices Tues • 
Thurs eves, al 5:30 pm. al Fox Street 
FIeld oil Marginal Way. PIay1n 01 all 
abililies are welcomo. Games and tour-
naments aro scheclJled lhtoughoU1the 
sunmer. For more Information. cal fie.. 
181' al ~7 or John al n04-5221. 
The Portland Women'. Rugby Club Is 
looking for new members. All levels 
welcome. Practice on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, al5:3O pm, al Maine Youth 
Center. For more information, call Rosa 
al n2-5630 or Karen aI n2-2942. 
Senior Adult Water Exercl •• Progr_ 
The Cilyol Portland isoffering classesal 
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave) 
every Friday aflllmoon lrom 12:1 ~ I :15 
pm. Transportation 10 and from Ihe pool 
Is available (a van IeaYes Ihe Cummings 
CenI8l', 134 Congress 51, Portland, al 
11 :3OamandreturnsaI2pm). Coslis75 
cents. For more Informalion, cal 8704-
8870. 
ETC 
.. ... Supper Mar 4, 04:3CHI pm, Palmer 
Hal, Roule 35 & 202. Sponsored by the 
Hollis lions. MIlts $4. seniors $3.50. 
kids $2. 
Bonny Eagle Graduat .. of 1l1li21 Bonny 
Eagle High and lis yearflook would like 
10 lealure you - the firsl graduates 01 
the firsl consolldaled high school buik in 
Maine- In lis 1992. 30th birthday year 
edition. The yearbook slaff wants 10 gel 
in touch with any '62 graduallls living in 
Ihe area. " you are a graduate or know 
Ihe whereabouts 01 any graduate. con-
tacl Mrs. Sharon Newell, yearbook ad-
visor, althe high school: 9~17 or 
&42-2480. 
Bop Shoo Bop Portland's monthly swing 
dance record hop win be held May 2. 
from 7:30-11 :30 pm. al Chestnul Streel 
ChUtCh HaJl. behindlbeside Portland CIty 
HaJl. Admission is $04. For more infor-
mation, call n04-2718 or 72~8216. 
Dateline Every Tuesday Daleline hosts 
an adul1s1ngles dance (ages2&-60 pkJs). 
al the Portland Marriott's Sables Lounge. 
oil Maine Mall Rd. In S. Portland. Dance 
starts al 8 pm. Bulle~ deejay and door 
prizes. bul no jeans. For more inlonna-
tion. call64~04751. 
TIle Enriched Colden Age Club inviles 
men and women 60 and over III iun-
c:heonsand programs as IoIIows!'May 8. 
Mothe(s Day Program; May 22. Bob 
Demers, Channel 8's meleorologisl. win 
presenl "Weather"; May 9. auction 10 
raise funds lor lhe Golden Age Cenl8l'; 
May 29. Birthday party forMay bil1hdays, 
with music by Beau & David. R8SIlMl-
tions musl be made In advance by call-
ing Ihe Salvation AIrrrf al 7704-69704. 
Gourmet Pa.ta Supp_ to a.n.m 
a.ron Center II Bulldlntl Fund, an 
Alzhelmer's care lacilily. May 04, from ~ 
6:30pm, alBarronCenlllf ActMIyRoom, 
11045 Brlghlon Ave. Portland. $8 adults. 
$3 children under 12. For inlormation. 
call n 04-2623. 
QrowYour Own Carden The Maine Or-
ganic Fanners and Gardeners AssocIa-
tion and the Cooperalive Exlllnsion have 
pul logelher a package for organizers 
who wanl III slart a local c:onwoonily 
garden. The package contains gelllll'aI 
organizational procedures and inlo. de-
scriptions and sample lorms from suc-
cessful Malne projects. Ills available for 
lour dollars 10 cover postage and copy-
Ing costs from MOFGA, P.O. Box 2178. 
Augusta 04338. Also: more voIunlllers 
are needed 10 serve as advisors to be-
ginning gardeners, as well as people 
willing 10 donale gardening space. 
seedlings. rolotilling, elC. If you are in-
lerested in making this comni1menl. or if 
you are seeking gardening help. contact 
MOFGA althe above address. 
HACS (Hyslerical Angry Girls Sororily) 
Women's performance terrorism. For 
more Information. write P.O. Box 5031, 
Portland 04101 . 
May Bazaar Calhedral of the Inmaculale 
Conception Parish will hold Its bazaar 
May 5. from 11 am-7 pm. in Ihe Guild 
Hal, 317 Congress 51, Portland. For 
Information, call nIrlJ730. 
Old Part F .. tJval Seek. Sponsors The 
19-year-01d lestival oilers eXposll'e 10 
participating organizalions and shows 
them as an organization Interested In tho 
vitality and well-being 01 Portland. 0p-
portunities lor sponsorship and particI-
pallon are varied and flexible. For more 
inlormatlon, can Inlown Portiand ex-
change al m -6828. 
Pictorial History of Portland, the flrsl 
350 YGafS, Is available In lmiled quanti-
ties .. om Ihe Chambef of CoITllTl9rl:e. 
The book Includes more than 125 illlIS-
1ra1lons - rare pholographs. skelChes 
and pUltings - 01 people and now 
vanished local scenes. Available lOr 
$3.50 allhe chamber's reception desk, 
or $5 by mell Of phone. The chambef Is 
Iocaled all 042 Free 51. Portland 004101. 
lei. 772-2811 . 
PLANT Community garden space for those 
Interested In growing veggles and flow-
ers Chis sumrnet'. Two siles are available 
In early May, with the possibilily of more 
18181' in the mon .... Registration for full or 
half plots will be held May 04, from 10am-
2 pm. al1WO locations: Hinckley Park, 
Highland Ave. S. Portland; and the 
second IIoor of the People's Bldg, 155 
Brackett 51. Portland. In case 01 rain, all 
regis1raln will be donesl Brackett Street 
Smalfee with sliding scale. Questions: 
call Eliott Blatt al 775-01OS, or Monica 
DelGhanly al m-4635. 
Tho Portland Folk Club wlPnwelon May 
7 al 7:30 p.m. In lIle Swedenborgian 
Church. 302 Sl8Vens Ave, Portland. The 
club nwets Ihe firsland IhIrdTue of every 
month. Pickers and players of every 
description are encouraged 10 allllnd, as 
well as storyteIler.I and people who )lsi 
wanllo listen. A donation 01 $1 approc:l-
aled. For more Information. cal n3-
9549. 
Portland High School, C .... of 111111 
wil hold its 30th reunion July 'ZT. Until 
then, caw wi. publish Ihe names 01 
missing classmales in Ihis space: 
Leaman L. Palmer. Burton A. Parlier. 
Waller G. Parker. Vaughnedella J. 
Patterson, Kenneth C. Perry. Falll C. 
Pingree. Fay A. (Popkin) Levy, Carrie E. 
Price, Susan E. Pride, GuyJ. Quattrucci 
Jr. MarkF. Quinn. Kathleen E. Rogerson, 
Margarel Russo. Frederick T. Sawaska. 
Gary M. Scavonl, John F. Sears. Donald 
S. Seeley. David C. Seguin. Gary F. 
Shaw. Gail M. (Simpson) Kimball. II you 
know the whereabouts of any 01 these 
people. contaclAnn Marie (Lee) Weeman 
al16 Asselyn Dr. Scarborough 04074. 
lei. 883-9721. 
Portland Home Seekers Weekend wi. 
oller the largesl representation of buying 
opportunilles In real estale and service-
relaled businesses ever held under one 
rool in Maine. Participalll in workshops 
on financing . learn aboul innovative 
building and remodeling ideas. May 3, 4 
& 5. althe Por1Iand Exposillon Bulding. 
239 Park Ave. Portland. Admission: 
$2.50. children under 14 free. For more 
Information. caJlthe Expo aI8704-8200. 
Prnumpacot School Fair Mar 4, from 
10 am-04 pm, will include games 01 
chance, hOlSO rides. balloons. rummage 
sale. plants, en1er1alnmen~ food. Rain 
or shine. 69 Presumpscol 51. Portland. 
For Information. call Sharon aI n3-9611 . 
Southem Maine Slngl .. Social Group 
nwets on weekends al various locations 
from Portland 10 Biddeford. Meet new 
friends, ages 35 and 0YfK. No lees. 
Please call us al9304-1692, 284-9322 or 
n~I553. 
Southworth Planetarium Summe, 
Schedule Astronomy .how: 
Wednesdays, Fridays & SelUfdays al 7 
pm; Laser light show: Fridays & Salur-
days al 8:30 pm. Astronomy presenta-
tions Incfudo AT our 01 Ihe Solar Syslem 
and The Mars Show. The planetarlum'lI 
Skywalch line oilers reoorded informa-
tion aboul whalis currently visible In the 
nlghl sky; call 780 ... 719. Prices: adults 
$3 for 0119 show, $5 lor 1WO; seniors 
$2.50 lor one show, $04 lor 1WO; under 18 
$2.50 lor one show, $04 lor two. The 
planetarium Is Iocaled In the Science 
Buldlng. USM Portland. Fahlouth Slreel 
For further Information, call 780-04249. 
Thirteenth ArvIuaI Elders DIIy South-
ern Maine /vea Aqencf on Aging and 
USM wiM1lponsor Chis even~ held every 
year In celebration 01 national Older 
Americans Day In May. II wiN include 
boolhs and cisplays by more than 040 
organizations thaI oller products and 
services III older people. Included will be 
heallh care and social service agencies. 
organizalions providing housing, lrans-
portalion andvolunleeropportunlties. as 
well as lhose offering information on 
income maintenance. Musical perfor-
mances by "The Old Smoothies- alII 
am and 1 pm. Fashion show for seniors 
al2 pm. May7, from9:30anHI pm, althe 
Maine Mall, in the cenlral Gazebo. For 
Information. can n5-6503 or 1-8C»-4'ZT-
7411 . 
Unused Musical In.trument 1)1'1". 
Portland schools and Ihe Portland 
Symphony OrdMlslra have organized 
this drive 10 make musical Instruction 
available III children whoneltherown nor 
can renl Instruments. Inclvlduals are 
asked to search their attics lor unused 
Instruments, cases and music stands. 
and bring them III King Middle School 
(92 [)j!erIng Avo. Portland) between 8 
am and 3:30 pm, Mon-Fri, through May, 
and 9 arn-noon Saturday. June 1. For 
Information, call Portland Partnership al 
8704-8100. 
.' 4-.,(). 
. \"' .. .. . ~ 
579 CONGRESS ST. 
772-8929 
Inc, 
LA LUNI\ · 
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Watches, Clocks 







Old Port 874-6980 
Wise 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
- - -WE PAY CASH - - -
Use our conventent Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95per gram. 
BtrYeSELL·TEUUDE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Co ngress St., Portland 
772-3932 
rrlirougli tlie (jarC£en 
Squire Morgan~s 
eating & drinking saloon 
46 Market St. , Ptld. 774-5246 
















of vintage and 
contemporary 
fashion Jewelry, gifts 
and decorative 
accessories. 
Only at Conceits. 
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET 
PORTLAND MAINE 04101 
761-4681 
HEALTH CLUB 
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland 
772~7779 
For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are 





Masseuse position available - call 772·7779 
36 Ga.sa> 84y Wukly 
personals 
dating services 






















lost & found 
line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601. 
personals 
Winner receives two free movie tickets COI1'1>Iiments of 
Maine Mall Cinema! 
Cub-less Mama Bear seeks well-seasoned Papa 
Bear, with or without cubs, to enjoy the rites of 
spring. Send favorite porridge recipe. CBW Box 
635, " 5280. 
If you have placed an ad in the C88co Bay weekly peraonaIII, your ad is 
automatically entered In the PERSONAL OF THE WEEK CC!ntest. . We are 
looking for ads thai ere creative, witty and f!ln. Winners Will recetve their 
tickets in the mall. 
'Wanr SWM interested in moon-lit 
strolls, dancing until ~wn, 
candlelight dinners, sunset aUlses, 
camping under the sIerS and lots of 
oI~fashioned romance. SWF, 33, 
chern-free. CBW Box 634 tr 5279. 
2 SWM, tall , late 30's, athletic non-
smokers who enjoy honest 
relationships and a good time look-
ing for females of the same calibe~. If 
you ere tired of the bar scene, gIVe 
us a shot We're full of fun and the 
summer's not yet begunl 'It 5278. 
Attractive down-to-earth couple, 29, 
are looki.;g for just the right women 
who shares common interest for both 
friendship and romance. Friendship 
needs to be established first If you 
are at aA inlrigued, don't be afraid to 
write us. All letters answered. Photo 
_ appreciated. CBW Box 637. 
Couple wishes to meet men, women 
or couples for intimate adventures, 
lers skip work someday and explore 
each other fantasies. 'It 5255. 
Cub-less Marna Bear seeks well-
seasoned Papa Bear, with or wi~ut 
cubs, to enjoy the rites of spnng. 
Send favorite porridge recipe . CBW 
Box 635 "B' 5280. 
DWF, 31, looking for the woman of 
your dreams? I consider myself a 
dying breed. Blonde, 125 Ibs. 5'6' 
sleek, sassy and sophisticated, desir-
ing dream man for romance, adven-
ture and allure. Photo appreciated. 
CBW Box 639. 
DWF, professional in mi~thirties, 
non-smoker, great sense of humor, 
and a passion for adventure, seeks 
an intelligent, sensitive and sincere 
SIOWM to share mullJal interests. 
- Loves dining, theatre, travel, camp-
ing, canoeing, boating and skiing. " 
you can feel comfortable in a profes-
sional setting as well as kicked back 
in a pair of jeans, please respond. 
Photo appreciated but not necessary. 
CBWBox641 . 
DWFNS chern-free, 36, slim, attrac-
tive ~cated, fun loving romantic 
with zest for life seeking same. White 
knights preferred but all honest, intel-
legen\, monogamous, sexy, classy, 
"" hu!~~::1 2~~ ~th ;m~~:ca~ 
will be welcomed. I love music & 
dancing (oldies, country, rock) , 
animals, travel, out-of-doors, and 
sharing good times with friends. 
What are your passions? CBW Box 
642. 
DWM 36, thoughtful, humorous, 
energetic attractive, professional en-
joy the ~tdoors. Seeks compatible 
fernale for friendship and 
relationship. I'm nol a redneck nor 
am I a yuppie but if something inthe 
middle is what you'd like to see, 
thars me. Respond with letter, photo 
'"' appreciated. CBW Box 638. 
Spring is here and this allractive 
single woodchuck (26) would like to 
leave his burrow, but need's a attrac-
tive SF to cast the light of friendship 
and love, so he may see his shadow. 
Please write and send photo. CBW 
Box 625. 
Dare to dance along the Milky Way-
laugh, love, care, share, dream? 
DWF (attractive, intelligent, warm) 
asks sensitive, funny, gentle, affec-
tionate, romantic, forties SlDWM to 
respond: P.O. Box 7703, Portland, 
04112"B' 5276. 
GWM 26 medium build, handsome, 
straight acting/appearing, respon-
sible, chern-free not into bar scene. 
Ukes ere beaches, cars, malls, 
dining out Would like to meet GWM 
24-32 with similar attributes for 
friendship and possible relationship. 
CBW Boll 636. 
GWM, 35, professional, brownlblue, 
beard, medium bu~d, seeks GM who 
i5 honas\, secure, sharing, loving with 
a sense of humor, who enjoys the 
outdoors, good music, quiet dinners, 
the theater, dancing, long Walks, the 
beach, a quiet lifestyle but also can 
enjoy the excitement life can bnng. 
Seeking friendship first and see 
where it goes. Write or call soon I 
CBW Box 631 "B' 5273 
HAGS ARE HERE: We have cramps 
and ere restless this week. 
I'm too shy for this ad, but looking for 
the girl too shy to answer. Conserva-
tive, humorous, single dad enjoys 
fIShing, camping, dancing, romance, 
cooking , homebody and a sensuous 
woman. 'It 5271 . 
Ladies: Would you fike an exciti ng 
relationship with an experienced 
genUeman without undue involve-
ment? Discrete MWM, 50+ seeks 
SMD/F in the greater Portland area 
for romance and an intimate 
relationship. II you need someone 
who is gende, caring, safe and 
loving, then lers get acquainted I 
CBW Box 619. 
SM - 24, professional, sligh~y shy, 
bored with the routine. looking for 
adventurous, mature fernale (ago not 
important) to explore life's rich 
pageant Lers enjoy the outdoors, 
dining and dancing togetherl Send 
letter (and photo, if you have one 
handy). P.O. Box 4741, Portland, 
Maine 04112. 
Married couple looking for some fun 
and adventure with romance, clean, 
healthy men or women. Open to all 
ideas, call or write. Heyl lets get ac-
quainted, and start our adventure. 
P.O. Box 295, Portland, ME 04112 
tr 5272. 
Now auditioning for leading man role 
in B-movie currentfy in production in 
Portland, lentatively titled 'Always 
Home Alone.' Must complement 
professional, fun-loving, thirty-some-
thing leading lady. This is a speaking 
part and requires photo and back-
ground info before casting session is 
arranged. Production schedule in-
cludes scsnes in theatres, res-
taurants and moonlit beaches. Could 
be the role of a lifetime. CBW Box 
627 "B' 5259. 
Professional male, attractive 41, 6 ft., 
1851bs., masculine, seeks similar 
male 35+, explore ideas, friendship, 
buddy. Must be clean, sane undue 
involvement nol necessary disaetion 
is Let's talk. "B' 5277. 
SM mi~twenties artistically inclined 
non-professional christian would like 
to meet similarily honest, compas-
sionate, humble, spiritual peaceful, 
down to earth woman interested in 
sharing quiet times, the outdoors, 
dining out, and social work. Maybe 
she is shy, lonely and in touch with 
her feelings. Prefer non-smoking, 
chem-free, light drinking ok. Women 
who are materialistic, permiscous, 
involved with other men, need not 
apply CBW Box 624 "B' 5268. 
SWM 26, 1601bs., 6'1 · , nice, friendly, 
and reverent, seeks SF of similar 
age for fun and dating. Write 295 
Forest Avenue, Suite 203, Portland, 
ME 04101 "B' 5256. 
SWM seeking SWF age 20-40, 5'3'-
5'7', 110-145 Ibs. time is precious, 
life is to short. I have answered ad's 
each week for a year now. I have not 
found you yeL P.O. Box 15324, 
Portland, ME 04101 
Yo, stop kissing ~I ~anti.c, at-
tractive, funny active, Intelligent, 
SWM 25, looking to meet SWF, 
25ish of same qualities, must be at-
tractive humorous, stable and 
secure ' could I be your prince? You 
ere on~ a stamp away from finding 
out. P,O. Box 6721, Portland 04101. 
Thiry-something male looking for 
female partner to share intimate fan-
tasies and journeys to natunst 
(nudist) areas. Photo appreciated, I'll 
respond to all. CBW Box 633 "B' 
5275. 
Very attractive, well educated SWM 
seeks biF 20+ for fIrSt friendship the 
passionate relationship. I am caring 
and communicative, clean and drug 
free. UB2. Must be open-minded and 
love self and life. Respond with let-
ter, phone (photo a plus) to CBW 
Box 628 or call "B' 5257. 
Where is that attractive, agreeable 
and loving lady between 40 and 60 
who'd like to keep me company 
while I build a little house in the 
country? " your city/country orien!Sd, 
compatible, caring , mate seeking, 
educated and good natured so am I. 
CBW Box 630. "B' 5269 
DWM 43, single parent, non-smoker, 
tall, slim, attractive, needs com-
parable SIOWF, 30-40, to convince 
me that sanity exists in spite of what 
my teenage son would have me 
befiave. D' 5270. 
Youthful caring non-6l1lOking profes-
slonal SWM lete 40's with many in-
terests yet none carried to extreme 
enjoys tennis, ~ing, .skling, can:'P-
ing and open discussions. Seeking 
athletic SF with whom to share ac-
tivities of mutual interests. P.O, Box 
48 Cumberland, ME 04021 
dating services 
HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL" 
a FREE service for casco Bay Weekly advertisersl 
Ask for PERSONAL CALL service when you place your Casco 
BayWeek1y personal ad. Then, you'll receiveyourown PERSONAL 
CALLiIP number and security code, 80 you can call a FREE 800 
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creativel 
You can change your message as often as you like to satisfy the 
whim of the moment. 
We do suggeat that you leaveyourfiral name Md ask the people 
responding 10 leave their telephone numbers and best times for you 
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address. 
When you call the 800 number and enteryour PERSONAL <7ALLiIP 
number and your prlvalesecurity code, the system Wlilimmedialely 
teil you how many new responses you have. From there, Just follow 
the easy prorlllts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2 
to hear your responses. 
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can calilhe 
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to 
listen to your responsee for up to three weeks after your ad appears 
in the peper. 
RESPONDING TO AN AD 
WITH PERSONAL CALLiIP SERVICE: 
Using PERSONAL CALL to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal 
ads is fast and funl 
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay 
Weekly personal colUrM and circle the ads that interest you. I ~ 
ThesmaJltelephone symbol-"- next to the four digit number tells 
you the person has PERSONAL CALLl!Paervice. With PERSONAL 
CALLl!Pyou don't have to listen to one message after another until 
you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These 
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears In 
Casco Bay Weekly, 80 check the date of lhe peper you're readingl 
You can invnediately respond 10 an ad by calling 1-900-370-
2041, 
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions. 
Enter the four digit number of the ad that Interests you. You will 
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can 
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and 
another and another .... Ofthe advertiser's voice greeting Is not yet ~ , ...... 
on line, you can stUlleave your response.) 
The cost for using PERSONAL CAL~o respond to Casco Bay 
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and wUI appear on 
your telephone bill under ·Prsnlcail.· 
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touch-
tone phone thai Is on lone, not pulse, 
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALLiIP 
, just call us at 775-6601 . We like to hear from you. 
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo 
brochure and details of the beautiful, 
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from 
overseas in our pen- pal club call 
702-451-3070 and leave your mai-
ing address. 
Compatibles 
'The Dating Service That Cares' 
Remember when you were in 
school? Everyone you knew 
was single. So is everyone we 
know. 
That's how we've introduced 
thousands of relationship-
o riented singles. Through our 
caring concern and personal-
ized service, we can introduce 





Money bacJ. glUlru1Jlee 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
o Do It 
c..coSoyWeoldy L Ike 551AC",,8'!"" st. 
Portland, ME, OttO! Th I 5 I 
CBWllo%XXX • 
body & soul 
ASTROlOGIC ANALYSIS - Get in-
sight and understanding of yourself 
through chart interpretation. Send 
you name, address, birthdate with 
bir1iltime (if known) with a check or 
money order for $15 to: Charts, P.O. 
Box 8458, Portland, ME 04104. Ask 
for our free catalogue of available in-
tarpertations. 
COUNSELING By June Lizolla 
LSAC, for substance abuser and 
family members. Appointments by 
the hour. 865-4295. 
Chemical depending and ACOA 
Counseling. Individuals and couples. 
Early recovery and relapse preven-
tion groups. Reasonable rates. 
Rachel Sager, M.A., RSAC. Call 
775-7927 or 725-8705. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE - Karen 
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Mas-
sage TherapisL Alleviate chronic 
backaches, headaches, neck and 
shoulder stillness, sciatica, stress. 
Improve flexibUity, muscle tone, cir-
culetion, athletic performance. By 
appointment, 865-0672. 
Incest Survivors Group Therapy 
openings. Led by Louise Bennett, 
LCSW, insurance reimbursable. IN-
DIVIDUAL sessions also available. 
C8I1772-1910. 
l..ooking for people to form a support 
group who ere dealing with deper-
sonaization and anxiety disorders 
caU IBM at 767-3291 
, --
body & soul 
MAYBE SOMEDAY - Wonderful 
books to help you make the world a 
brighter place. Also conscious rasing 
magazines, t-shirts, meditation sup-
plies and gifts. 195 Congress Street, 
on Munjoy Hill, 1.0 Monday through 
Saturday, 773-3275. 
REBUILDING AFTER YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP ENDS - 10 week 
Cl888 lor men and women. Call Car-
rie Peterson, M.A., M.S., 773-9625. 
SEEKING SACRED CENTER: June 
16-21, 'Without the experience of in-
ner sacred center, one's Ufe is but a 
hypothesis· intensive experiential 
residential retreat in Alfred, Maine. 
Call: Dwinell & Hall, 799-1024. 
Stress & tension oltan occur in 
women'lI relationships with partners, 
children, parents and sell. GROUP 
NOW FORMING to help reduce 
stress and tension due to childhood 
Issues. Call Donna Godfrey, M.S. 
846-1260. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax 
tired, aching, still muscles while im-
proving circulation and soothing ten-
sion. Sliding scale. Call Pam 





Schyla Duffy St. Laurent 
home birth 
complete prenatal 
& postnatal care 
women '5 health 











• Member Rolf Institute. 
roommates 
Back Cove is 2 112 blocks from this 3 
bedroom Woodfords area apartment 
Two mature, non-smoking 3O-ish 
women seek one more female 
housemate, Quiet lifestyle. $2251mo. 
+ 1/3 util. 774-7058. 
Beach and parks a short walk from 
this large contemporary South 
Portland home. Prefer mature 
chern/smoke free mit who enjoys cat 
and dog. $350 includes utilities, off 
street parking, large private yard and 
garden space. References and 
security deposiL Call 767-3720 leave 
message. 
ENVIRON MENTALLY-friendly 
roommate sought for large West End 
2 bedroom with fumished kitchen, 
living room, shared office/study 
space and the world's longest 
hallway. Lowered renl $260+. No 
smokeyl773-1782. 
FREEPORT: Privacy and conviviality 
in a comfortable old farmhouse on 
80 acres. Room plus commons. 
$300 plus utitities. No Cats. Gene 
865-0495. 
Female roommate wanted to share 
house in Cumberland $300 per 
month plus 112 utilities. Call 829-
4142. 
Friendly, active 40 yr. old fernale just 
moved into a great townhouse off Al-
Ien Ave. Basement, wid, 2 be~ 
rooms, 1 1/2 baths, deck. $701week. 
Call 797-7496. Laave message. 
GF looking for GIL to shere 2 be~ 
room apL Close to USM. Large apt., 
1 st 1I00r, parking. $275 month + 112 
utilities. Must be responsible. No 
drugs. No smokers. Call 874-4960. 
MlF 25+ to share charming house 
near harbor in South Freeport 
Porch, fireplace garden, 20 minutes 
to Portland. No animals or smokers 
please. $300Imonth + utilities. Avail. 
May 1st. 865-4558. 
MlF roommate wanted, nice two 
bedroom apartment. Ten minute walk 
to the Old Port. Call mornings or af-
ter 9:00 p.m. 828-0072. 
Roommate wanted, MIF to share 
large 8 room apartment. West End, 
nice view. MUST be Chern-free. 
Responsible, quiet $3OO/month + 
112 utillties. Heated. Parking in-
cluded. 879-0199 
Seeking lemale to get an apartment 
together. I am a female 29, chem-
free, smoker. Prefer Eastern Prom 
area. Avail. immed. to move. Have 
some furniture. Call 772-1994. 
MIly 2, 1991 37 
apts/rent 
Cumberland Ave., clean, modem, 
two bedroom aprs. Availabi~ty May & 
June, 3 aprs with private court yard, 
4 apt's with 12x 1 2 roof deck, olf 
street parking, wlw wid 781-4740. 
$500 781-4740. 
Deering Area 5 rooms and bath, Wlw, 
screened in porch, near shoping cen-
ter and bus line. Can 874-2337. 
Portland Street neer the Post Office 
spotless and spacious 1 bedroom 
with new galley kitchen, new bath 
and wlw $35O/month + utilities. Can 
774-6363. 
Ten minute walk to the Old Port. 
Charming renovated 1 bedroom with 
private entrance, great kitchen, Uving 
room with a view and modem bath. 
Only $4251month + utilities. 774-
6363. 
West End - ROOMS available $65-
. $70 a week plus deposit Includes 
kitchen and living room priviledges 
with cable IV and telephone. Chern 
free person preferred. Call 758-5766 
or 772-7477 leave message. 
The wisdom of yourself be heard. 
TAROT readings ... 799-8648. 
Trying 10 get in shape, but don't 
know where to begin? Try fitness 
and nutrition counseling by a cer-
tified instructor. First consultation 
FREEl CaU Risa at 878-3784. 
, Shiatsu 
Acupressure 
G...u., ...raxm" h..nns. 
MlF, nls parking and yard for fun 
~ Woodfords comer 15 min to USM 112 
utilities, rent $2501month. Lee 774-
0871. 
Seeking gUitarist(s), of any libility 
level, acoustic or electric, rock or 
folk, to get apartment togehtar in 
Portland or Soulh Portland. Moving 
June 1. Call Ed at 799-0012. Laave 
West End clean, weB maintained apt 
buUding. Laundry facilities, parking, 
heat and electric included, 24 hour 
maintenance. 2 bedrooms from 
$515. Some income guidelines 
apply. Danforth Heights, 48 salem 
Street. m-4386. 
offices/rent 
Your body reveals. Introduction to 
Core Energetics, a dynamic ex-
periential workshop. Through group 
and individual work, we will discover 
the blocks and fears that keep us 
from having love and joy in our fives 
and begin to unblock and work with 
these issues. With experienced 
therapistlteac:herlhealer, Pam Chub-
buck, MA, CBT. Saturday, June 8, 
Augusta. Information 846-0800. 
~~~~;·e 
\..?99-9258 AOBTA 
Brooke Alexander, M. Div. 
Pastoral Counselor 
Treatment for addictions 
and co-dependancy. 
Help with self-alienation and shame. 
Individuals, couples and groups 
781-5041 
Those Darn Walls! tit Sarah J Bulley LCSW • Psychotherapist 871·9256 
Trouble Setting Career Goals? 
education, experience, values and interests to work. 
Find the career for you, 
RGE OF YOUR UFE. 
Caree seling 
Patty Williams, MA 
INTOWN COUNSEUNG ~ ~~ 
CENTER Carohne Loupe, MA 
Addictions • ACOA Issues 
Co-Dependency • Individuals 
Groups. Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC 
LIcenoed sw._ Abuoe Counoelor 
761-9096 
471 Conareu SL, SUIte 410 
Portland, ME 04101 
Counseling/or issues regarding 
eating, body image and sexuality. 
[ndividual and group counseling. 
Lisa Bussey, MA, CEDT 
775-7927 
THERAPY FOR WOMEN 
My wort is centered 
in Femalel]ungfan 
Psychology and 




Kathleen Luke, M.A. 
799-4927 
Registered Dan" ",erapist 
ON CENTER 
222 St. JoM Sir .... 1312. Portio. 
SPRING EVENTS 
Moving towtJId Wholeness 
through AuthentIc Movement 
Three Saturday Workshops 
May 4. May 18. Jene 1 
Two Weekday Classes 
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the publication of 
the next issue. 
Charge your Classified adS~ . D.~ 
by phone VISA 
775-6601. 
Professional MlF to share large 
house in nice Portland neighbor- ~m...:e.:..ssa~g.:..e. _______ :-:--: 
hood. Off-street parking, wid, shop, West End Mercy fuDy furnished 
bam. Appreciation of outdoor sports apartment share, own bedroom for 
and music a plus. $260/mo. Available . working professional: Chern/smoke 
immediately. 772-7317. free gentleman; $325 includes 
Professional MlF to share modern 2 
bedroom apartment. Washer/Dryer, 
off street parking. $275/month 
utilities are included. Security re-
quired. Non-smokers only please. 
772-7999 
Professional, non-smoking female 
looking for one possibly two, non-
smoking MlF's who are tired of 
paying high rent and conversing with 
their house plantsl Compatibility is of 
the utmost importance as well as an 
openess to alternative lifestyles. 
lars get together and look for that 
ideal apartment, condo, or house to 
rentl Call 871-7145. 
Roommate needed MlF, small, 
sunny unfurnished bedroom, 5 room 
apartment. Prefer: mature, nls, 
chern-free, responsible. Deering 
OakslUSM; quiet, peaceful place; 
$2751mo.(includes heat,hot water) + 
1/2 util.($15), 874-2941. 
line ad coupon 
utilities, wid, off street parking, 
storage: 775-1034 before 8 pm. 
Security Deposit required. 
West End Rooms available $68-$70 
per week plus deposit. Kitchen + 
living room, privledges which include 
cable IV and li9Iephone. Chern-free 
person preferred. Call 758-5766 or 
can 774-0742 leave message. 
apts/rent 
Scarborough/saco - The Oaks - Not-
tingham woods 1st month's rent is 
free with a 12 month lease. Im-
mediate occupancy for spacious 1 & 
2 bedroom apartments, fully ap-
plianced with on site laundry. Choose 
from two floor plans. Rents start at 
$44O/month + utilities. For a private 
showing call 883-5505 or 282-0052 
alter 5 p.m., please leave a mes-
sage. 
Furnished Office with secretarial and 
bookkeeping services available. Ap-
proximately 400 sq. ft Also available 
800 sq. It. unfurnished office. Park-
ing available. Monument Square 
area. Call 772~27. 
studio/rent 
STUDIOS: Artists only building, all 
inclusive, tin ceilings, artist sinks, 
high energy environment. Darkrooms 
to suites with views. $75 to $250 a 
month. 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask 
about our spring specials. 
Studio - Monument Square area per-
fact for artistlcraftsperson. From 400-
1200 square feel. Light and heat in-
cluded. Parking available. No lease 
required. Call 772~27. 
PERSONAL CALL~ 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 






o FREE Personal 
Call® 
o dating services 





o real estate 
o studio/rent 
o visual arts 
o photography 
o leaming 
o music lessons 
o wanted 
o employment 
o biz services 
o business opps 
o boats 
o stuff for sale 
o wheels 
o bulletin board 
o childcare 
o animals 
o lost & found 
RATES 
All charges are per week. IlfWU·I:£\ij 
I'M44~"j Up to 30 words 
31 to 45 words 
46 to 60 words 
Each additional 




Narne ____________________ __ 
Add~ss ________________ __ 
.15 
DEADLINES 
Line Ads: Monday at 6 pm. 
~isplay Ads: Friday at 5 pm. 
Telephone ________________ __ 
THE FINE PRINT 
CBW will not print ads that: seek to buy or sell 
sexual services, have purely sexual content, or use 
full names, street adrasses,or phone nlMTlbers In 
the personal section. Personal advertisers must 
provide a P.O. Box It or use the CBW box service. 
Casco Bay Weekly shall not be liable for any 
typographical errors, omissions, or changes In the 
ad which do not affect the value or the content of 
the ad or substantially change the meaning. 
Classified ads are non-refundable, Credit will be 
issued when a viable error has been detennined. 
PHONE IT IN 
207-775-6601 
Using Visa or 
Mastercard, 
MAlUWALK IT IN 
casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
Cost per 
week. _ __ _ 
I of weeks 
to run'--__ _ 
CBWbox 
$5/wk~ __ __ 
Total Due "'$ ____ --'-
FAX IT IN 
207-775-1615 
Ask about our 
Fax free thursdays. 
1 r 
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real estate 
Beautiful New Homes 
Luxury Homes 90· high cathedral ceilings. 3 
bedrooms. 2 baths. gorgeous interior colora. wMe 
v'nyl exterior siding. green ahuttera. shingle 
pitched roof. GE appliances. includ_ dilhwuhet. 
$33.900.00 
Price includes deck. white vinyl skirting. 275 
gallon oil lank & complete eatup. Lola available. 
Low down payments. long-term financing. 7Ox14 
and 6Ox14 available. 
Monthly payment apprOl<. $340.00. 
OPEN SAT. 10-3, SUN 1-4 • OLD ORCHARD VILLAGE 
G34-5655 
Located Just off Exit 5 10 minutes to Portland ... 
Open 1 to 6 daily. 
visual arts 
CUSTOM PAINTING- Have a paint-
ing made of what your want 
Paintings made of your favorite pic-
ture. activity. dream or pel Design 
your own still ~fe. landscape portrait 
or scene. Low price. Payment made 
only if 100% satisfied. Call West End 
artist 772-3472. 
learning 
Call today for instruction in 
lampshade crafting and quilting. Call 
now and get your class free. 839-
6433. 
POTTERY CLASSES AT STUDIO 
132 are a great way to express your-
self! Comfortable setting (ad.tanced 
and beginning). Classes are educa-
tional and fun. Classes begin May 6. 
Sign up nowl 772-4334. 
MONEY IN 
OUR LIVES 
Taught by bollstlc CPA 
Exploring limiting attitudes / 
beliefs, discussing personal 
money issues, debunking 
money myths, and changing 
relationships to money. Qass 
meets weekly for six weeks, 
beginning May, in Falmouth. 
797 - 0466 
wanted 
WANTED TO BUY 
ORIENTAL 
RUGS 
Top cash paid for 
your old oriental 
rugs regardless of 
size or condition. 
883-1700 
employment 
$39,364IYR GOVERNMENT Hiring 
30.000 NOWI Many no tests, starts 
immediataly your area. WEAPONS 
$92.194, SECRETARY $30.672. 
CLERK $20.680. Maintenance 
$39,364. HOSPITAL $53.758, 
POSTAL $30,472. INTELLIGENCE 
$47,750, POUCE $33,008, 
ELECTRONICS $31 ,600. UNION 
$32,198. FREE 24 Hour Hodine 
Reveals 30.000 Listings 801-379-
2915 Copyright'MHII5J. 
$4O.OOOIyrl READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. FiU out simple "like/don't like· 
form EASYI Fun. relaxing at home, 
beach. vacations. Guaranteed 
paycheck. FREE 24 HourRecordng 
801-379-2925 Ext. ME115B 
$40.OOOIyrl READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. FiU out simple 1ike/don't like· 
form. Easyl Fun relaxing at home. 
beach, vacationa. Labor shortage. 
guaranteed paycheck. Also, Correc-
tiona . .. $30.000. Read TV SaiplS ... 
$50,000. Number Pages ... $21.000. 
Make Index... $30.000. FREE 24 
Hour Recording. 801-379-2925 Ext. 
MG115B. Hurryl Offer ends soonl 
$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble 
prockJcts at home. Easyl No selling. 
You're paid direc:l FuUy Guaranteed. 
FREE 24 Hour Racordng. 801-379-
2900 Ext. MD115H. 
employment 
FREELANCE TYPESETTER at Saco 
Printing Co. Experienced on com-
pugraphic powelView lQ18.4OO. 
Needed Approx. 3 days per week 
between May 15-31 . Can TOLL 
FREE 1-800-427-1411. 
Part time sandwich and prep cook 
position available. People with ex-
perience cooking professionally with 
natural foods preferred. FuN time 
cook position possible this summer. 
Applications to Whole Grocer 118 
Congress street. Portland. 04101. 
BE ON T.V. many needed for com-
mercials. Now hiring aU ages. For 
casting info. call 1-800-662-4409 ext 
x-597. 
$40,OOOIyrl READ BO<?KS a~d.~ 
scrip1S. FiU out simple "lIke/don t Wke 
form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at home. 
beach. vacation. Guarant?ed 
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recordmg. 
801-379-2925 Ext. ME115B. 
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam 
this trade, we send instructions. 
parts and chack for assembly. Call 
(404) 426-0672 Ext WB3027. 
AVON earn $6-$tO an hour, no ter-
ritory. free training. Call 879-0052. 
business opps 
DREAM OR ACT - ONning your CMn 
business is the American dream. 
With 160 otlices in North America VR 
is lIJe business seller. Two current 
opportunities-BEAUTY SALON-8 
stations-nioe deco,.-super location· 
needs operalor' with clienlsle. $8000 
down plus nola. BRIDAL SHOP-
long establisheckolid reputation-
tired owner selling for asset 
value···Many olher opportunities 
available. NCHXlSt no-obligation-Call 
VR 11 years in Portland. VR BUSI-




sonalized training and application 
development for spread sheot, 
database and accounting 6oft1Nare. 
Experience with lotus 123. One 
Write Plus and more. For free intro-
duction meeting Call Tom at 828-
2020. 
College Student wilh truck available 
to do odd jobs and moving. Very 
handy and can fix most anylhing. 
Experienced mover who wiU move 
you for less. n4-2159 anytime. 
Do you buy bottled water? Are you 
health concious? Bac:teri06tatic car-
bon filters remove chlorine and other 
contaminants leaving cleaner. de~­
cious water lor 3 oentslgallon. 
Cartson Environmental Products wiU 
connect a demo unit for 1 week free, 
absolutely no pressure or obligation. 
797-9224. Clean up Your environ-
mentl 
FREE TIME ADDED TO THE DAY 
E~minate Ihose endless errands wilh 
one call to GO-FOR-PERSONAL 
SHOPPER handling aI your shop-
ping and delivery needs. Groceries, 
gifts, etc. Marlene 774-8657. 
G & 8 CLEANING COMPANY- ollars 
first time FREE cleaningl We can 
contract offices, homes and com-
mercial proper1iea. References, In-
sured, FREE ESTIMATESI n2-
5173, leave message. 
MUSICAL DUO AVAILABLE: TaIen-
led creative piano man and linger 
tamale want to perform for your party 
or wedding. Jazzy. upbeat. fun. 
Ancfta 878-5362. 
HoW MANY A HOL\.j ANO OBSEQUIOV S 
rEAR \1i'1TtI D~AR R"LI G'I OVS LOVE HOL'N 
F/1.0M MINE EYE) AS INTEREST OF mE. 
OrAD, WHI CH NoW APPEAR \3VT TI-IING S 
P.EMOv'O TfiAT I-\IDDEN IN T~EE LlE l 
TI-\OV ART THE GRAV\: WHERe BvRlED 
LOll\; DOTt\ LIVE, HuNG WITH THE 
W_o~r\lES OF MY LOVERS GONE, 
w\'"lO ALL T\1tIR PARIS OF M.t TO THEE 
OlD GIVE : THAT DvE OF MAN'3 NOW 
IS mINE ALO Ne . 
If You're Single, 
'W"e're Free 
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay Weekly's Personal 
Call~. On FAX FREE THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less 
to 775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your Personal Call~ 
ad absolutely FREE. Don't forget to include your name, addrt; '" 
phone number so we can send you your Personal Call ...... ...m r. 
HOUSE oLeANING: unemployed 
pro,,"ssional taking a year olt would 
love to clean your home for youll I 
have years of cleaning experience. 
great references & great rates I 
Please call Ann-Marie 773-4334 lor a 
price quotel 
WNETARY INDEPENDENCE: 
Once in a lifetime opportunity to es-
tablish part-time business of your 
own. CT-based company seeking to 
expand in SElCentral ME. Motivated 
coupleslsingles urged to apply. Low 
start up OOIIl No raoe, aax. aduca-
tionaJ, financial limitation.. Ap-
pointmenls (203) 4484387 or (207) 
967-4099. 
Resume writing and typing: Ful ser-
vice from typing to assistance In 
composing your resumes and COlIer 
lellers. Exoellenoe ill manditory in 
these hard economic times. Leave 
message for Kala 772-4483. 
NEED A DRESS? 
Party. Prom or evening. 
fJl dresses custom made to a custom fit. 
Basic alterations & repairs avaUable. 
Can Johnny at 774-4381 
after 8PM. 
NASTY ~ NEAT 
CO" P U L S , V E ( C LEA N , N G 
and other life support services 
If you've 8V«" cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ... or worse, 
cleaned up aft«" them ... 
You need me in your life. 
Kath«"lne Clark 
n2-8784 
residential compulsive cleaning 
Understated Elegance 
for your Wedding 
~ICHAEL 'KATZ 
CLASSICAL CUlT AR IST 
773-1133 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
o Do It 
~~w..~ Like 
Portland.tiirOOOl This'. 
CBW Box xxx 
Responding to a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad has never been 
easier •.. 'U' PERSONAL CALL@ 
For more information 
about Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ads, Personal 
Call- and FAX FREE 





Do you have specialized skills? Can 
you share those skills as a consult-
ant? Have you been consulting for 
years and wondered how to spread 
the word about your ab~iti86? Use 
Casco Bay Weekly's new CONSULT-
ING COLUMN. Call n5-6601 for 
more details. 
"EffecNve computer 
systems are created by 
skilled listeners" 
EOJPSE a ASSOCIATES 
761-7603 
con.tun (kon-tollt') Y. 1. To -& the ildyi« nt. 
2. To Cl.dunp views; confer. « L CMnlIn~. 
to take couftJell '--c:cfto4MI" ..... 
GET THE WORD OUt 
USE CBW CLASSIFIEDS. 
Multi-user database 
systems that work 
using Progres~ rdbms on 
dos/unix/vax n4-3465 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 
24 hours a day 
99¢/min 
stuff for sale 
Complete color and BIW darkroom. 
Fea!Ures. Omega Super Chromega 
D-Dichrolc II enlarger. 5 enlarging 
lenses. Jobo CPA 2 color processor. 
Chromega 100 color print dryer, 
Paterson Auto Print Washer. 
Chromege color analyzer. easels. 
reels. drums. trays. timers. neg hol-
ders. etc. Excellent value. Prefer to 
sell as one lot. For further info call 
781-4723. ' 
Garden Pergola. We're selling the 
display piece we made for the 
Audubon Exhibit at the Maine Hor-
ticultural Show. It's yours for a 
reasonable offer. Call Architectural 
Woodworkers 774-2139. 
Peavey Max Bass AMP. and cabinet. 
Uke new. Nver play out Paid $1200 
new. asking $800. Call Zig at 865-
4504. 
BEST CHANCE to sell your boat: 
June tst Boat Auction. Kennebunk. 
ROS~blatt StonelJJ Keating 
Auctioneers. Call today, sign-up your 
boat. 
wheels 
1990 VW Fox sportwagon 
transferable warranty, tow package. 
Take over payments. trade sell. 775-
2787. ' 
76 Volvo 242 very good condition. 
very dependable $600. Call 767-
4657 and leave message. 
CHEAPI FBUU.S. SEIZED 84 VW ... 
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mer-
cedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50. 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals 
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ115C 
U.S. HOTLINE copyright. 
CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 84 VW 
$50, 87 MERCEDES $200. 65 
MERCEDES $100. 65 MUSTANG 
$50 Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details 801-379-2929 
Copyright 'MJ115C U.S. HOTLINE 
copyright 
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100. 84 
Bronco. $50. 89 Blazer. $150. 75 
Jeep CJ. $50. Seized Vans. 4x4's. 
:~~ ..... ~Bo;a;\s~'ic~h~oo:s~e from thousands start-. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
MK11:; . ' . 801-379-2930 Ext. 
REFRIGERATOR right. 
LN8000. Gas refrigeration. el ~_ 
stand-by. 2 speed rear-end. new 
nose. cab painted recen~y. 20' in-
sulated side door box $1lS00/8.0 . 
Call Jay. 772-5718. 
employment 
bulletin board 
COMMUTE TO AUGUSTA DAILY: I 
have a car and want somebody to 
share comP,8ny and expenses. Will 
leave Portland 7:30 am. return 5 pm. 
Thursdays retum at 3 pm. Call Chris-
tine 623-4989 (day), 828-1450 (eve). 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a com-
mercial jet anytime for only $160 with 
AIRHITCH@I For details call : 
AIRHITCH® (212) 864-2000. 
Saint Jude's Novena: May the 
sacred heart of Jesus be adored 
glorified, loved and preselVed 
through the world now and forever. 
Sacred heart of Jesus. pray for us. 
Saint JUde. worker of many miracles 
pray for us. Saint Jude. help 01 the 
hopeless. pray for us. Say this 
p~ayer nine times a day, by the 
elghlh day your prayer will be 
answered. It has never been known 
to fail. Publication must be promised. 
Thank you Saint Jude. A.W. 
Saint Jude's Novena: May the 
sacred heart of Jesus be adored. 
glorified, loved and preselVed 
through the world now and forever. 
Sa?red heart of Jesus. pray for us. 
Saint JUde. worker of many miracles 
pray for us. Saint Jude. help of the 
hopeless, pray for us. Say this 
prayer nine times a day. by the 
eighth day your prayer will be 
answered. I t has never been known 
to fail. Publication must be promised. 
Thank you Saint Jude. A.w. 
animals 
How do you know if your cat really 
likes you ... if he's happy when you're 
away _ .. If she's "talking" to you wjthher 
tai l? Get the answers 10 questions like 
these. Also a free newsletter! 
($2. 95 is t min, .12 add I mms) 
CATLINE 1-900-990-CATS 
Ex t . 1500 
" 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
CaEca Bay Weekly has an op portunity fo r an energetic account execQI 
jom our sal~s fcam. 
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and highly motivated sales 
representa tive to pioncc.r and mainta in new accounts as well as service 
existing oncs. You must be organized, creative and possess excellent 
interpersonal skills. You will wo rk as an inlegral part of the sa les team while 
aggresSively developing and independ an tly managing your own lerritory. 
Fam.lIa n ty With the Greater Portland marke t will be a plus. 
ThiS posi tion pays a base sala ry plus commis:;ion. An ambitious 
salesperson w ill earn $18K-$24K plus health coverage and benefi ts. 
If you are enthusiastic about advertis ing sales send a resume and cover 
lette r outlinh;g why you'd like to work for Casco Bay Weekly to: 
IIHH,I:f\lj 
IW44JttJ 
SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn : Holly lynn, Advertising sales manager 
(no phone calls pI ... e) 
. ..:. .•.•. ';-. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY SALESPERSON 
CasCil Bay Weekly has an oppo rtuni ty fo r an energetic ind ividual to join 
our sales team. 
We are looking for a creative self-starter to aggressively develop a nd 
maintain display advertiSing in our g ro wing classified section. You must be 
highly organized, and possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills. 
Telemarketing experience will be a plus. Some. administrative duties are 
also reqUired. 
TIlis position pays a base salary plus commission and benefits . 
If you are an enthusiastic team player send a resume and cover letter 
describing why you'd like to work for CaEco Bay Weekly to: . 
IIHH·I:E\'j 
IW44 J ttJ 
SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn : Holly Lynn, Advertising sales manager 
(no phon. calls p/= e) 
Co-stars 
Each of the characters on the left shared 
a movie marquee with a character on the 
right. See if you can match them up_ 
1) The Good, the Bad 
2) The Devil 
3) Little Fauss 
4) Freebie 
5) Smokey 
6) Bob & Carol 
7) Frankie 
8) Butch Cassidy 
9) Mother, Jugs 













23) The Falcon 
24) Nicholas 
25) The Egg 
26) Harold 
27) The Ghost 
28) David 
29) Melvin 
30) A Boy 
Can you solve the Re,..l'pu=le? There 
is a $20 gftt certificate from Alberta's for 
the first prize winner. The second prize 
winner receives two free passes to the 
Movies on Exchange Street. Winners will 
receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings 
are done at random. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one prize in a 
. four-week span. Only one entry is allowed 
per person per week. 
! 
NfQy 2, 1991 











_ Billy the Kid 
_ The Sundance Kid 
















---", ;.., - --
All entries for this week's puzzle must 
be receivcd..by Wed., May 8. The solution to 
this week's puzzle will appear in the May 
16 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your 
best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #69 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to Real Puzzle #67 
(Horizontal hold) 
David Letterman 
This week, Portland's Krister Rollins 
ahd a friend will dine at Alberta's. 
Portland's Barbara Trentacosta and a friend 
will take in a movie on Exchange Street. 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAIN-
STORMS, was -recently 
published by Harper and Row.) 
39 
FTD SPRING GARDEN 
BOUQUET 
A feminine array of pinks, 
purples, yellows and whites 
adorn a channing hand-painted 
white basket with a floral motif. 
A bouquet that will surely bring 
a smile to Moms face this 
Mothers Day. 
Send this bOUQuet anywhere in 
the country. 
$25.00/ $27.50 / $30.00 
LIL Y BLOSSOM 
HOLDER 
A unique and attractive gift for 
Mom. A single perfect rose is 
nestled in a lovely glass blossom 
holder designed in the shape of a 
.,..,....:l.d\ 
lily. We've accented the rose 
with greens and baby's breath to 
make this an outstanding gift for 
Mothers Day. 
A Harmons-Bartons exclusive. 
$17.50 
FTD BLOSSOMS & 
BOWS BOUQUET 
FID has designed some of 
Moms favorite lasting flowers in 
a porcelain container in fabric 
and bow motif. Lavenders, 
, yellows, whites and purples 
, abound, making this bouquet a 
great choice for Mother. 
~1"-lI1>nn this bouquet allywhere 
in the country. 
$32.50 / $35.00 / $40.00 
CRYSTAL BLOOMS 
BOUQUET 
We've arranged some of your 
~}S-t:h"'f"."''',; flowers for Mothers Day 
in a stunning 24% hand- crafted 
'A"'1~l,;,~rt bowl. Mom will love the 
lasting beauty these flowers 
will bring and treasure the 
crystal bowl forever. 
A Harmon-Barton exclusive. 
$30.00 / $35.00 / $40.00 
S d M ORDER EARLY! en om. MOTHERS DAY IS MAY 12th 
Bunches of ugs and 
Bou nets of Kisses ! 
BASKET OF LOVE 
A glorious collection of colors and 
fragrances of freshly cut flowers, 
f9 welcomes springtime into the 
C> C home. A handsome wicker 
basket captures the look of 
~:;:.tJ,ow'ers freshly picked right from 
the garden. 
Harmon-Borton exclusive. 
$35.00 / $40.UO I $45.00 
TEA TIME BOUQUET 
A charming porcelain tea cup 
and saucer is designed with 
traditional fresh flowers for 
() mom and topped with a lovely 
sweetheart rose. Mom will love 
~~a.l,~ arrangement and cherrish the 
cup and saucer for many years. 
A Harmon-Barton exclusive. 
$20.00 / $22.50 / $25.00 
I-IARMON'S 
584 Congress Street 
PORTLAND 
774-5946 
The Big Hu.z 
:---
j\ _ "d.J assortment of fresh 
blooms have been selected 
and are loosely arranged in a 
lovely ginger-style glass vase. 
A very popular design for those 
who prefer a more natural look. 
Mom will love it! 
A Harmon-Barton exclusive. 
$35.00 / $40.00 / $45.00 
MOTHERS GARDEN 
We've gathered together for 
Mom, a lush assortment of 
tropical foliage plants and a 
blooming african 
violet. All of which is 
attractively planted in a 
BARTON'S 
117 Brown Street 
--- WESTBROOK 
854-2518 
white washed basket. 
$30.00 
CALL US TOLL FREE! 
1-800-786· LILY 
